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Foreword 

In 1986 when the first of the Multidisciplinary and Cross-cultural Seminars was held under the aegis of the 
Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, there was a trepidation. In my Introduction to the Volume 
on Concepts of Space : Ancient & Modern I have shared with the readers the sense of challenge as 
also of gratification. Then, it was not easy, nor has it been easy in the subsequent years to bring together 
people from different parts of the world of diverse disciplines and levels of society to speak through a 
multiplicity of languages to reflect and converse, and have a meaningful dialogue on the fundamental 
concerns of humanity in the past or present, in science or religion, philosophy and the arts, in civilizations 
as far apart as Egyptian, Chinese, Greek and Indian, permeating expressions through the written or the 
oral word, generating a language of myth and symbol which communicates across cultures. 

The gathering, the dialogue and the discussion on a single concept of Space (¡k¡¿a) made it evident that 
the more fundamental and universal the concept, the greater the probability and possibility of diverse 
interpretations at multiple levels. The single concept of Spacehad taken us through the journey of the 
concepts of cavity, cave, aperture, fountainhead, body, air, sky, vacuity, cipher, point and much else. The 
scientist and the technologist explored the concept through their method of empirical investigation, the 
philosopher and the metaphysician, artists and the sociologist through perennial questioning and 
speculation. The two approaches and methods we learnt were complementary and not in conflict. The 
arts, architecture, sculpture, painting, music and dance enclose, embody and evoke space. Poetry 
creates vast edifices of space as spatial situations, and evoke the experience of outer and inner space. 

The concern with Space (¡k¡¿a) could not be dissociated from the concern — the concept of Time 

(k¡la). Two years later, a similar gathering with many familiar faces (who communicated with one another 

with greater ease) gathered to deliberate upon the many dimensions of Time (k¡la). Once again, the 
discussions at that Seminar revolved round the micro and the macro levels of the single concept, from 
molecular time to the cosmic time, from the time of biologists to the time of astronomer, from the time of 
the seer and meditator to the time of the architect, sculptor, musician, dancer and the poet. Besides the 
familiar faces, there were others who had joined the family of the IGNCA. The enlarged family gave this 
Seminar a depth and richness, unique and unparalleled. The experiences His Holiness The Dalai Lama 
articulated in words lucid and resonant, were juxtaposed with the precision and meditation of a scientist 
— the late Professor D.S. Kothari. The depth of the experience of Time in religious traditions, Islamic, 
Christian, Hindu, Buddhist, Jain and Hebrew, and the embodiment of inner and outer Time in poetic 
language was shared through rapt silence through the voice of the Poet Kathleen Raine. 

Logically and naturally, from these two fundamental and universal concepts the next step in our quest for 

exploration of a single universal theme through diverse paths recalling the Îgvedic Verse, Truth is one; 
man knows it by different names, was to explore the concept of the primal elements (five or four) in 
different civilizations which have governed and determined the evolution of civilization and culture. 
Perhaps, the first conscious awareness of Man was the fact that his life depended on water, Earth, air, 
fire and, above all, space. Understandably, in all civilizations, at the most sophisticated level as also at 
the simplest level, the recognition that the primal elements were primary and indispensable for Man, is 
universal. Myths of the origin of the universe, creation, cosmology and cosmogony, have been developed 
on the concept of the elements which are four or five. There is a vast body of primary sources and equally 
extensive and complex a history of critical discourse on the nature of primal elements and their 
indispensability, not only for Man but for all life on Earth. 

The subject was too vast and too monumental to be taken up in a single Seminar. Organizationally, 
therefore, this time it was decided to hold five successive but interlocked Seminars, one leading to the 
others, so that they could all culminate in a final international cross-cultural multidisciplinary Seminar. 
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Since cultures, disciplines, and levels of society are not completely autonomous and insulated, there was 
a planned and understandable overlapping between one Seminar or Workshop and another. 

The five Seminars were divided more for facility than the autonomous nature of each area or field. The 
discussions, therefore, at one Seminar were taken up and did interpenetrate into the next. 

Logically, the first of these Seminars focused attention on the articulations of cohesive communities in the 
world who have lived in harmony with nature and who have communicated with the five elements in a 
continuous unceasing dialogue. To them the nature of the five elements — water, earth, air, fire and 
space — is not a matter of intellection or breaking down into separation and divisions of totality or a 
whole; instead, it is a question of life here and now. This is manifested in ritual practices which sacrilize 
nature so that man can live as an integral part of the universe, the rhythmic movement of the changing 
seasons, and the symmetrical punctuation and cycle of seed sprouting, growing, flowering, fruiting, 
decaying and renewing. In modern discourse this is understood as the need for man to live in harmony 
with the environment for an evolution of socio-cultural systems and methodologies for ensuring the 
maintenance of ecological balances. The lives and lifestyles of these cohesive groups have begun to 
acquire renewed validity on account of what man has done to pollute, contaminate, desacrilize and 
desecrate the very fundamentals that sustain him and make it possible for him to live on earth. The first 
Volume is based on the papers submitted at this Seminar. 

The second Seminar moved the emphasis to the textual traditions. There is a vast body of literature in 
Greek, Chinese and Indian sources where philosophic discourses have been held on the nature of the 
universe, the nature of matter, the elements and the possibility of transmutation of the gross to the subtle. 

In India all branches of the philosophic streams have discussed the nature of the Bh£tas and 

theMah¡bh£tas. The discussion ranges from the earliest articulation on the subject in the Îgveda to the 

philosophic schools of Vai¿eÀikas, Vedantins, áaiva and the 'Agamas. The old system of Ëyurveda in India, 

as much of medicine in Greece in a very different way, is based on the concept of the Mah¡bh£tas in the 
constitution of the body itself. The very conception of the five elements constitutes the body. Texts for 
Indian astronomy, chemistry, metallurgy are replete with discussions on the elements. This discussion 
cannot be dissociated from a speculation, and discourse of, the nature of the universe, cosmology, 
cosmogony. The second Seminar delved deep into each of these aspects specially in the Indian tradition 

— Vedic, Br¡hma¸ical, UpaniÀadic and T¡ntric. In addition, there was a consideration of the concept of 
the Mah"abh"utas in Buddhism and Jainism. This Seminar unfolded the very complex and subtle aspects 
of the discourse on the nature of the matter, the fivefold organic matter and the five external objects. It 
also brought forth the many convergences as also divergences of viewpoint between and amongst these 
different streams of Indian thought as exemplified in the textual tradition. The Seminar was hosted by the 
Department of Sanskrit, University of Poona, Pune. The second Volume of this series is based on the 
papers and the discussions held at this Seminar. 

Logically, the third Seminar had to and did explore the discussions as also the manifestations of the five 
elements in the Indian arts, along with their 'Agamic background. As is well-recognized, while 

the UpaniÀads provide the basis for speculative thinking, the Br¡hma¸as give the methodology of ritual 

practice (Yajµa and Prayoga). Parallel is the development in early and later medieval India where the texts 

onV¡stu and áilpa provide the frame-work of the abstract principles of creating concrete structures 
through different media and in different forms. The 'Agama is the twin which provide the methodology of 
enlivening, giving life and breath to the concrete structures and forms of art. If monumental architecture, 
sculpture, painting, music or dance, poetry or theatre, is created on the comprehension of space and 
time, they are even more built on the system of correspondences first for embodying and then evoking 
the five elements. The fascinating and unceasing cycle of the movement from the inner experience to the 
creation of form, which would incorporate the five elements and the employment of a methodology of 
ritual, is outlined in the 'Agamic texts only to achieve the end experience of the transformation of the 
gross to the subtle. This was the subject of this Seminar. From different vantage points of the architect, 
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sculptor, painter, musician and dancer, the field was re-opened to examine the structure of the Indian arts 
at its primal level. 

Naturally, theories of aesthetics which have emerged from such a viewpoint had to be discussed and 
many questions asked. The third Volume incorporates the span of the papers presented and the 
discussions held at this Seminar. 

If the arts deal with the process of transmutation and mutation of the subtle to the gross, and the 
evocation of the subtle from the gross, in other words, the process of the abstract and the concrete 
suggesting, stimulating and evoking the abstract, then the astrophysicist deals with the nature of primal 
matter itself. No discourse on the elements could have been completed by excluding the discussion on 
modern physics of elementary particles and the most recent developments in microbiology. The fourth 
Seminar took up the question of the nature and function of matter itself and discussed the theories of the 
creation of the universe and emergent cosmologies in the modern physics. This was juxtaposed with the 
consideration on the nature of matter and consciousness. It was obvious that the new developments in 
science were, perhaps, not all that far remote from the earlier insights in the context of consciousness. 
The debate between the nineteenth Century mechanistic science and the modern physics was re-
opened. This was juxtaposed with speculations and the philosophic discourses in the Indian philosophic 
schools. If the second Seminar dealt with the textual traditions and the philosophic schools 

of S¡Ækhya, M¢m¡Æs¡ and the Vai¿eÀikas, this Seminar looked at these traditions as structuralistic 
traditions from a scientific point of view. The dialogue created between the method of science and the 
method of speculation was invigorating. The fourth Volume comprises papers and discussions at this 
Seminar. 

The fifth and the last Seminar was a coming together of cultures as also disciplines. Coordinators of the 
earlier Seminars presented brief Reports on each of the Seminars which provided the background and 
the landscape. The international community, comprising scientists, biologists, philosophers, 
anthropologists, ecologists and artists shared not only the myth and cosmology of their particular 
societies but also there was a most meaningful dialogue between those who lived in the awareness of the 
primordial myths of the elements and those who had employed the tools of science to explore the nature 
of the phenomenon of matter. 

The putting together of the deliberations of the five major Seminars, as a single or a multiple-volume, is a 
daunting task. Through the combined efforts of the Coordinators of each of these Seminars and, 
particularly, the Chief Coordinator — Professor B.N. Saraswati and his associates — it has been possible 
to prepare the five Volumes based on the deliberations of these Seminars as also a companion exhibition 
which was called "PRAK`RTI: The Integral Vision". 

It is my hope that these Volumes will provide material for further discussion and dialogue. The perennial 
nature of the theme and its urgent and contemporary validity will, I hope, make these Volumes significant. 
As I have said earlier in my Introduction, Man stands today at a moment where he is threatened by the 
pollution, inner and outer, of his own making. The primal elements and the urgent need for purification 
through austerity and discipline are not the matters of intellectual discourse alone. Their maintenance and 
sustenance, and the purity of these that are primary and primal, are the objectives of our life, lest death 
overtakes us. 

Kapila Vatsyayan 
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Abbreviations 

  

AbhiBh¡ Abhinava Bh¡rat¢ 

AjitË Ajit¡gama 

B¤D B¤hadde¿¢ 

B¤Up B¤had¡ra¤yaka UpaniÀad 

ChUp Ch¡ndogya UpaniÀad 

JaySam Jay¡khya SaÆhit¡ 

KKD Kriy¡kramadyotik¡ 

Maku¶Ë MakuÆ¡gama 

MBh Mah¡bh¡rata 

M¤gË M¤gendr¡gama 

N¡rSam N¡rad¢ya SaÆhit¡ 

Ná N¡¶ya-á¡stra 

P¡rSam P¡rame¿vara SaÆhit¡ 

PauÀSam PauÀkara SaÆhit¡ 

PTr¢Laghuv¤tti Par¡tr¢¿ik¡ Laghuv¤tti (Abhinavagupta) 

ÎV Îgveda 

S¡tSam S¡atvada SaÆhit¡ 

áBr áatapatha Br¡hma¸a 

SR Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara 

SP Soma¿ambhu Paddhati 

SvT Svacchanda Tantra 

TËl Tantr¡loka (Abhinavagupta) 

TUp Taittir¢ya UpaniÀad 

V¡mT V¡make¿vara Tantra 

V¡tË V¡tul¡gama 

YoH Yogin¢-H¤daya 
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Introduction 

(Bettina Bäumer) 

vi¿avab¢japraroh¡rthaÆ m£l¡dh¡ratay¡ sthitam; 
dhart¤¿aktimayaÆ vande dhara¸¢r£pam¢¿varam. 

  
                           I pay obeisance to the supporting energy of the Lord 
                           in the form of the earth 
                           which remains established as the prime base 
                           for sprouting the seed of the universe. 
                                                                        Abhinava Bh¡rat¢ 
                                                                        Ma¸gala¿loka (in praise of the first 
                                                                        of the five elements) 

Indian Art, both conceptually and in practice, is embedded in a world-view and cosmology, which is based 

on the fundamental elements (mah¡bh£t¡ni): earth, water, fire, wind and ether (space). We find a system of 

correspondences between macrocosm and microcosm, linking the gross and subtle levels, as is evident in 

the Vedic as well as Ëgamic traditions. This conception finds its immediate application in ritual, which can 

serve as a key to these relationships and to the rich symbolism implied. The correspondences between the 

elements, in their gross and subtle aspects, sense-perceptions, and human emotive states have been 

elaborated at all levels of the Indian tradition. 

All these conceptions and practices have influenced the Indian aesthetic theories, and have found 

expression in the different media of the Arts. Taking the mah¡bh£tas as the concrete starting-point, these 

interrelationships can be examined in the case of each art-form. They appear at different levels: at the level 

of the material, at the level of the creative process and artistic articulation, at the level of communication and 

aesthetic receptivity. 

Besides the aesthetic and symbolical dimensions of the mah¡bh£tas, their ecological importance 

should not be forgotten. Man formed by such a tradition lived in harmony with his surroundings and 

expressed a deep reverence towards the earth on which he dwells, the air he breathes, the water which 

purifies and gives life, the fire that transforms, and space which gives him the vastness to live. When he 

draws ma¸·alas on the ground, their symbolism of colour and form gives expression to this relationship. 

When he pours offerings into the sacred fire, he is conscious of the power and manifold nature of the 

element, and so forth. 

The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts has since its beginning been concerned with 

fundamental themes underlying the Indian Arts, exploring them in all possible directions and thus opening a 

new and deeper under-standing of the artistic traditions. After exploring the concepts of Space and 

Time,[i] another basic theme has been examined in its various dimensions in several seminars: the concept 

of the cosmic elements which have been classified as five in the Indian tradition.[ii] 

http://ignca.nic.in/ps_03003.htm#_edn1
http://ignca.nic.in/ps_03003.htm#_edn2
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A Seminar on The Role of the Elements (mah¡bh£tas) in the Indian Arts and their 

Ëgamic Background has been held at IGNCA, New Delhi, from March 12-14, 1992, of which the papers are 

presented in this Volume. 

Our life depends on the cosmic elements - earth, water, fire, air and space - but we are rarely 

conscious of this fact, whether in our own body or in our environment. Any discussion on the elements 

should lead us to a greater and more immediate awareness of this dependence and to a cosmic sense of 

responsibility, otherwise it is a futile academic exercise. 

The arts, as any human activity which needs a material support, are a sublimation of the elements, 

"transformation of nature in art", in Coomaraswamy's formulation. Every art-form has its own immediate 

material, but it uses all the other elements and their transformations in one way or another. It was one of the 

scopes of this Seminar to explore the relationship between specific art-forms and the elements 

predominating in them, not only in their material aspect, but in their symbolic function and quality. Water 

does not only mean the physical element but the quality of fluidity and the symbol of life; fire does not only 

mean a burning flame, but the quality of intensity, of heat and burning, etc. The texts are full of descriptions 

of the qualities and symbolic value of the elements. 

But the elements or mah¡bh£tas in their gross form are part of a whole cosmology and cosmogony. 

Their role in cosmogony cannot be discussed here, because it would require a separate treatment. But we 

have to place the elements in the total scheme of cosmology which is the system of the tattvas –whether 25 

as in S¡Ækhya or 36 as in the Ëgamas. The system of the tattvas presents a perfect ecological balance. 

Ecology in the modern Western sense is limited to nature and remains artificially cut-off from the mental and 

spiritual dimensions, whereas the system of tattvas contains everything: the gross elements (bh£ta) cannot 

be separated from the subtle (tanm¡tra), nor from the sense-organs (indriya), and beyond them to the subtler 

mental faculties. Even the latest theories of modern physics have again discovered that the observer cannot 

be left out of the picture, that the observed is not just an 'object'. 

In the system of the tattvas the elements are the basis of the pyramid, and the ascent is from gross 

to subtle and beyond: sth£la,s£kÀma and para cannot be separated. Thus the theme of this Seminar on 

the bh£tas should not be and has not been understood as a limitation, but as a, starting-point. The elements 

are the very basis of the universe, and any sublimation has to start from them. Or, seen from the other side, 

there is an evolution from the supreme (para) to the subtle and from there to the gross elements. 

In another aspect, too, the elements are all-pervading, that is in the symbolic field. Where they are 

not present materially, they are present symbolically. At all the levels, even the most subtle and spiritual, we 

find elemental symbolism. As an example we may mention the three yogic n¡·¢s being identified with sun, 

moon and fire. 

If we agree that the tattvas present a complete scheme and an ecological balance, we have to 

address ourselves to two important issues: 

  

                     1. In actual practice cosmology becomes manifested in ritual, life style, festivals and 

art. 
            How are the Indian arts manifesting, expressing, integrating this cosmological scheme in 

their different media? 
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                        How does the concept take on flesh and form and sound and movement? 
                        What are the methods of transferring this cosmology into the visual and audible form 

that we ca.11 art? 
                     2. We should not adopt a complacent attitude with regard to the Indian tradition, as if 

everything were in harmony. We should rather seriously ask ourselves why it is that 

a, tradition with such a wisdom in relation to nature has fallen into such neglect of 

nature and has allowed an ecological disaster to happen in its own environment. 

Can our reflections on these inter-relations between cosmology, ritual and the arts 

be more than a romantic looking back to a lost harmony, and can they create an 

awareness of the urgent need of the hour? Can the arts, and the theory or 

philosophy supporting them, become an instrument of integration and ecological 

aware-ness, instead of being cut off from their context and used as an isolated act 

of entertainment for the privileged few? 
  

It is here where the Ëgamas / Tantras can play a crucial role of mediation, with their 

integration of the senses and of matter into spirituality. 

Here a word of explanation on the limitation and scope of the topic of this Volume is necessary. 

There is no doubt that, at least in the Indian context, the arts have grown out of a re-enactment, of 

the cosmos, of human life and of the Divine, which we may call, for lack of better word, ritual. Whether it is 

the Vedic sacrifice Ëgamic temple-ritual or personal puja, it always involves symbolic forms like the shapes 

of the Vedic altars, cosmic ma¸·alas, yantras, sculpture, architecture, music, dance, poetry, etc. Thus ritual 

is all linked with different art-forms and with cosmological conceptions which are basic to all the arts. We 

could describe it with the symbol of a triangle: 

For the sake of a more precise discussion it seemed useful to limit the scope to only one, though 

very vast, stream of the Indian tradition where this triangle becomes clearly manifest, that is the Ëgamic 

tradition. By Ëgamas we mean a I class of literatures and practice which may be áaiva, VaiÀ¸ava or á¡kta 

(or even Jaina or Buddhist), but which have certain common characteristics. It would have been very 

tempting to include the Vedas in the same discussion, and in not doing so we do not want to emphasize a 

total separation of the Vedic and Ëgamic traditions, on the contrary, we will discover many threads 

connecting the two. We need not go here into any controversies about the relationship between Vedas and 

Ëgamas or Tantras, this would be besides the scope of our search here. We rather want to find the 

connecting threads between the three points of the triangle, that is cosmology, ritual and arts, in the context 

of the Ëgamic tradition. 

It is an undeniable fact that, when speaking of the elements or mahabhutani, the cosmological, ritual 

and artistic dimensions are closely interwoven, but more often than not these are studied in isolation and not 

in their inter-connectedness. Thus it is the aim of this Volume to discover these connections and establish 

the relationships. 

Though the Seminar was primarily concerned with an exploration of the Ëgamic tradition in its 

relation to the Arts, the ecological importance of such an exploration remained constantly in our minds, from 

the Introduction by the convener to the conclusion by Dr Kapila Vatsyayan. Understanding the tradition 

should not remain limited to a literary analysis nor to extolling the glorious past when man was in harmony 

with his surroundings and his activities were integrated in the rhythm of nature. It should rather help us to 
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become more aware of the dimensions we have lost in a fragmented way of life, and to recover some of the 

attitudes embedded in the tradition, such as respect and reverence for the earth on which we dwell, the air 

we breathe, the water which purifies and nourishes us, the fire which transforms and heats, and the space 

which gives us room to live. In this sense this Volume is not merely historical or literary, but directed at the 

burning issues of present-day ecology. 

The aim of the Seminar was to be achieved in five steps, and hence the articles presented here are arranged 

in five sections, related to the number five of the elements: 

1.                   An exploration of the concepts and practices of the Ëgamas in relation to the elements, their 

cosmology, ritual and Yoga, 

2.                   An analysis of the aesthetic theories, mainly based on the Natya-Sastra and Abhinava Bharati, 

3.                   The artistic theories and techniques as found in the Sastras of the Arts, 

4.                   The manifestation of the elements in the different artistic expressions, where each art-form 

has a special relationship with one or more of the elements, and yet all are present in one way or 

another, and 

5.         General questions relating to the Arts and ecology. 

These five points are supposed to cover the different levels where the elements underlie the Arts: 

the level of the material, the level of the creative process and artistic articulation, the level of symbolic 

relationships and the level of communication and aesthetic receptivity. 

In this Introduction I can only give a short survey of the rich material presented in the papers, to 

show the connecting link. 

The Agama, ritual and Yoga in relation to the elements was presented from the Vaisnava Paficaratra 

tradition by P.P. Apte, from the point of view of the dualistic and non-dualistic Saivagamas by H.N. 

Chakravarty, S.P. Sabarathi-nam and S.S. Janaki respectively. From these presentations several common 

features of these different schools emerged, which are independent of their respective theologies. One of 

these common features is the importance of ritual purification of the elements in the body, called 

bh£ta&ddhi. Any ritual re-quires the purification of the worshipper's gross and subtle body which has to go 

through the five elements, and by which the worshipper's body be-comes divinized. This process was clearly 

described and analyzed by P.P. Apte in the Pancaratra tradition, and by H.N. Chakravarty, S.S. Janaki and 

S.P. Sabarathinam in the Saivagamas. 

P.P. Apte brought out another important aspect of ritual where the elements are represented 

in ma¸·alas with their corresponding shapes and colours. Ma¸·alas are microcosmic representations of the 

macrocosm, and they combine ritual and art in a unique way. 

H.N. Chakravarty gave the philosophical and cosmological background of the elements in the 

Saivagamas, from the point of view of the non-dualistic 'Saivism of Kashmir. The five elements are the basic 

tattvas in the Ëgamic cosmology comprising thirtysix tattvas. The five elements are further under-stoodas 

forms of Siva, corresponding to the five Brahmans. The astamurti conception of Siva also accords a basic 

theological importance to the elements. 
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S.S. Janaki developed the process of bhutasuddhi in the Saiva, Siddhanta tradition and showed the 

correspondences of the elements with colours, forms, mantras, deities, etc. The yogic correspondences to 

the subtle centres in the body were also referred to S.P. Sabarathinam dealt with the ma¸·alas in the Saiva 

context. 

All these presentations of the Ëgamic material made it clear that the elements are present at all the 

levels, from the physical to the subtle and spiritual, and that all these meanings are embedded in a cosmo-

theology, whether it is interpreted in a dualistic or non-dualistic way. They are not only instruments of 

external ritual and inner purification, but they have a definite significance in the ultimate process of 

divinization of the devotee. 

The second section is focusing on the aesthetic theories which have been largely informed by the 

Vedic and Ëgamic traditions. K.D. Tripathi's paper: 'From Sensuous to Supersensuous: An inquiry into some 

terms of Indian Aesthetics' presents a pivotal point of the Volume. Following Abhinavagupta, he went into the 

very process of creativity and the role of sense-experience in the process of passing from the aesthetic to 

the transcendent experience. He analyzed the very basic concept of rasa in the light of its elemental 

association with water. The aesthetic qualities of madhurya and ojas are related to the watery and fiery 

elements. In fact, most of the terms of Indian aesthetics can be derived from the essential qualities of the five 

elements. The paper made it clear that the very process of the aesthetic experience, being a process of 

universalization or sadharanikarana, is a transformation of the sensuous into the supersensuous. In this, the 

qualities of the elements are more important than their physical nature. 

R. Tripathi discussed the ritual of the Rangadaivatapujana of the Natya-Sastra and the use of the elements 

and compared the consecration of a temple with the consecration of a theatre. However, the historical 

question of the dependence on the Ëgamic ritual cannot be solved easily, since the textual form of the 

Ëgamas is later than that of the N@+Stistru. However, the symbolism of the elements is essential in the 

preliminary rituals of theatre. 

The third section moves from the Natya-Sastra and the aesthetic theories to the Sastric theories of 

the different Arts. Two papers, by Prem Lata Sharma and Mukund Lath, were devoted to Sarigitta-dtistra. 

P.L. Sharma analyzed the specific role of the elements and their qualities in music. Some of the elements, 

such as wind, play a physical role in the production of musical sound, while others are represented by their 

qualities. The Satighz-Rutn&uru speaks of the elements in relation to the body and mental faculties in terms 

of Ayurvedu, and also in their subtle meaning in terms of Yoga and of the cakras in the body. 

Mukund Lath developed further the idea of  'The Body as an Instrument' in the light of the Sangita-

Ratnakara, and he expanded on the process of sound-production in the human body. From both these 

papers it became clear that musical theory and practice is intimately linked with the human body, its physical 

and subtle understanding which consists of the five elements in their gross and subtle form. 

My own paper entitled 'Lines of Fire, Lines of Water: the Elements in Silpasastra' was dedicated to 

some aspects of the elemental symbolism in Silpa-sastra, as applied to both, sculpture and architecture. 

This symbolism is found in the lines of the compositional diagram (panjara), which have certain qualities of 

the elements: the horizontal is the water-line, the vertical the fire-line, etc. The integration of the apparently 

opposing qualities of water and fire is found in the hexagram, a basic form of all yantras. The images created 

on the basis of such diagrams share the qualities of the respective elements and their combination. The 

human figure is also divided vertically in sections attributed to the five elements. In architecture, the 
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symbolism of the elements is part of the general cosmic symbolism of the temple which is applied to its 

different parts. 

Michael Meister, in his paper on 'Unity and Gravity of an Elemental Architecture', demonstrated the 

symbolism of the temple with the help of slides. He summarized the general idea thus: 'The temple by 

intention is poised between elements, always placed near water; built of and on the earth; it is itself the 

home of fire; its tower the embodiment of air; and its apex of ether.' 

The fourth section passes on to artistic practice (prayoga) in which Ganapati Sthapati gives a 

summary of his vast knowledge and experience of the conceptions and practice of traditional architecture. 

He elaborated on Space as the primal element of architecture, and he gave much importance to the 

Vastupurusamandala in constructing a house or a temple. 

Kapila Vatsyayan has related Indian myths and their representations in art to the questions of 

ecology. She has shown that myth and art have a powerful message for our ecological situation, especially in 

India, if we know how to read it. 

The concluding section starts by a comprehensive survey of 'The Cosmic Elements in India; an 

Agenda of Questions' by A.R. Kelkar. He put the theme in the context of cosmology and gave a survey of 

different cosmological schemes, comparing them also with other Indo-European cultures, such as the Greek. 

His semantic analysis of central terms of the theory of art like rasa, underlined the thesis proposed by K.D. 

Tripathi about the elemental origin of these terms. His 'agenda of questions' presented a useful survey of 

possible relationships of the elements with the Arts. 

However, the main stress of the last section lies in the emphasis on ecology, a link which had not 

been sufficiently established in the papers describing the Ëgamic and Sastric traditions. Bryan Mulvihill 

stressed the need for a 'cultural ecology', which is the need of the hour in a world-wide situation of 

exploitation of the earth, pollution and ecological disaster. All traditional cultures with their wisdom and deep 

respect for the elemental forces of nature have to teach modern civilization how to deal with their 

environment. He stated that 'perhaps no other society has developed the human interdependence with 

nature to such a refined and elaborate degree than the cultures of the Indian sub-continent where the 

relationship with the elemental forces is portrayed on every level of human and cultural expression.' Sadly, 

this har-monious relationship of man and nature is now very much disturbed in India itself. The author also 

demonstrated his thesis on the elements with the help of a Buddhist mandala structure, maybe one of the 

'leitmotifs' of this seminar. His appeal was for a greater awareness of the interdependence and relationship 

with the elements that traditional cultures preserve. He found the reasons for the ecological disaster of our 

time in a 'globally embedded arrogance' and 'inflation of the ego', leading to sheer exploitation of the earth. 

In her concluding speech, Kapila Vatsyayan also made a poignant appeal to link our traditional 

wisdom, ritual and art, with the problems of ecology in India and the world over. Tradition should not remain 

closed in itself, unaware of the environment, but it should play a crucial role in rediscovering the primordial 

relationship of man and nature. 

The 'missing link' between the Ëgamic knowledge and ecology could be mentioned as one of the 

weaknesses of the Seminar, but it reflected faithfully the present state of affairs in India. If we can recognize 

this weakness and come to a greater awareness of the relevance of the cosmologies propounded in 

the Ëgamas, which found their expression in the various art-forms, starting from ritual itself, the Seminar 

would have served an important, purpose. 
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If at all some conclusions could be drawn, I would dare to make a general remark. It is obvious that 

such a rich tradition of Ëgamic cosmology, ritual, aesthetic theory and artistic practice cannot be exhausted 

in a few papers. But it is perhaps the sign of a living tradition that it takes the basic elements so much for 

granted that it is not longer aware of them. Thus, to my mind, the ground on which we stand, the earth 

element, prthivi or bhumi, has not been given its due importance. If this basic element alone (though of 

course not in isolation) could be studied in all its implications, we could come closer to a real Indian ecology. 

We are grateful to Professor Kirti Trivedi, Industrial Design Centre, IIT, Bombay, for providing the slides of 

ma¸·alas to illustrate the article by P.P. Apte. These ma¸·alas have been created by him in association with 

Dr P.P. Apte, on the basis of the Pauskara Samhita. 

We thank the American Institute of Indian Studies, Ramnagar, Varanasi, for providing photographs 

to illustrate the article by Michael Meister. 

I also wish to thank the staff of IGNCA, Varanasi, for assisting me in bringing out this volume, for 

composing and formating the text in the computer and proof-reading. Sri S. Dorai has prepared the line-

drawings after the originals provided by the authors. 

Bettina Baumer 

Notes 

 

[i] Cf. Concepts of Space, Ed. by Kapila Vatsyayan New Delhi (IGNCA and Abhinav Publications) 1991, and 

Kalatattvakosa, Vol. II, Ed. by Bettina Baumer. 

[ii] Kalatattvakosa, Vol. III will be dedicated to this theme. 
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01   Ritual Sublimation of Elements 

In P¡µcar¡tra Ëgama 

Prabhakar P. Apte 

Illustrations 

The Ëgamas in general and the P¡µcar¡tra Ëgama in particular, have conceived and ritually effected a sublimation of 

gross and subtle elements (mah¡bh£tas and tanm¡tras) in various areas of regular and occasional rituals. The 

noteworthy ritual item is found in bh£ta¿uddhi or elemental purification, a pre-requisite of bahihp£j¡ and m¡nasap£j¡. 

It can be compared to an over-hauling of a machine. The overhauling in the case of the gross and subtle body is taken 

to the subtlest layer of elemental composition of the human body. The process of bh£ta¿uddhi may he described as a 

psycho-yogic process. The elemental components are made universally pervasive and are then meditatively reduced 

to ashes with the help of cidagni (fire of consciousness) and later on rejuvenated by sprinkling of divine nectar 

thereover. Thus the gross and subtle elements constituting the body of a devotee are sublimated. In this paper, it is 

proposed to present a critical appreciation of this unique rituo-yogic procedure in p¡µcar¡tra Ëgama. 

Elements are also found deified in Agamic rituals and are visualized in some shapes and colours. A note of this 

contribution is also proposed to betaken in this paper. The third area where the mah¡bh£tas are artistically made use 

of are the diagrams of man¸·alas in general and vastuma¸·ala in particular. The diagrams are said to be a 

microcosmic reflection of the macrocosm.[i] It isproposed to place before the scholars the approach towards and 

treatment of the mah¡bh£tas as found in the P¡µcar¡tra Ëgama.  

In Ëgamas five distinct tasks have been assigned to devotees by following which one is able to attain sam¡dh¢ and 

finally the direct vision of the Lord. These five stages are as follows; 

 (1) Abhigamana, (2) Up¡d¡na (3) Ijjy¡ (4) Sv¡dhy¡ya, and (5) Yoga, are assigned for five tasks.[ii] The first covers the 

period before sunrise, beginning from b¡hama-muh£rta, i.e., early dawn; the fifth take the earlier portion of the night 

after the sunset. The second and third accommodate themselves up to noon and the fourth ranges from noon to 

sunset. 

The first, is abhigamana or 'approach to the Almighty' with ardent surrender coupled with japa, i.e., muttering of the 

divine name, dhy¡naor meditation and stotra or laudation.[iii] Immediately after breaking sleep while about half of the 

night is yet to pass, the devotee should meditate upon the Supreme Power and offer prayers topurify one's actions 

throughout the day.[iv] The action of dhy¡na may fall directly under introverts' region; but the japa and stotra are at 

least on border. Surrender into the Lord (Visnu)[v] with various names is more important. This period exclusively aims 

at a direct contact between the God and the devotee; it is a pretty long time when one finds seclusion and solitude 

coupled with quietude of time and atmosphere. During this period, almost everyone is required to be an introvert at 

least for a while.[vi] 

The second portion called up¡d¡na is reserved for purely a mechanical activity of equipment of the idol worship. 

Having done this, the devotee is to embark on the ritual of worship technically called ijjy¡k¡la, covering late hours of 

the forenoon. The p£j¡ especially that in the temple and also that at the time of festivals in renowned shrines is a 
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meticulous process of very many mechanicalactivities. However, it includes some processes wherein the performer 

has to shut his eyes so as to yoke his inner faculties. Two such topics which rather form independent units, and which 

have received a fair treatment in the Samhit¡s are the bh£ta¿uddhi or 'elemental purification' andm¡nasay¡ga or 

'worship-within'. The first comes under ijjya no doubt but actually may be treated as the finishing touch to 

the up¡d¡naactivity which has a double mission -collection of materials and their purification even the body purification 

of the devotee. Bh£ta¿uddhiaims at purification of the elements which go to form the body. The m¡nsay¡ga is the first 

part of the ijjy¡ wherein the entire function is performed with closed eyes with all abstract aid. Having done this, he is 

eligible to go on with the Ào·a¿opac¡rap£j¡. 

Bh£ta¿uddhi: Elemental Purification. 

External bath and cleansing alone does not render the human body completely pure so as to make fit for worship. Evil 

thought, speech and actions too go on besmearing the body particles with impurities. Ëgamas provide with a highly 

scientific and technical process for overhauling the entire body constitution and rejuvenating it every time before the 

performance of the p£j¡, since it is a must in accomplishing an atmosphere of purity, piety, sanctity, and serenity in 

the sanctum sanctorum, where the Lord is to be invoked to come and stay. So without the performance of 

the bh£ta¿uddhi, the arcaka is not recognized to be eligible for the p£j¡.   

The process of the elemental purification may be summarized as under: 

The devotee shuts his eyes and open his inner sight to visualize that Lord ViÀ¸u is seated on the Supreme Altar. He 

then gradually elevates Him on way upwards through the right-hand portion of the 'suÀumn¡ vein', seeing Him 

reclining on a 'circular orb' glowing like a cluster of a thousand suns. This seat, as he perceives is made up 

of mantras and resting twelve angulas (fingers - a measurement) above the luminous disc (prabh¡cakra) with a 

substratum made of elements. The devotee further perceives the Lord to assume a body ofmantras alone.[vii] 

Just below the seat of the Lord, devotee sees a square shape piece of floor, yellow in colour and possessing the 

properties of the five elements: 'Sabda-spar¿a-rupa-rasa-gandha (sound-touch-colour-taste-odour) and having an 

emblem of vajra. He further sees that the entire creation marked with rivers, islands, cities, forts, etc. surround the 

earth. At this stage of visualization the devotee chants the p¤thiv¢mantra and finds that the earth enters his body and 

rests there through the mantric miracle; he allows the earth to pervade the region from foot to knee. With the force 

of kumbhaka wind, it is to be gradually let forth and made to merge into its subtle-element, 

thetanm¡ntra, called gandha¿akti.[viii] The gandha¿akti is then purged out to dissolve into the next element, i.e., ap 

(water) and be deposited in the majesty of Varu¸a; in the same manner all the five elements are to be made to merge 

back and back ultimately into thetanm¡tra of ether namely ¿abda. Each one should be inhaled with, dissolved into the 

next one with kumbhaka and exhaled with recaka. While with ap, he meditates on Varuna and he sees all storages and 

reservoirs of water in-drain within his body makes it pervade over the portion between his knee and the thigh. 

With dh¡ra¸¡mantra (i.e., the chant of retention), the entire quantity of water is seen to merge in its tanmetra 

the rasa¿akti, and that should be thrown out by recaka, in the orb of fire, and should be deposited in the majesty of 

Lord Agni endowed with triangular shape altar. Then the whole empire of Agni, i.e., the lightening, the moon, the sun, 

the stars, the jewels, etc. gush inside the body of the s¡dhaka when the chanting of the taijasamantra commences. 

This power is absorbed with this mantraand it rests in the region from p¡yu to n¡bh¢, i.e., the organ of generation to 

the navel. This by contemplation. merges into the r£pa¿akti,the tanm¡tra of light. Then this is purged out to be 

deposited into the majesty of V¡yu or wind. Then he experiences that all sorts of winds enter his body. By the chant of 

retention they are absorbed within the spar¿a¿akti, or tanm¡tras of touch. Then it should be thrown out and deposited 
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into the vyoma-vibhava or the ethic majesty. Then entire space without is contemplated to enter one's body and then 

by vyom¡khya-dh¡ra¸¡mantra subtle element should be taken into one's own body, and it should pervade the region 

between the neck and the brahmarandhra. Then he sustains it for sometime in kumbhaka and then he pushes it out up 

from the brahmarandhra. Here he experiences that the j¢va is full of pure consciousness (caitanya) and is completely 

rid of the fetters of the cage made up of the five gross elements - (paµcamah¡bh£tapaµjara). Here the individual self, 

i.e., the s¡dhaka gets a prospective as well as retrospective vision. He can see his entire body as if he is a third party 

spectator. So does he perceive the Lord seated on the Altar-Divine. The sadhaka is then advised to remain in the body 

made of mantras and concentrate on the sam¡dhi-stage. Then he leaves that body also, thinking it to be impure and 

rises still higher and higher. He then visualizes that he is coming out of the nest of his heart as well. He proceeds with 

the power of wisdom (jµ¡na) alone and drops down the body of the tanm¡ntras and reaches the level of the physical 

vicinity of God. Here he realizes and enjoys the luminous, indescribable state of bliss- the favour of Lord ViÀ¸u. Here 

he experiences that he has resumed to the existence of his 'own'. 

Then what he is expected to do is the act of burning down his earthly body by the strength of his will (icch¡¿akti), see 

to it that the earthly body is completely reduced to ashes leaving of course the tanm¡ntras which are already taken 

out; by the fire which resembles one which is ablaze at the time of the great annihilation of Lord's creation (yug¡nta-

hutabhuk). When the function is over the blaze is to be surrendered to the Lord of the mantras. Then the s¡dhaka sees 

that the fire is full burnt and what remains is a heap of ashes. Then he transmits a cyclonic wind to make the ashes 

scatter away at random, all over. Thus the body disappears totally with no visible trace. 

Then the s¡dhaka invokes the disc of mantras shining like a full moon and drizzling nectar from the heaven. He should 

sprinkle this nectar over the remnants whatsoever of his body and lo! he sees that a lotus springs up out of void and 

gradually the universe evolves in its normal order of creation. He finds that there shines for him a reborn body 

untainted with any impurities whatsoever. This is a body worth entering which he does by the retreating process and 

embarks on his worship of the Lord in the form arc¡, the tangible idol. 

By way of resume one could note down following observations: 

(i) Bh£ta¿uddhi is a complete and independent process. 

(ii) It is a pre-requisite for the ritual of worship and a samÆsk¡ra on the body of the worshipper. 

(iii) From spiritual point of view, it is a far difficult process as compared to the mechanism of the p£j¡. A sincere effort, 

on the part of the devotee to master this process would certainly uplift him on much higher plane and it is worth giving 

repeated trials.  

(iv) As for the scientific nature, its feasibility and efficacy, only those who are in that line, i.e., the introverts with 

adequate background alone could say anything. 

(v) These various technical terms like the tackling of the n¡d¢s, the cakras and winds present within one's own body. 

This could be compared by an introvert to the corresponding terms in the Yoga school. 

(vi) We are told of layayoga elsewhere in the Ëgamas which is the abstract process of absorption of the creation. This 

might be similar to the bh£ta¿uddhi. 

(vii) We come across some technical processes in metaphysics of the UpaniÀads, like tri¤tkara¸a, paµc¢kar¸a 
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and saÆvargavidy¡, where one element is absorbed into the other.  Those processes have served the source and 

might have played an important role in the building up of the scheme of elemental purification. 

(viii) In any case, the entire process of isolating oneself from the earthly body, reaching the vicinity of the Great Soul, 

experiencing the discarding of the gross and subtle bodies around oneself, to have a detached visualization of one's 

own body from a long distance, to set it on fire by one's own fire of wisdom, seeing that it is reduced to ashes, 

blowing cyclonic hurricane to puff the heap of ashes helter-skelter and further, with the mystic power to the mantras, 

to rejuvenate the body along with the entire Universe with the help of nectar, all this is fascinating for anyone; nay one 

would be tempted to become an introvert. Naturally, an introvert would rejoice on finding such a fine process to grasp 

and to practise. 

(ix) Even for a devotee havingacadmic interest, this portion would be of great help in tallying various tenets of 

the P¡µcar¡tra cult, especially those concerning the theories of creation and liberation. And further, it is noteworthy 

that in the form of bh£ta¿uddhi the tradition could retain the metaphysics of the P¡µcar¡tra; and practising 

the bh£ta¿udhi is making an at-a-glance revision of its metaphysics. 

Whatever the merits or otherwise, one may safely announce that here lies an important treasure of our spiritual 

heritage. Let us not just skip it, or sleep over it, casually dismissing it as impracticable. 

The purification of everything from within and without renders the s¡dhaka eligible for the y¡ga, where at the outset he 

is to performm¡nasay¡ga or the 'worship-within' and then alone he may handle the paraphernalia of outer 

worship (b¡hyay¡ga). And m¡nasay¡ga, too, is an abstract process to be performed with one's eyes shut. This again 

would form a subject of introvert's special relish. 

M¡nasay¡ga: The Worship-Within 

There are two names for this y¡ga - m¡nasay¡ga or antary¡ga which are same in connotation and hence inter-

changeable. They are used as substitutes in the texts of áaiv¡gama, á¡kt¡gama and VaiÀ¸av¡gama. 

M¡nasap£j¡ and m¡nas¡rcan¡ are also used to denote the same thing. All these terms indicate a process which may 

be described as 'Internal worship', 'mental adoration' or 'worship-within'. It is an abstract form of worship. The 

worship of the Lord is said to be threefold: internal worship, the image worship and the fire-worship -m¡nas¢ berap£ja 

ca homap£jeti sa tridh¡. What is common is the object of worship and what varies is the mode. Ëgamas cotemplate 

no option regarding the choice of one or more forms of worship; but instead they regard all of them to be the essential 

components of what may be generally called y¡ga or worship. The m¡nasay¡ga seems to be an unoptional portion of 

study for those who profess to follow the Ëgamic path. 

On par with the m¡nasap£ja, there are some other functions wherein the mind plays an important role. There are 

modes of Vedic sacrifices which can be performed internally and are called antary¡ga, where instead of the concrete 

material, only abstract material is used. In various Upanisadic passages and other places, descriptions of 

(1) manomay¢:-m£rti an idol created by one's mental agency; (2) m¡nasa-sn¡na, i.e., performance of ablution by mind; 

(3) m¡nasa-japa, i.e., the muttering of mantras without the movement of tongue and lips;[ix] (4) m¡nasa-homa, i.e., 

the ritual of fire-worship within one's mind; and (5) m¡nas¢-s¤À¶i mental creation and such other concepts connected 

exclusively to the sphere of mind are found. It means that the mind has power to create a world of its own - a replica 

to the outer world. We are familiar with the fascinating picture of the par¡ta¿uddhi and m¡nasa-p£j¡ offered by Ëdi 

áa´kara. The yogic practices, the bh£t¿uddhi the ny¡sa, and such other topics are also allied ones, together forming a 
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category of processes where internal faculties have a predominsmt role. 

The description of the m¡nasay¡ga may be summarized as follows: 

The devotee takes a padm¡sana posture and folds his palms close to the navel in an aµjalimudr¡. Having come to a 

steady physical composure of limbs one recalls the group of senses constantly tending outward, so as to make theme 

merge in the mind and apply their faculties to the intellect and the faculties of the intellect towards the path of 

knowledge.[x] With this preparation one proceeds to perform the abstract spiritual rites. Hereafter what is functioning 

is the mind alone. The interior of the body of the devotee is to serve the purpose of the divine shrine described 

as catu¿cakre navadv¡re dehe devag¤he pure. The sanctum sanctorum stands within one's own heart as a permanent 

abode of the Lord in the form of the 'Indweller' or Antary¡min. We find a detailed scientific description or the 

construction of all the components of the temple and the relevant deities presiding over them. In fact, it is not a 

construction of the scene by the mind in the worldly sense. It is rather a realization of what is already created by the 

Lord within oneself. All the metaphysical principles, the divinities, the elements, the celestial globes, the sages, the 

scriptures and the like are invoked to come and take form to receive the worship to be offered. Thereupon one 

contemplates the process of merger of all these into the body of the Lord. For example, the sacred Ganges is to be 

visualized to merge in Him in the form arghya offered to him. This process is technically called laya-y¡ga or the 'ritual 

of the worship of merger'. After accomplishing the laya-y¡ga one should start thebhog¡bhidha-y¡ga. This is just the 

counterpart of what is called the Ào·a¿opac¡ra-p£j¡ in the external worship. It begins with invocation and prayer -

            

m¡nas¡n jaya¿abd¡Æ¿ca  k¤tv¡ vijµpayedidam II 

sv¡gataÆ tava deve¿a ! sannidhiÆ bhaja me'cyuta ! 

g¤h¡¸a m¡nas¢Æ p£j¡Æ yath¡rthaparibh¡vit¡m II 

                         P¡rSam, IV.134-35 

The upac¡ras or the offerings to be presented are not tangible (s¡Æspar¿a) but products of will-

power (saÆkalpajanita) and their specialities in their being immense in size, abundant in quality and they can be 

gathered from any place of choice out of the seven worlds. Besides they are through and through auspicious, holy, 

bestowed with finest qualities and undecayable.[xi]  All is abstract for instance, the fire to be produced is by rubbing 

the sticks of meditation - dhy¡n¡ra¸iÆ tu nirmnthya cidagnimavat¡rthaÆ ca. The fire also is not ordinary but a spiritual 

one. The ny¡sa, the mantras, the mudr¡s all are abstract. Nothing is tangible. The whole performance when 

accomplished is to be surrendered to the Lord and then the entire paraphernalia is to be withdrawn into one's heart 

and is to be treasured into one's self, by the power of will or saÆkalpa. Then the devotee has to beg permission of the 

Lord to perform theb¡hyay¡ga. The conclusion (visarjana) worship-within is not to be done till the completion of the 

worship-without. 

The Ëgamic seers promise the performer of the m¡nasay¡ga various reliefs: from diseases, old age, 

mortality, bondage of the worldly ties, etc. and further assure him of annihilation of all demerits to his 

account, thereby granting him 'the eternal bliss'. It is described as the best of the paths and the follower is 

honoured as the best of the worshippers. It is further assured that the performance of this form of worship, 

though very hard to practise becomes easy by constant practice.[xii] The followers are warned against 
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revealing this to those who have neither faith nor eligibility to perform this. 

The first thing that strikes us is the completeness of the process contemplated in the m¡nasay¡ga as compared to the 

processes ofm¡nasajapa, m¡nasasn¡na, m¡nasahoma, etc. They are small units in themselves which rather serve as 

component parts of the abstract worship, while this is a self-sufficient unit. 

The par¡-p£j¡ or m¡nasap£j¡ explained by Ëdi áa´ikara, the bh£ta¿uddhi, ny¡sa, yoga and like topics fall under the 

same category with the m¡nasay¡ga as noted already. But there are a number of subtle points of difference. In 

the m¡nasay¡ga offered to the Goddesses, we find the Ào·a¿opac¡ra created and offered by mind alone. In the par¡-

p£j¡ however, the immense finiteness of the worshipper and his equipments in comparison to 'the Infinite' which is the 

object of worship seriously strikes the mind of great áa¸kara and in a mood of ecstacy he expresses his inability to 

worship the Lord, and going a step further, he says that the action of p£j¡ is impossible due to the identity of 

the p£jya and the p£jaka. In the m&asayEga on the other hand, no inability is contemplated, nor the identity of the 

p£jya and p£jaka at least at the time of the ritual. 

In the elemental purification we find a process wherein both psychological and physical agencies are at work. Besides, 

it is a preparation for the worship and not the body of it. In m¡nasa-sn¡na, what is aimed at, is the internal purification 

of the body and mind. M¡nasajapais a practice of concentrating on the muttering of the mantras or divine names 

without the help of the tongue and the lips. In the ny¡saboth the physical as well as the mental activity is at work. 

In dhy¡na or meditataion, what is required is application of one's mind towards single object. 

In the yogic practice, we find that at the stage of sam¡dhi, mind has to develop the faculty of concentration (ek¡grat¡) 

at the first instance and further, in the state of nirb¢ja-sam¡dhi what is contemplated, is the total merger in the object 

namely the Supreme Self. Besides, the n¡d¢ system is yoked to the yogic feats, which may not be employed in the 

Ëgamic process of the internal worship. 

M¡nasay¡ga differs much from the sister rituals mentioned above. Unlike the Yoga, it is restricted to mental and 

abstract functions alone. In Yoga, on the other hand, the faculties of mind too are withdrawn in the manner of the 

limbs of tortoise. In the m¡nasay¡ga we have to develop the subtle and sublime faculties of mind, since it has to 

create by realization the entire expanse of the divine enshrinement within and maintain it carefully till the successful 

accomplishment of the m¡nasay¡ga. In technical terms, we may say, the mind has to develop the faculty 

of samagratva instead of ek¡gratva. Samagratva may be interpreted as 'concentration on totality'. What we find in that 

process, is, that the mind has to create the mental image (manomay¢ m£rti), prepare a seat for it by imagination, 

create the consorts and retinue deities by imagination, install them at proper places, then collect the proper material 

for worship, deposit it at proper places and commence the worship, keeping all the while the scene created so far firm 

and steady by not allowing it to vanish in the least and for even a fraction of a moment. Supposing there occurs some 

slip, the whole process ought to be repeated ab initio. Again the judgement of distance and interspaces of the objects 

must be maintained very carefully. No jumble of misplacement would be tolerable if the worship is to be ideal. Keeping 

this theatrical show intact, the devotee has to proceed for performance, wherein he has to bear in mind the sequence 

or order of the details of worship, the priority and the posteriority. If by chance some mistake creeps in, the process is 

to be started again from the beginning. In other words one has to be cautious about the space-perspective and the 

time-perspective and to effect a harmony of the two (sthal¡vadh¡naÆ k¡l¡vadh¡naÆ ubhayoÅ s¡maµjasyam ca). It is 

a collaborative enterprise of the p£jya, p£jaka, p£j¡sth¡na, p£j¡dravya, p£j¡nakriy¡, i.e., the object of worship, the 

worshipper, the place of worship, the materials of worship and the process of worship - all being samkalpajanita or the 

products of imagination. As such, one may feel that it is many times more difficult a task than cultivation of 
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concentration on a single object (ek¡grat¡). 

 One more speciality of this worship-within is that, it is independent of 

means (s¡dhananirapekÀa and upakara¸anirapekÀa) in contrast to the b¡hyay¡ga since it requires no tangible material. 

All the materials as already said are products of imagination or as elsewhere described products of the subtle 

elements. In other respect, it may be called ¿ar¢ranirapekÀa or independent of the body as well. That is if one achieves 

skill in its performance, it is immaterial for one whether the body is retained or abandoned, since it can be actuated 

with the help of the mind and the tanm¡tra or the subtle elements. The process is, however, dependent on 

attentiveness (avadh¡nas¡pekÀa)and not independent of it (avadh¡nanirapekÀa). Indeed, the process of external 

worship may be done absent-mindedly after a long practice, reducing it to a prosaic mechanical functioning of the 

body. Mental adoration cannot ever be performed that way. A slight absent-mindedness means invitation to 

duplication and further repetitions of the entire effort. 

As for the comparison of this process, as treated in different Ëgmas, it may be observed that there is more similarity 

than difference. In the áaiva and áakt¡gamas, we are often told of the maxim ¿ivo bh£tv¡ ¿ivaÆ yajet or dev¢bh£tv¡ tu 

t¡Æ yajet which aims at the identity of the object of worship and the worshipper. In the Vi¿iÀ¶¡dvaita system this 

identification is not tolerated or entertained. In other words, differences in philosophical tenets reflect on the details or 

mental worship. Again, the object of worship varies as per the Ëgamas, áiva, ViÀ¸u, the Goddess or any other god 

may assume that place. So would he the case regarding the mudr¡s, the mantras, the ma¸·alas, the cakras and other 

details of worship. In the process of m¡nasay¡ga in the left-hand T¡ntric practices ( V¡m¡c¡ra) would include the well-

known Paµcanmak¡ras as the case may be. It might he interesting to observe whether the abstract form of offerings in 

the Tantntric worship would involve any kind of hiÆs¡ or not. One can not say whether it would be admissible to the 

followers of the strict rules of non-violence (ahiÆs¡-dharma). There would be a counter-argument that the mental act 

of killing or injuring would fetch them worse fruit that accrued through a bodily act of injury. Again they may fear that 

indulgence in the mak¡ra of mak¡ra-m¡Æsa-maithuna, etc. even on a psychological plane may invite a mental 

degradation by the process contemplated in the G¢t¡ verse: dhy¡yato viÀay¡n puÆsaÅ sa´gasteÀ¡paj¡yate, etc. 

leading straightaway to the doom or destruction. Mental contemplation (m¡nasncintana) may prove to be more harmful 

than actual physical act. 

 As for the relative superiority and inferiority between the inner and outer worships, it is unanimously declared that the 

former is superior to the latter. All the same, the two rites are not competitive but complementary ones. The option to 

prefer the antary¡ga by an individual devotee in his domestic worship (g¤h¡rc¡) may be tolerated. But it is no way an 

option for the temple ritual. It is obligatory on the part of a temple priest (arcaka) to perform it with accuracy and 

devotion since he is doing it for the benefit of the devotees at large in a representative capacity. It seems that 

the Ëgamas expect of an ideal worshipper, a capacity to perform the m¡nasay¡ga with perfection. In other words, it 

may be deemed as a necessary requisite for his eligibility to hold the office. Besides, sincere and devoted 

accomplishment of the m¡nasay¡ga paves the way for perfection and liveliness in the otherwise prosaic mechanism of 

the outer worship, and charge the ritual with spirituality which is automatically transmitted to the minds of the devotees 

who partake the worship only as spectators having full faith in the priest who actually performs the worship. 

The priority and posteriority of the two rituals also is an interesting topic and may create sometimes, a controversy 

among scholars. In the daily routine, we find that the m¡nasay¡ga comes first and then comes the b¡hyay¡ga. The 

arrangement of chapters in the texts also testify this. It is however, that it is 'b¡hyay¡ga that paves the way for 

the antary¡ga'. There is an apparent contradiction between the two views before us. Probably the second view is 

based on the verse from V¡mke¿vara Tantra which runs as follows: 
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bahiÅp£j¡ vidh¡tavy¡ y¡vajjµ¡naÆ vidyate I  

V¡mT, 51 

When we understand the proper position, the paradox will be removed. In the daily worship, the antary¡ga comes 

prior and brings perfection, purity and better sense of devotion to the behyayaga which follows. However, 

the b¡hyayaga has its own limits on the path of spiritual progress of the individual aspirants. One day or other he must 

cry halt to the performance of b¡hyay¡ga and it is always desired that the time should come as early as possible and 

that too before the aspirant is compelled to leave his earthly body. If he gains perfection in performing 

the m¡nasay¡ga, before the end of his life, he may continue the worship during the tenure of his further embodiments 

or inter embodied states. It would be interesting to note here that individual aspirants have a lattitude of acquiring the 

proficiency in this ritual even up to the end of this life or failing it in the subsequent embodiments. For 

an arcaka, however, the skill has to come at the initial stage of life. It is just like those who enter the renunciation 

stage (sanny¡s¡¿rama) at the initial stage of life, which for others is a final stage. For this reason, the arcaka is rightly 

praised as arcako hi hariÅ s¡kÀ¡t. 

One more point to be noted about the m¡nasay¡ga is the purpose behind it. In the Jay¡khya SaÆhit¡ of 

the P¡µcar¡tra Ëgama, it is explained that there exist two aspects of the v¡san¡s or the passionic precipitates of the 

individual self. They are originating from without or within (b¡hyotth¡ and ¡ntarika). The former are accrued to the soul 

from the objects around, while the latter go on accumulating even in the absence of objects tempting the senses. The 

former can be overcome by diverting one's mind from their temptation by yoking the same to the process of outer 

worship. Nevertheless, that process is ineffective regarding the internal urges (v¡san¡s) that stir the mind from within 

and are likely to stir the faculties of the body which are restrained by the saÆsk¡ras achieved through 

the b¡yay¡ga. Those v¡san¡s are not, an outcome of outer functioning of the senses. They are the sum-total of 

accumulations of previous embodiments and fresh creations of mind. Even after total annihilation of the exterrml 

urges (bhyotthav¡san¡), the inner ones remain as arrear unremedied for. What one could do, is to close the doors of 

one's mind for the outer objects and take a fleuroscopic or X-ray search focusing the location of the seeds of the 

internal v¡san¡a by the help of the power created in him by repeated performance of the mental worship 

(m¡nasay¡ga), and burn the seeds reducing them to ashes once for all; and then sterilise one's mind so as to leave no 

scope for their further germination.  

To conclude, it may be observed that the topic of m¡nasay¡ga in the Ëgamas is not only interesting and fascinating 

but is highly scientific as well. It has tremendous appeal to the aspirants, and scholars of an introvert-aptitude. It is a 

ceaseless challenge to their efforts and perseverance to grasp and master it and an intellectual feast to their scholarly 

thirst for knowledge.  

The third portion of the day is scrutinized and now remain two portions-the Sv¡dhy¡ya and Yoga. The period after the 

meals up to the twilight period in the evening is reserved for self-study, i.e., revision of the religious texts. As stated in 

the Ëgamas, the devotee performs his sandhy¡vandan¡ at the sun-set and then he becomes ready for the daily yogic 

practice.[xiii] This period brings him Brahmasiddhi - the attainment of Brahman. 

At the outset, the devotee selects a spot fit for concentration of mind, preferably in a sacred but lonely and pleasant 

atmosphere. Then he has to purify the ground before setting for the venture. He progresses on the path 

of Yoga through its eight climbs, step by step. First of all he follows or rather strictly abides by the rules and 

regulations, the injunctions and prohibitions or the 'dos' and 'don'ts'. These things bring his physical body under 

http://ignca.nic.in/ps_03004.htm#_edn13
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desired results and make it fit for worship. 

Then he assembles suitable postures, technically called yog¡sanas. Different ¡sanas may suit the body constitution of 

different people.   

A comfortable posture helps further tackling of the internal limbs. Having accomplished this, the yogin ventures to 

regulate and dilate his breath, i.e., technically to exercise pr¡¸¡y¡hra by p£raka, kumbhaka and recaka, the inhaling, 

retaining and exhaling the breath. This exercise is meant for regulating the five wind-movements. 

The fifth stage is praty¡h¡ra process wherein one has to shut out the objects of pleasure in the world and divert the 

sense-organs towards the internal region. The sixth stage is dhy¡¸¡ or meditation. Lord ViÀ¸u is the object of worship. 

It is followed by dh¡ra¸awherein, the one achieves the equilibrium of the internal organs. It is equated to the 

pacification of the waves of the disturbed waters. Here, he concentrates on the 'heart-dweller' (h¡rda-

param¡tman) along with his consort Laksmi. He visualizes the divine couple Laksmi-Narayana in a direct vision of 

yogic insight. 

When this stage of realization is attained by the s¡dhaka, he is advised to lead the Lord in abstract forms, by his will-

power, gradually towards a seat prepared by the s¡dhaka, for the Lord, on the altar in his heart the via media of the 

right hand outlet to the passage of thesuÀumn¡ vein. The devotee perceives by imagination that he has assumed pure 

physique in the form of the mantras. The yogin then absorbs the five elements in their proper order (as described in 

the bh£ta¿uddhi) within his own body and stand in the immediate presence of the Almighty - the ever-cherished 

goal of s¡dhaka's life. He then causes the properties of the elements, viz. ¿abda-spar¿a-r£pa-rasa-gandha to unite in 

one and gradually push out of the brahmarandhra the apperture opening on the supracosmic region which is said to 

be situated at the top of the headgear. 

At this superb state of s¡dhan¡ the devotee tries to induce the soul-essence or the caitanya out of the cage of the 

earthly body and transplant it on the mantra¿ar¢ra. Further, the mantra¿ar¢ra also withdrawn and what he receives is 

the sixfold causal existence, i.e., thepaµcatanm¡tras, i.e., the five subtle elements and the tanm¡tra of the mind. This 

also is to fall back and one receives a body of a luminous disc technically called prabh¡cakram. Resorting to this 

luminous disc one is led straightaway to the navel of Lord Narayana. Thes¡dhaka who is completely pure, having 

realized the Ultimate Truth and having totally severed from the material body, becomes endowed with cit the sentient 

property, the basic characteristic. Like in the bh£ta¿uddhi process, he burns down his earthly body again to revive it 

by the help of nectar and enter the newly formed pure body. 

Repeated practice of this process finally uplifts the aspirant Yogin to the enviable state of sam¡dhi- the total merger in 

the Supreme Being. The fifth period of the day is utilized for this exercise. The devotee is then free to go to sleep. 

That completes the survey of the ideal diary of the P¡µcar¡tra and its literature, keeping in mind, the interest of an 

introvert as a guiding principle.  
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[i] See the ma¸·ala illustrations (Plates 1.1 - 1.25). 

[ii] Vide JaySam, XX11.68-69, N¡rSam, XXX.2-4; ÎÀir¡tra 1.1-10 etc. 

[iii] . japadhy¡n¡rcanastotraiÅ karmav¡kcittasaÆyutaiÅ I  

 abhigacchejjagadyonÆi tacc¡bhigamanaÆ sm¤tam II 

 - JaySam, X XII .6 8 -6 9. 

[iv] samutth¡y¡rdhar¡tre'tha jitanidro jita¿ramaÅ I 

kama¸·alusthbtenaiva sam¡camya tu V¡i¸¡ II 

-S¡t Sam VI.193cd-194ab.  

sarnprabuddhah prabhate tu utthaya gayanesthitah I 

ntimnci~ sanlkirtana? kuryat sodasanam prayatnatah II 

 - P¡rSam, II.4. 

[v] 5.namo v¡sudev¡ya namaÅ saÆkarÀa¸¡ya te II 

pradyumn¡ya namaste'stu, aniruddh¡ya te namaÅ II 

...divy¡n¡mavat¡r¡¸¡Æ da¿¡n¡matha k¢rtanam I 

hariÆ hariÆ bruvaÆstalp¡dutth¡ya bhuvi vinyaset I 

...namaÅ kÀitidhar¡yoktv¡ v¡map¡daÆ mah¡mate II 

-p¡r Sam II.6;10;17. 

[vi] Vide AniruddhaSam Ch. 18, N¡rSam, II.37, ViÀ¸utattva (iv) - 1, PauÀkara, 20-24, Vi¿V¡mitra 10. 

[vii] Besides the verbal meanings, such portion always have mystic, technical and conventional meanings which the 

aspirants in the same and allied field only are likely to comprehend. Here, the attempt is elementary and aims at 

highlighting such portions without going much in details. 
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[viii] . One may trace this process to the SaÆvagavidy¡ of the UpaniÀads. 

[ix] aÆtaryogaÆ bahiryogaÆ... 

-AmanaskopaniÀad, II .36 . 

manovaijµasya brahm¡ 

- B¤Up, IV.1.6 

m¡nasap£jaya japena dhy¡nena k¢rtanena stuty¡... 

- R¡ighopaniÀad, 1.6. 

[x] padm¡san¡dikaÆ  baddhv¡ n¡bhau baddh¡µjalim d¤·ham I 

manasyuparataÆ kury¡dakÀagr¡maÆ bahiÅsthitam II 

cittaÆ buddhau vinikÀipya t¡Æ buddhiÆ jµ¡nagocare I 

jµ¡nabh¡vanay¡ karmakury¡ram¡rthikanm II 

 . P¡rSam, V.l-2. 

[xi] saÆkalpajanitairbhogeÅ pavitrairnkÀayaih ¿ubhe I 

 s¡Æspar¿aiÅ ¿aivac¡r¡khyaistath¡ c¡hyavah¡rikaiÅ II 

mahadr£paiÅ prabh£testu saptalokasamudbhavaiÅ II 

yathoditestu vidhivaduk¤À¶aratakÀa¸aiÅ II   

-P¡r Sam, IV.137-138 

[xii] . antaryrSg&nikti p@i saruap~jottami priye I 

-        VamT..0 

[xiii] . tato'stangena yogena pzljlayet parames'varam I 

paricamo yogasomjano yogasiddhidah // 

-JaySam, X X I I .7 2. 
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02   The Pentadic Universe in the áaiv¡gamas 

H.N. Charavarty 

  

In the integral vision of the Ëgamas the world is seen to be composed of consciousness (cinmaya), flooded with light, 

made of light and permeated with light (prak¡¿a), but though being consciousness in essence a abstance is seen and 

experienced as insentient. The question baffles us why being consciousness in essence it is perceived as insentient. 

To this question the answer given by the Ëgamas is that the substance is apparently seen to be insentient in so far as 

it does not have self-reflection of its own. Only because of the absence of self-reflection   some substances are 

considered insentient and are therefore relegated to the level of matter but some others on account of self-reflection, 

are raised to the highest excellence of spirit, the sentient beings. In Ëgama, specially in the non-dualisticËgama, no 

such dichotomy of spirit and matter exists, rather it sees it as an    integrated whole. The Ëgamas also do not like to 

classify the whole into asti, bh¡ti, priya, n¡ma and r£pa, like the Ved¡ntins stigmatizing the world of name and form to 

be negated, conceiving it to be illusory while accepting only that aspect of Brahman which is being, consciousness 

and bliss. But the ideal vision of the Ëgamas is to see everything as the One, not many. It explains sarvam of 

the UpaniÀad as the entirety, not multiplicity (n¡n¡ ] because in this integral vision there is no such diversity that is not 

in essence light (prak¡¿apsrsm¡rtha). 

With the distinction of perspective the same thing appears to be different according to the view of the onlooker. The 

one..., while remaining..., shows innumerable aspects. Even then it does not lose its real nature of fullness, for the very 

nature of the Full is such that it can assume any form whatever it wills. There is therefore no question of any clash 

against, the phenomenal view of the ordinary people who are accustomed to see only the gross, for it is stated with 

firm conviction:            

calitv¡ y¡syate kutra sarvaÆ ¿ivamayaÆ yataÅ 

SvT, IV.313. 

When everything is composed of Siva, then where should you go! 

This may seem to be outstepping toward that which is quite unknown to the people of ordinary vision. Viewing 

everything as Siva is easy to speak but perceiving it and then realizing it requires s¡dhan¡. 

sivabh¡vanayausadhy¡ baddhe mansai saÆs¤te I 

k¡ÀÅaku·y¡diÀu kÀipte rasavacchivahemat¡ II 

                                                         TËl, I under 85. 

By means of contemplation thought of Siva as the medicine rightly applied in the mind, while it moves on, 

transmutes it into gold, like mercury, applied on a log of wood or the walls, transmutes them. 

Before going to explain the matter fully we would like to quote an authority here. Sri Abhinavagupta, thought it proper 

to say that bh£tas,the elements are existent because they are seen directly through sense-organs, bh£t¡nyadhyakÀa 

sidd¡ni (TËI, 1.190), adding further he says that bhutas (the elements) are known by all: 

sarvaprat¢tisndbh¡vagocaraÆ bh£tameva hi II 
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vidu¿catuÀ¶ye c¡tra s¡vak¡¿e tad¡sthitim II 

TËl, 1.191. 

That which are conceived by all as existing are indeed known as elements (The element is indeed conceived by all as 

an existing being), for the group of four (that is the earth, water, fire and air) is allowed by the void to occupy a space in 

their specific temporal existence. 

There is no denial of the fact that all the perceptible objects are made of elements, the number of which is five. It may 

categorically be stated that the entirety of the universe though commonly known in Sanskrit vi¿va only appears to the 

seers as prapaµca (manifestation to be known, jµeya) extended in five-fold forms. The S¡Ækhya categories are twenty-

five in number which is nothing but the number five multiplied by five. In the Ëgamas the accepted number of 

principles are thirty-six but even there the scheme of grouping them into five divisions can be possible. So the Agamic 

thinkers not only see the presence of five categories in the gross level of their manifestation but also on the subtle 

level. Therefore, they boldly utter: 

prthivy¡pastath¡tejo v¡yurk¡¿arneva ca II 

paµcait¡ni tu tattv¡ni yairvy¡ptamakhilaÆ jagat II 

K¡lottara (quoted in TËl, X1.19) 

The earth, the water, the fire, the air and the void- these indeed, 

are the five principles by which the entire universe is pervaded. 

The above five constitute the physical objects, known to all but it is not known to all that they are the manifestation of 

consciousness. The Supreme consciousness manifests itself or rather extends in five different ways. These ways are 

five out-lets through which áiva, the supreme consciousness expresses Himself though basically remaining as being 

consciousness, bliss, knowledge and activity. These are known to the áaivas as the five faces of áiva, the Lord. 

The process how consciousness expresses itself and becomes gross, is very subtle and needs a detailed study itself, 

therefore, we can only give a short hint here in order to clarify the background. 

ári Abhinavagupta presents a clear picture of the concept in his Par¡tr¢¿ik¡-Laghuv¤tti. We have summarized the 

whole in the lines below. 

The universe as it shines before us consists of two aspects - the one is signifier called vacaka and the other 

is par¡mar¿a, the process of cognition manifesting itself in the v¡cya, the signified consciousness. The par¡mar¿a is 

known to assume the form of the phonemes a, a, I, u and so on to represent anuttara, ¡nanda, icch¡ and UnmeÀa. 

The phonemes a and a representing anuttara and ¡nanda are considered to be his antara´ga (internal) and the 

phonemes i and u representing iccha and unmesa are considered to be the Lord'sbahira´ga (external) ¿aktis. As the 

present paper is mainly concerned with the seed syllables ya, ra, va, la which are related to the elements air and so on 

it seems relevant to explain how they can be the signifying agent to give rise to the signified objects of earth and so on. 

bahirapi ca somas£ryau r¡tridivasa saÆkocavik¡sar£pe¸a 

    tithipaµcada¿akasya antaÅ carataÅ  I 

ya¿ca asau icch¡y¡m¢¿ne ca vedyol¡saÅ eva p¤thagbhaiian 

     sth£latay¡ bh£tapaµcak¡tma s£kÀmatay¡ catarnm¡tra paµcak¡meti I 

da¿a tattv¡ni, p¤thiv¢ jalaÆ tejov¡yur¡k¡¿aÅ gandho raso r£paÆ spa¿aÅ ¿abda iti I 
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                       PTri, Laghwv¤tti, p.6 

The phonemes i and a give rise to ya, while u and a joined together give rise to va. Similarly the 

phonemes ¤ and ½ give rise to r and l.These four, that is ya, va, ra, la, have the characteristics of vibration, illumination, 

nourishing and supporting (spanda, prak¡¿na, ¡py¡yana, dh¡ra¸a) respectively. 

Even in the external world, the sun and moon, which rule the day and night by their expansion and contraction, move 

within these fifteen stations. 

There now occurs the appearance of knowable objects, which takes place in will (i) and domination (¢), As knowable 

objects begin to appear themselves, begin to separate themselves, there occur, on the gross level, the five 

gross  elements, and on the subtle level, the five subtle elements. This result in ten principles, namely, earth, water, 

fire, air, space, smell, taste, form, touch and sound. This is the manifestation of the knowable objects. 

These phonemes are cogitation (par¡mar¿ana) by nature characterized by vibration which is nothing but dynamism 

abiding in the core of all syllables, particularly in the vowels, but externally when this power of par¡mar¿a becomes 

involved in time, it assumes the form of the moon and the sun causing the night and the day manifested by contraction 

and expansion and thereby shine in the inner core of fifteen lunar days (tithis). 

We have mentioned earlier that in the sphere of icch¡ and ¢¿¡na the knowables remain present in a very subtle way 

inseparable from the power of cognition par¡mar¿a¿akti. The emergence of the knowables occurs grossly as if 

separating itself from it. It appears in the pentadic form of gross bh£tas, the earth and so on, and subtle tanm¡tras. 

The manifestation of gross and subtle bh£tas in the form of knowables becomes possible through the instrumentality 

of both internal and external sense-organs. The complete picture of the knowable appears with the interaction and the 

relative evolution of mind, intellect, egoism, primordial prak¤ti and puruÀa. The self-knowingness (vedana) born of the 

void, being manifest, the above group of five comes to the view of puruÀa, the self. Therefore, being knowable itself, it 

remains above them as the knowing subject. In the absence of the self, known as puruÀa, all the knowables do not 

carry any meaning. The knowing subject called puruÀa, though limited, serves a great deal for the understanding of 

knowables. The soul remains bound with the bond of worldliness, attached to the object of its desire, remains plunged 

in the depth of ignorance, wanders about to perform deeds according to its limited power and becomes the knower of 

a very little. These powers which are the binding forces are known as four ¿aktis, the ¿aktis of earth, water, fire and air. 

On account of its close relation with these ¿aktis, which keep the soul supported in the middle like the legendary 

figure tri¿a´ku, it remains between pure consciousness and insentient matter. As it remains bound by the 

above. ¿aktis it is unable to move upward in order to shine in its pristine glory of pure consciousness, nor fall 

downward as an insentient log of wood. The power of the void serves the soul in two ways. It makes the soul to shine 

in its pure form consciousness free from, the touch of all knowables on one hand, and on the other allows room for all 

knowables to shine with their individual distinctions. This void is known as vimar¿a, reflective consciousness internally 

inseparable from its very nature. The state of knowableness gradually dwindles. The power known as ¡k¡¿a¿akti helps 

the limited self to become relieved of the binding forces, with the result, the consciousness shines forth with 

predominating brilliance. Even then the power of the subtle elements continues to help the limited soul to realize 

manifestation of consciousness followed by steadiness (dh¤ti), nourishment (¡py¡yanam), union with its 

light(tatprak¡¿ayogaÅ), attainment of vibration characterized by supreme freedom and pervasiveness with that. 

It is clear that the above ¿aktis which function in the lower sphere as the gross bh£tas remain present in this rarefied 

subtle region and function there as áaktis. They are not only pervasive but are the cause to replenish the very nature of 

the self (svar£pasya  p£rakam). With this idea in view the Ëgamas conceive the five Brahmans that is Suddhavidy¡ 
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Ìsvara, Sad¡¿¢va, áakti and áiva to he the subtle forms of earth, water, fire, air and the void, representing Sadyoj¡ta, 

V¡madeva, Aghora, TatpuruÀa and Ì¿¡na, the Supreme Lord. 

The form of áiva consists of five specific divisions which are his head (m£rdh¡), face (vaktra), heart (h¤daya), the secret 

part (guhya) andmurti, the form itself. They are connected with the syllables kÀa, ya, ra, va, la representing five 

elements respectively. The faces of áiva that are indicated by them are Ì¿¡na, TatpuruÀa, Aghora, V¡madeva and 

Sadyoj¡ta. 

Svacchanda Tantra further adds that ¡brahmaranshraÆ bhr£madhy¡t santi paµcashar¡dayaÅ: Five Brahmans abide in 

the form of the earth and so on in locations from the joint of the eyebrows to brahmarandhra. 

For the aspirant the form of Siva should first be conceived as a perpendicular shaft (da¸·abha´g¢) consisting of five 

portions made of subtle elements without having any characteristic distinctions. Then this form is to be conceived as a 

panel of the door (kav¡¶abhang¢] having distinct portions that is consisting of different directions of the east and so on. 

Therefore, the face of áiva occupying the east is TatpuruÀa, south is Aghora, west is V¡madeva, north is Sadyoj¡ta 

and the top is occupied by Ì¿¡na. 

 In the above context the five faces are conceived as integrated into one but should not be conceived as separate from 

each other. The method by which this integration is possible is shown below. The aspirant makes use of the seed 

syllables of the elements thus: OÆ laÆ"I make unification of Sadyoj¡ta face with that of V¡madeva face uttering vaÆ." 

In this manner all the faces are unified with the face of Ì¿¡na, the Supreme. Thus we see that the elements have their 

function there. 

Purification of the body is performed by bathing in the water. This is known to us but the eightfold bath with eight 

different materials is recommended by the Ëgamas. This corresponds to the eightfold form of áiva. Bath with five 

gross elements is considered essential for the worshipper to gain competency for the worship of the deity. He makes 

use of clay, water, sacred ashes, dust emerged from the feet of cows and the water fallen from sky, but though they 

are considered to be essential for making the body pure, yet they are not so efficacious if not charged with mantra. 

Whatever may be the truth, the Ëgama presents the view that the eight formed body of áiva(aÀ¶amyrti) who is known 

to have the five elements as his body along with the sun, the moon and the self, plunging into the vast 

lake(mah¡hrada) of consciousness one should conceive that verily the self is the Supreme Lord where the entire 

universe is to be plunged and the aspirant should think himself steadily established there. Thus the one that purifies 

and the object that is purified become one. This is the highest mode of purification. 

In Tantric literature bh£ta¿uddhi (purification of elements) is considered to be a common practice generally performed 

before creation of the pure ¿¡kta body of the worshipper by means of various ny¡sn (placement of syllables) in 

different limbs of the body of the worshipper. 

This physical body is made of elements intermixed with one another. Purification of bh£tas is nothing else than to 

separate one element from the contact of another element. The procedure that is followed by the practitioner 

is pr¡¸¡y¡ma associated with the seed syllable belonging to the respective element. Svacchanda Tantra prescribes 

the method of udgh¡ta (forced strike) with the vital air, pressing it to move upward. This udgh¡ta for the purification of 

the earth is five, four for water, three for fire and so on. Finally the worshipper finds himself well-established in the pure 

elemental form by which the body of his is thought to be made of and which enables him to worship his desired deity. 

But the method that is followed by the T¡ntric school is different from it. The worshipper makes use of 
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contemplation (bh¡vana) first. Heconceives a wall of fire created by the seed syllable of fire after encirchng him with 

water. Then seated in the lotus posture and keeping both of his palms on his lap, the right over the left, he conceives 

the limited self (j¢v¡tman) like the flaming bud of fire abiding in the heart. He leads it to m£l¡dh¡ra from where rises the 

coiled energy (k£¸·alin¢) and associating it (j¢v¡tman) with her the worshipper passes through different centres of 

consciousness through the channel of suÀumn¡ and finally arrives at the thousand petalled lotus which faces 

downward. He then conceives that all the principles beginning from the earth and ending with prak¤ti have been 

dissolved there. Then he makes a pr¡¸¡y¡ma with the seed syllable of the air by which he conceives that the physical 

body of his has totally been dried up. Then with the seed syllable of fire it is burnt off along with the person 

representing sin (p¡papuruÀa). Then with pr¡¸¡y¡maassociated with the seed syllable of the moon a nectarine flow 

oozing out from the joint of the eye-brows is to be conceived. The pure body of the worshipper is conceived to be 

made of all syllables with pr¡¸¡y¡ma by using the seed syllable of water and making it steady by the seed syllable of 

the earth. From the above description it is evident that all the seed syllables of the elements excluding the void are 

utilized for the creation of the pure body. 

The essence of all the physical objects which are known as the earth and so on, is the subtle elemental form. These 

subtle elements are called tanm¡tras named gandha, rasa, r£pa, spar¿a and ¿abda which are presided over by the 

Lord named differently as áarva, Bhava, Pa¿upati, Ì¿¡na and Bh¢ma. They are not the passive superintendents but the 

impelling agent to agitate the respective subtle elements through which the gross forms of bh£tas come into 

existence. 

The dichotomy between the universe as matter and spirit as the knowing subject is unknown to non-

dual Ëgamas. The considered opinion of the Ëgama is that the universe composed of five elements is permeated by 

the divine essence, not only that the basic mantraof the divine is made of the divine essence of the deity. Therefore, 

the Yogin¢- H¤daya commentary quotes from an ancient source - 

paµcabh£tamayam vi¿vaÆ tanmay¢ s¡ sad¡naghe I 

Tanmay¢  m£lavidy¡ ca... II 

                                             Mantra section, II.28 

The universe is made of five elements. 0 pure lady, you are always 

of that nature. The principal mantra is also made of your essence. 

Therefore it is thought quite relevant to propitiate the desired deity at least with five kinds of offerings, for these articles 

of offerings which are made of elements have been made manifest by the will of the 

divine (bhagavadicch¡vij¤mbhit¡ni). When they are offered properly to the deity assuming five subtle forms, the deity is 

believed to be propitiated. One should offer gandha, the sandal paste, conceiving it to represent the earth, flowers 

representing the void, incense representing air, the lamp representing fire, and food representing water. 

All these articles are first of all to be, conceived and realized as possessed of sweet fragrance having attractive sound, 

delicate touch, beauty of form and delightful to the taste. Then in the reverse way (pratya´gamutay¡) they are thought 

to rest in the subject, pram¡t¡. 

The highest form of sacrifice is that where all the articles expected to be offered to the divine are to be collected in the 

receptacle of the mind through different sense-organs. There they should be conceived, as one's own. It is followed by 

the conception of oneness of the self with the deity and then each article is offered separately to the deity. This kind of 
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ritualistic offering is really called mah¡makha, highest form of sacrifice. 

indriyagr¡masa´gr¡hyair gandh¡dyair¡tmadevat¡m I 

sv¡bhedena sam¡r¡dhya jµ¡dhya so'yaÆ mah¡makhah II 

                                                              Mukhy¡mn¡ya Rahasya 
(quoted in YoH, III under verse 117) 

Self, the Divine,is to beworshipped with sandal-paste and so on 

after collecting them by the outlets of sence-organs.[it is done] in 

accordance with the innate mood (svabh¡va) of one`s own. This is 

considered to be supremeform of ritual related to the knowing  self. 

We know the existence of elements in the gross and subtle levels but beyond them they exist as ¿akti or energy and 

function in the same way as is seen in the gross and subtle levels, but in the level of ¿akti they function differently not 

to bind the self but helping it to attain liberation. 

The elements in their subtle forms are seen to present in m¡y¡ the delusory power to arrest the soul steadily in its 

limitation. It acts there as the earth, while bindu nourishes the seeker of truth. Thus it is thought to be water. N¡da is 

thought to be born of air while ¿akti is predominantly of the nature of touch, hence it is born of air. áiva is without any 

veil so it is nir¡bh¡sa. 

We read about the shapes and colours of bh£tas in different texts. They are simply centres of consciousness. These 

centres of consciousness visualized by the Yogin inside the body, are considered to be made of five elements. 

The Yogini-H¤daya gives an account of four p¢¶has designated by K¡mar¡p¡, P£r¸agiri, J¡landhara and O··¢y¡na 

representing four elements with their respective shapes and colours thus: 

caturasraÆ tath¡ binduÀa¶kayuktaÆ ca v¤ttakam I 

ardh¡candraÆ triko¸am ca r£p¡¸a tu  krame¸a tu | 

p¢to dh£mrastath¡ ¿veto rukto'r£paÆ ca k¢rtitamm II 

YoH, 1.42cd-43 

Square and circular associated with six dots, the shape of a half-moon, tri-angular- these are the shapes in their 

respective order, that is, of the earth, water, fire and air. The colours of them are yellow, smoky, white, red and without 

any colour. The p¢¶has, viz., K¡msp£pa and so on emerge from the principle bh£, earth, Par¸agiri consists of the 

principle water, J¡landhara of fire, O··¢y¡na of air. These p¢thas are physically located in different parts of India on 

one hand, while on the other they are meditated upon as located in m£l¡dh¡raand so on. 

The shape of the earth is stated to be square and its colour is yellow. The water has white as its colour and its shape 

is half-moon attachcd with a white lotus. Fire is red, triangular in shape attached with the mark of a svastika. Air is 

hexagonal dotted with six bindusblack in colour while the void is circular and transparent in colour if it is proper to call 

it a colour. 

In the context of ny¡sa, placement of m¡t¤k¡s or m¡lin¢s the body is conceived as consisting of five elements. This is 

done whenpaµcatattva ny¡sa are necessarily performed there. The body according to the M¡lin¢vijaya Tantra (chap. 
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VI) measures eighty-four digits(a´gulas). From the toe of the feet four digits above the earth pervades, water pervades 

forty- a´gulas above it, twenty-two a´gulas above it is pervaded by fire. The air pervades twelve angulas above. Thus 

the total comes to eighty-four. The void remains pervading all. 

We have discussed in short about bh£ta¿udhi. The truth regarding purification of everything as given by ár¢ 

Abhinavagupta is quite different from that mentioned above. He says that one should deeply contemplate everything 

as Siva. 

p¤thiv¢ sthira r£p¡sya ¿ivar£pe¸a bh¡vit¡ I 

sthir¢karoti t¡rmeva bh¡svan¡miti ¿udhyati  

jalam¡py¡yayatyen¡Æ tejo bh¡isvarat¡Æ nayet I 

marud¡nanda saÆspar¿aÆ vyoma vaitatyam¡ivahet II 

TËl XVII.103-104 

The earth having the steady form contemplated as of the nature of áiva, verily makes that contemplation, steady and 

thus purifies it, while the comtemplation of water as áiva gives nourishment to it. The contemplation of fire as áiva 

brightens it. The air  helps the aspirant to have contact with bliss and the void brings in great expansion of 

pervasiveness. 

To conclude we may say that the bh£tas are thought to be the basic elements of the world - the world of pain and 

pleasure. But to the Ëgamic thinkers they should be utilised in a different way in order to attain the ultimate goal of life. 

We have discussed earlier that the bh£tas have gross, subtle and the highest forms. To the aspirant the gross form is 

the base from which he starts his s¡dhana and tries to see the dynamic form of it everywhere in order to achieve his 

aim of Sivahood.                            
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03   Paµcabh£tas in áaiva Ritual   

With Special Reference to Bh£ta¿uddhi 

S.S. Janaki 

The correspondence between the microcosm and the macrocosm worked out and utilized for esoteric and spiritual 

purposes is much prevalent in the áaivite system, as in others. These ideas ranging from the gross to the subtle and 

the supreme aspects and levels are pointed out and explained in the concept of a (i) áiva temple with its different parts 

like gopura, vim¡na, dhvajastambha, and garbhag¤ha; (ii) the ¿ivali´ga; (iii) the rituals; and (iv) the human being. There 

is a fund of information on the subject that can be gleaned through the áaiva Ëgamic 

texts, Pur¡¸as and Stotras. Some highlights of such correlations from the viewpoint of five elements are now 

presented mainly as given in the Kriy¡kramadyotik¡ (K.K.D.) of Aghora¿iv¡c¡rya (also called the 

Aghora¿iv¡c¡rya Paddhati) written in twelfth century and commented by Nirmalama¸i De¿ika from Tiruv¡r£r; this is an 

authentic text followed by Saivites in Tamil Nadu even now. 

Before taking up the topic of the correlation from the viewpoint of five elements at different levels between the human 

being and ¿ivali´ga, it should be noted that some Pur¡¸ic texts consider even the many holy kÀetras in different parts 

of India as corresponding to cakraslike m£l¡dh¡ra, sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na and ¡jµ¡ or the five elements. Thus according to 

the S£ta SaÆhita (jµ¡yoga kha¸·a, 11.50-I) the basical m£l¡dh¡ra cakra near the naval region is Kamal¡ya or 

Tiruv¡r¡r in Tanjore District (¡dh¡raÅ, kamal¡yaÅ), an¡hata at, the heart is Chidambaram (cidambaram ca 

h¤nadhye), and the ¡jµ¡ between the eye-rows is v¡r¡¸as¢ (v¡r¡¸as¢ ca mah¡pr¡jµa bhtuvor ghr¡¸asya 

madhyame). The principle behind such a description is that the temples in kÀetras in different parts of India symbolize 

and concretize certain up&an~s or vidyris mentioned in the up¡niÀads, local Sthalapur¡¸as and reiterated in the 

verses, songs of devotees like Ëlw¡rs, N¡yanm¡rs, Ty¡gar¡ja and Muttusw¡m¢ D¢kÀita. 

Again, following the same principle, the five elements are traditionally considered as being geographically represented 

in five important temples in Tamil Nadu. Thus 'earth' is associated with K¡µc¢, 'water' with Tiruv¡naikovil, 'fire' with 

Tiruva¸¸¡malai, 'wind' with K¡lahasti and 'ether' with Chidambaram. The P¤thiv¢li´ga at K¡µc¢ is Lord Ek¡mre¿vara 

for worshipping whom Goddess K¡m¡ks¢ is said to have carved out a li´ga out of mud. The apli´ga is ár¢ 

Jambuke¿vara at Tiruv¡naikkovil near Trichinopoly; here the li´ga is found always in the water. The jyotirlinga at 

Tiruva¸¸¡malai in North Arcot district is well-known. This place is considered so holy that even the very thought of 

Tiruva¸¸amal¡¢ is supposed to lead definitely to salvation (smara¸¡d kaivalyapradam, as said by Muttusw¡m¢ D¢kÀta). 

The v¡y£´ga is Lord K¡lahast¢¿vara at K¡lahasti, approximately 150 km from Madras on way to Tirupati. It is said that 

out of the two lamps in thesanctum sanctorum in this temple, the upper one seems to flicker as if under the influence 

of wind. 

We saw above that the whole of India was thought of as a macro representation of the all-pervasive Supreme and five 

or six centres therein were recognized as the cakras in His body. In a smaller compass five temples in Tamil Nadu 

were seen as corresponding to the five elements. In a still narrower conceptualization in the very precincts of the 

Ty¡gar¡jasw¡m¢ temple at Tiruv¡r£r, there are five li´gassaid to represent the five elements. They are respectively 

ár¢valm¢kali´ga, H¡¶hake¿vara, Siddh¢¿vara, Siddhi¿vara and Ënande¿vara. 

 From these rather vague traditional ideas we can now move on to the integral association of the five elements in the 

matrix of áaivite concepts of ritualistic action (kriy¡) like the daily p£j¡ the significance of which could be understood 

through the Agamic philosophy(jµ¡na vidy¡ tattva). The áaiva Ëgamas impress upon the necessity of a áaivite to be 
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conversant with both kriy¡ and jµ¡na aspects so that he can reach the highest goal of obtaining equality with 

áiva (¿ivattva). The fact is that the individual to be liberated (pa¿u) from the worldly bondage as constituted of five 

elements, is seen as parallel with lord Siva (pati) as represented in the ¿ivalinga, in more than one way. 

The rituals are performed either at home in a special p£j¡ room or at the temple. In either case the entire ritual domain 

is to be transformed into a suitably pure condition. Of such purifications five are important. They are -the purification of 

the self (¡tm¡) of the place sth¡na), of the mantras, of the li´ga and of the substances (dravya) to be offered. In this 

paper we are concerned only with the¡tma¿uddhi, as dealt with in K.K.D. Its procedural details are mainly the 

following: 

1. Sitting in a comfortable posture the áaivite protects the place of worship by creating a wall with astra (OÆ haÅ 

astr¡ya phaÅ) and kavaca (OÆ haiÆ kavac¡ya huÆ) mantras around it. 

2.  He first imposes the five brahm¡´ga mantras on the five fingers  in both the hands: 

Thumb - oÆ hoÆ ¢¿¡na-m£rdh¡ya namaÅ 

Pointed - oÆ heÆ tatpuruÀa-vaktr¡iya namaÅ 

Middle- oÆ huÆ aghora-h¤day¡ya namaÅ 

Ring - oÆ him v¡madeva-guh¡ya namaÅ 

Little - oÆ haÆ sadyoj¡ta-m£rtaye namaÅ 

By the imposition of the above mantras related to five faces of Siva and his five limbs, on to the five fingers in both the 

hands, the hands are now transformed into áiva (¿iv¢kara¸a). They become capable of performing all subsequent rites. 

(See Fig. I) 

3. To engender ¿ivattva in the subtle and gross bodies of the áaivite bh£ta¿uddhi is to be performed. In order to do 

this he imagines that the suÀumn¡, starting as two branches from the toes and continuing as such till 

the m£l¡dh¡ra, combines as a, single channel till the brahmarandhra. At the regions of heart, throat, forehead, etc. 

the suÀumn¡ runs parallel with i·¡ on the left pi´gal¡ on the right, both of them going till the nostril. From heart 

onwards the suÀumn¡ is to be specially conceived as a long tubular column and with a lotus-bud turned down. Inside 

and outside of suÀumn¡ is to be visualized as the supreme ku¸·alin¢ ¿akti presiding over the subtle ethereal region 

and spilling flows of nectar. The blazing ¿ikh¡ b¢ja of h£Æis to be imagined as located between 

the ¿akti and suÀumn¡. Under these circumstances p£raka and kumbhaka are to be practised, concentrating on hum 

syllable at the level of consciousness. At this point the pr¡¸a as v¡yu moves upward till the dv¡da¿¡nta level outside. 

Thus the impure v¡yu is thrown out. Incidentally by the repeated pronunciation of huÆ pha¶the knots at the lotus-

cakras at the heart, throat, inside the cheek, between the eye-brows and brahmarandhra, are said to be opened out. 

Nirmalamani`s commentary Prabh¡ adds a critical note here that the respective lotuses at heart, throat, etc. that were 

originally only buds turned inward, blossom fully due to p£raka. They are then restrained by kumbhaka and ultimately 

become upturned by the up-going v¡yu. 

Now the inner Supreme Being is meditated upon as located in the subtle body in the heart-lotus and dazzlingly 
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brilliant. The mantra 'oÆ h£Æ haÆ h¡Æ ¡tmane namaÅ' is recited with the necessary inhaling, collecting and exhaling 

of air. ThesaÆh¡ra mudr¡ of the right hand is also shown as moving from muladhara to the vacant space above the 

head, showing the free upward movement of the ¡tm¡ (in the form of n¡da) along with ku¸·alin¡ smoothly through the 

respective cakrasand uniting finally with Siva at the dv¡da¿¡nta level (K.K.D., p. 57). (See Fig. II) 

He meditates that his soul, now embodied in the syllable haÆ and located on the crown of the syllable h£Æ is 

separated from the subtle body and transmuted into bindu, becoming subtle, unitary and free of all defects. This sort 

of visualization is to be understood from the arrangement of the ¡tma mantra as follows: 

oÆ h£Æ h¡Æ haÆ h¡Æ h¡Æ ¡tmane namaÅ 

In thee above string of mantra-syllables the central haÆ stands for ¡tman It is encased (sampu¶ita) first by h£Æ on 

either side, h¡Æ being the h¤daya syllable; it is further emboxed between the outer two ¿ikh¡ syllables, h£Æ.. 

4. In the next phase the subtle body made up of eight constituents (p£ryaÀ¶aka) namely the five tanm¡tras of ¿abda, 

spar¿a, r£pa, rasa and gandha, along with buddhi, rnanas and ahaÆk¡ra, is to be purified in order that the ¡tm¡ can 

be reinstated in it. This is performed by the thirty-six tattvas that constitute the body, visualized as getting back to and 

merging with their associated sources in the reverse order. 

Accordingly. he should visualize earth reabsorbed into odour, water into taste, fire into form, wind into touch, ether into 

sound and these preceptible qualities (tanm¡tras) into the inert aspect of the ego. He visualizes the active faculties 

known as mouth, foot, hand, anus, and penis reabsorbed into the animate aspect of the ego, and the faculties of 

knowledge called ear, skin, eye, tongue, nose, and mind (manas) into the wholesome aspect of the ego. He visualizes 

the ego reabsorbed into the intellect (buddhi), that into the qualities (gu¸as), and the qualities into prak¤ti. Prak¤ti along 

with r¡ga and vidy¡ are reabsorbed into kal¡. Then he visualizes puruÀa, kal¡, and niyati, as well as kal¡, reabsorbed 

into m¡y¡. 

He then visualizes ¿uddhavidy¡ reabsorbed into Ì¿vara, that into Sad¡¿iva, that into áakti, that into áiva, and finally 

that into the undisturbed bindu. 

 For the visualization of this ritual it will be useful to refere to the following clarifications of the above process by 

Nirmalama¸i in hisprabh¡: 

 Firstly, the subtle body here referred to is to be identified with the thirty-six differentiated tattvas dispersed throughout 

the body (see Fig .III for the kal¡s and bhutas in the human body and Fig. IV for the tattvas in the ¿ivali´ga). 

Secondly, in their differentiated states these tattvas are inherently impure. Tattvas at the lower levels should ultimately 

be reabsorbed into the two undifferentiated sources, m¡y¡ and mah¡m¡y¡ (or bindu). This purity exists in final 

absorption. 

Thus the áaivite is able to remove a large put of the impurities of the gross body, the bh£ta¿ar¢ra. As explained in 

the Prabh¡, the bh£ta¿ar¢ra, an invariable assemblage of the five elements; is what constitutes the individual as a 

human being in this world, associated with name, form, family background, etc. Their purification consists firstly in the 

formal recognition of their characteristics, shape, nature, presiding divinity, kal¡, ma¸·ala, etc. These details are as 

follows: 
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Element p¤thiv¢ ap tejas v¡yu ¡k¡¿a 

Colour yellow white red dark crystal-white 

Form square half -moon triangle hexagon circle 

Mark vajra lotus svastika six points bindu ¿akti 

B¢ja-mantra hl¡Æ hv¢Æ hr£Æ hyaiÆ hauÆ 

Kal¡ niv¤tti pratiÀ¶h¡ vidh¡ ¿¡nti ¿¡ntyat¢ta 

Presiding deity Sadyoj¡ta V¡madeva Ghora TatpuruÀa Ì¿¡na 

K¡ra¸e¿vara          Brahm¡ ViÀ¸u Rudra Ì¿¡na Sad¡¿¢va 

Svabh¡va hard fluid hot mobile void 

  

Of the five elements ether is all-pervasive and cannot be contained by anything else. Earth and wind, water and fire are 

opposed to each other in many features. Therefore the gu¸as of earth, for example, like hardness and smell, are 

considered to have been nullified by conceiving them properly in a yogic-mantric manner so that earth is recognized as 

though it, has got the nature of wind. (Prabh¡, p. 69) 

Similarly water is conceived as having undergone changes so as to be en-dowed with the features of fire. Of course, 

this bh¡van¡ is possible only by the yogic ways 0f p£raka and upward recaka through suÀumn¡ with the 

necessary mantra-recitation. For example, in the case p¤thiv¢ the mantra- oÆ hl¡Æ hl¡Æ hl¡Æ hl¡Æ hl¡Æ ni¢ttikal¡yai 

haÅ huÆ pha¶ relating it to the niv¢tti kal¡ is uttered five times along with the Yogic process, in order to get rid of the 

five gu¸as of p¤thiv¢, namely gandha, rasa, r£pa, spar¿a, and ¿abda. Only then it is possible to imagine that the 

element p¤thiv¢ is of the nature of v¡yu. (K.K.D., pp. 57-58) 

Each udgh¡ta or upward recaka involves three pr¡¸¡y¡mas. Hence fifteen pr¡¸¡y¡mas are to be performed for 

p¤thiv¢, twelve, for v¡yu, nine for agni, six  for water and three for ether. (Prabh¡ p. 69) 

Now the elements in the body having lost their full capacities, their remnant defects are burnt by the fire emanating 

from the toes(p¡d¡´guÀ¶hotthitena  agnin¡) and with the recitation of astra mantra. 

By these varied methods, the gross and subtle bodies are converted into a mantric build, worthy of containing within 

their ethereal cavity, the Supreme áiva. The ¡tm¡ in the form of n¡da, that was taken above the head in the  first 

phase is now brought back to the heart-lotus by p£raka along with the recitation of pra¸ava. It is now reinstated in the 
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form of a dazzling light. Its ablution is performed by the flowing nectar as a result of the vibration caused to NiÀkala 

áiva. This is shown by the constant recitation of the mantra oÆ hauÆ ¿aktaye vauÀa¶ (K.K.D., pp. 75-76) 
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04   Ëgamic Treatment of Mah¡bh£tas 

In Relation to Ma¸·alas and Arts 

S.P. Sabarathinam 

The two great master-scriptures which deal with the science of space snd forms are the Ëgamas and the álpa-

á¡stras, corroborative and correspondent to each other. However, we can deduce an element of difference between 

these two scriptural streams. While the áilpaworks set forth the details concerned with structural forms alone, not 

disowning the concept of mathematical space and time, the Ëgamic scriptures copiously deal with both the 

conceptual and structural forms based on the concepts of space and time. 

According to the broader classification of the forms, as found in the áaiv¡gamas, there are two kinds of forms, one 

conceptual and the other structural or sculptural. The conceptual forms are strictly meant for the purpose of 

meditation and intuition alone. They are not subjected to iconographisation.[1] Most of the forms whose  lineaments 

are described in the á¡kta Ëgamas and in the Ëgamaspertaining to the Spanda or Trika system are conceptual alone. 

The Tantrar¡ja Tantra specifically states that the forms of Nity¡ Dev¢s and of other Deities except that of ár¢ Lalit¡ 

or R¡jar¡je¿var¢ or Bhuvane¿var¢ should not be sculpted and installed. These forms are to be mentally visualized or 

contemplated based on the respective ghy¡na ¿lokas. Even in the áaiv¡gamas we have this kind of 

restriction.  TheV¡tul¡gama sates: 

kartr¡dikaÆ catur¸¡Æ tu sth¡panaÆ na k¡rayet 

                                                         V¡yulË, I.118 
The forms of kart¤ s¡d¡khyam, m£rti s¡d¡khyam, am£rti s¡d¡khyam and ¿iva s¡d¡khyam are not to be sculpted and 

installed. These four s¡d¡khyas are to be meditated upon by the sages and the yogins. To this point we shall refer 

again in the sequel 

áiva's Conceptual Forms 

ADHVAN-MÍRTI 

There are two kinds of conceptual form pertaining to Lord áiva- one is known as adhvan-m£rti and the other is known 

as aÀ¶a-m£rti. The concept of adhvan is common to South Indian áaivism, Kashmir áaivism and á¡ktism. In a 

distorted pattern. this concept figures in some of the P¡µcar¡tra texts also.[2] To dwell upon the philosophical 

significance and import, of the concept of adhvan is to go beyond the scope of the present paper and therefore only 

relevant and important details concerned with the mah¡bh£tas are presented and discussed here. 

Mantra, pada, var¸a, bhvvana, tattva and kal¡ are the six kinds of adhvan which constitute the cosmic-cum-amophic 

body of Lord áiva.[3] In His adhvan form, Lord áiva assumes Var¸¡dhvan as His skin; pad¡dhvan as His 

head; tattv¡dhvan as His heart; bhuvan¡dhvan as His body-hairs; mantr¡dhvan as His blood, semen, marrow, bone, 

etc. and kal¡dhvan as His entire limbs. The Maku¶¡gama states: 

var¸¡dhv¡ ca pad¡dhv¡ ca tattv¡dhv¡ bhuvan¡dhvakaÅ I 
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mantr¡dhv¡ ca kal¡dhv¡ca s¡d¡khyasya svar£pakam II 

adv¡sth¡nakramaÆ vakÀye vi¿eÀ¡ttu mahe¿vara I 

var¸¡dhv¡ tu tvag¡dh¡raÅ, pad¡dhv¡ ca ¿irastatha II 

tattv¡dhv¡ h¤dayaÆ cauva bhuvan¡dhv¡ tu romakam I 

mant¡dhv¡ rudhir¡raÅ ¿uklamajj¡sthi r£pakam II 

kal¡dhv¡ caiva saev¡´gaÆ ittaÆ s¡d¡khyar£pakam II 

                                               Maku¶Ë, II.620-23 

This cosnlic-cum-alllorphic form is the very basis of temple rituals. Of these six adhvans, kal¡dhvan is the foremost 

and dominating one because all other adhvan     remain, included and pervaded by this kal¡dhvan.Kal¡dhvan is 

constituted of five kal¡s; tattv¡dhvancomprises thirty-six principles; bhuvan¡dhvan consists of two hundred and 

twenty-four bhuvanas; var¸¡dhvan consists of fifty-one letters;pad¡dhvan consists of eighty-one words of esoteric 

significance; and mantradhvan consists of eleven mantras, specifically knownsaÆhit¡mantras. The gross 

elements (mah¡bh£tas) are characterized by these adhvans and this characterization establishes the correspondence 

between the gross elements and the adhvan form of Lord áiva. All the ritualistic activities concerned with 

the adhvanform have their direct interaction with the gross elements. 

An understanding of kal¡dhvan is essential in order to comprehend the significance of   aÀ¶a-m£rti form of Lord 

áiva. Niv¤tti, pratiÀ¶h¡, vidy¡¿¡nti and á¡ntyat¢ta are the five kal¡s, each one pervaded by the succeeding 

one. á¡ntyat¢ta kal¡ remains unpervaded and ultimate and it is known as primal space (param¡k¡¿a) which gives rise 

to the emergence of ¿abda papaµca and artha prapancha. Eachkal¡ includes in itself the constituents of 

other adhvans as has been shown pictorially (see the diagram1). 

AâÙA-MÍRTI 

Lord áiva manifests Himself in the form of earth, water, fire, air, space, sun, moon and individual self. Since earth, 

water, fire, air and spce are the last five principles in the metaphysical scheme of áaivism and since sun and moon are 

also considered to be the resultant products of the taijasca aspect, of certain tattvas, it becomes obvious that 

the aÀ¶a-m£rti form is directly related to tattv¡dhvan. 

Conceptual Form   

Adhavan form AÀ¶a-m£rti form 
Kal¡ Earth 
tattva Water 
bhuvana Fire 
var´a  Air 
pada Space 
mantra sun 
  moon 
  self 
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(The self, being one of the eight forms of áiva, realizes and attains its inherent áivahood or áivatva through 

the methodic and effective contemplation of adhvan-form and aÀ¶a-m£rti form) 

Characteristics of the Gross Elements 

All things are the purposeful modifications of the pure and impeccable áiva. The term ¿iva itself denotes absolute and 

unsullied purity. The V¡tul¡gama states (1.20): 

¿uddhatv¡t ¿ivam ityuktam 

Since all things are to be realized as the modifications of Pure Being, the presence of inertness in the worldly objects 

and creations is made to vanish during the course of visualizing them through the process of contemplation and 

synthesis. The scriptures train our mind to look at the worldly objects not as endowed with inertness but as 

supercharged with divinities. 

The Ch¡ndogya UpaniÀad (VI.4.4) teaches us how to look at the sun as composed of three primal forms: "Whatever 

red form the sun has, it is the form of heat, whatever is white, it is the form of water and whatever is dark, it is the form 

of earth. Thus vanishes the quality of the sun from the sun, the modification being only a name arising from common 

parlance, while the truth is, that it is of only three forms." " They knew that whatever appeared unintelligible is a 

combination of just these three divinities (of fire, water and earth)." (VI.4.7) 

Keeping this view in mind, let us now proceed to know the characteristics of the gross elements as set forth in 

the Ëgamas. Each gross element has a particular form, pertinent. symbol and colour. Each gross element is 

potentialized by a particular letter, activized by a deity and controlled by a supreme Lord.[4] 

GrossElements          Form symbol Colour Potentia 

listing 

 letter 

Activising deity Controlling 

 Lord  

Earth Square vajra Gold or 

yellow 
la Brahm¡ Sadyoj¡ta      

Water Half- 

moon 
lotus   white va ViÀ¸u V¡madeva 

Fire Triangle svastika red ra Rudra V¡madeva 
Air Hexagon six dots black/ 

smoky 
Ya Mahe¿vara TatpuruÀa 

Space Circle point pure 

crystal 
ha Sad¡¿iva Ì¿¡na 

            

Each gross element is related to each one of the five kal¡s as shown here under: 

Earth related to Niv¤tti Kal¡ 

Water related to PratiÀ¶¡ Kal¡ 
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Fire related to Vidy¡ Kal¡ 

Air related to á¡nti Kal¡ 

Space related to á¡ntyat¢ta Kal¡ 

It should be noted here that earth itself is not niv¤tti Kal¡ (as some of the modern scholars of áiva áiddh¡nta have 

explained). The gross elements are not to be equated or identified with paµca-kal¡s. The gross elements are 

functioning regularly as pervaded and induced bypaµca-kal¡s. 

Concordance and Discordance between the Gross Elements 

In the process of purification of the body characterized by the five gross elements, one has to realize the concordance, 

discordance and neutralism existing between the gross elements. These three modes are denoted by the 

terms mitratva, v¤ddhatva and madhyastha,respectively. 

The nature of concordance exists (i) between earth and water and (ii) between fire and air. 

The nature of discordance exists (i) between earth and air, and (ii) between water and fire. 

The nature of neither concordance nor discordance exists (i) between earth and fire, and (ii) between water and air. 

The only element left out in this analysis is space. Since the space (bh£t¡k¡¿a) is the principle of accomodation and 

since it gives room for the movement and existence of all objects, space is in concodance(mitra svabh¡va) with the 

other elements. 

ár¢ Nirmalama¸i De¿ika, the celebrated commentator on the D¢kÀ¡ Vidhi (kriy¡madyotik¡) of Aghorasivacarya explains 

this theory of concordance and discordance thus: 

bh£mipavanayoÅ jal¡nnalayo¿ca eÀ¡Æ catur¸¡Æ b¡dhya-b¡dhaka 

bh¡vena parasparam avasthiteÅ ¿atrut¡ I bh£mijalayoÅ pavana- 

nalay¿ca anyony¡Æ poÀkatv¡n mitravaÆ I jalapavanayoÅ ksitya- 

gnyo¿caparasparaÆ na ¿atrutvabh¡vamiti madhasthvameÀ¡Æ I 

¡k¡¿asya tu v¡riv¡yu¿ikhikÀit¢n¡Æ avak¡¿ad¡yatvena mitratvamiti II 

  

Pervasion of the Gross Elements through AÀ¶a-m£rti 

In his conceptual form known as AÀ¶a-m£rti, Lord áiva assumes different forms and names.[5] 

P¤thi¢-m£rti is known as áarva 

Jala-m£rti is known as Bhava 

Vahni-m£rti is known as Pa¿upati 

V¡yu-m£rti is known as Ì¿¡na 

Ëk¡¿a-m£rti is known as Bh¢ma 
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Candra-m£rti is known as Mah¡deva 

S£rya-m£rti is known as Rudra 

Yajam¡na-m£rti is known as Ugra 

The gross elements are elevated to the higher realms of metaphysical principles by áarva Pa¿upati, Ì¿¡na 

and Bh¢ma.[6] 

36  tattvas 

1.   p¤thiv¢ 

2.   ap 

3.   tejas 

4.   v¡yu 

5. ¡k¡¿a 

6. gandha, 

7.    rasa 

8.    r£pa 

9.  spar¿a 

10 . ¿abda 

11.  upastha 

12.  p¡yu 

13 .P¡da 

14.  p¡¸i 

15.  v¡k 

16.  n¡s¡ 

17.  jihv¡                 a¿udha m¡y¡ 

18.  cakÀu            or 

19.  tvak                 a¿uddh¡dhvan 

20.  ¿rotra 

21.  manas 

22.  aha´k¡ra 

23.  buddhi 

24.  prak¤ti 

25.  puruÀa             mi¿ra m¡y¡ 

26.  r¡ga            or 

              mi¿r¡dhvan 

  

(2) Water-elevated by Bhava up to kal¡ 

  

27.vidy¡   

28. kal¡   

29. niyati   

30. k¡la 

mi¿ra m¡y¡   

or   

mi¿r¡dhvan   
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(3) Fire-elevate by Pa¿upati up to ¿udha vidy¡ 31. m¡y¡   

32. ¿uddha vidy¡.   

mi¿ra m¡y¡ 

(4) Air-elevated by Ì¿¡na up to ¿ivatattva 33. ¢¿varatattva   

  ¿uddha m¡y¡ 

or 

¿uddh¡dhvan 

  

(5)  Space-elevted by Bh¢ma up to ¿ivatattva 34. s¡ktitattva  

35. ¿aktitattva   

36. ¿ivatattva   

The individual self, though it is bodily confined to impure m¡y¡, is capable of being in touch with the principles of 

mixed and pure planes only through the grace of Lord áiva, who manifests Himself as áarva, Bhva, Pa¿upati, Ì¿¡na 

and Bh¢ma correspondent to earth, water, fire, air and space rcspectively. 

Gross Elements and Letters (m¡t¤k¡-akÀara) 

It has already been stated that each gross element gets potentialized by a parcular letter. Apart from this, 

the V¡tul¡gama provides an interesting classification of m¡t¤k¡-akÀaras in relation to the five gross element.[7] 

1 . Letters belonging to p¤thivi varga (earth) 

     kÀa, la, ha, sa, Àa, ¿a, va, la, ,ra, ya                     (10) 

2 . Letters belonging to jala varga (water) 

     ma, bha, ba, pha, pa, na, dha, da, tha, ta            (10) 

3 . Letters belonging to vahni varga (fire) 

     ¸a, ·ha, ·a, ¶ha, ¶a, µa, jha, ja, cha, ca                (10) 

4 . Letters belonging to v¡yu varga (air) 

     ´a, gha, ga, kha, ka, aÅ, aÆ, au, o, ai,                  (10) 

5. Le!ters belonging to vyogm varga 

    e, ½, ½, ¤, £, u, ¢, i, ¡, a                                            (11) 

The vowels are shared by the gross elements as follows: 
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Earth aÅ, aÆ, au 

  

Water o,  ai, e, 

Fire «, ½, ¼, ¼ 

Air £, u, ¢ 

Space i, ¡, a 

Irrespective of these classifications, the V¡tul¡gam patiates the supremacy of the letter ha and of the space over the 

other letters and elements.[8] That is why the sound of ha gets associated with most of the mantras during the 

ritualistic processes. The science of space, as dealt with in the áaiv¡gamas has not yet been accorded due attention 

and diligent study. 

Gross Elements and the Forms of S¡d¡khya 

Mention has already been made about four forms of s¡d¡khya. S¡d¡khya is the name applied to Lord áiva when he 

assumes the state of adhik¡ra at the plane called s¡d¡khya, the third principle in the process of evolution.[9] Owing to 

his boundless compassion towards the bound souls, Lord áiva gradually comes down to the lower planes of evolution 

and assumes various forms corresponding to the nature of the planes (See the diagram 2). 

(i) At the point of implosion, par¡sakti, also known as ¿¡ntyat¢ta, the primal energy inseparable from áiva, releases 

one-tenth of her force or power and this force assumes the form known as, áiva S¡d¡khya. This form is very subtle, 

flashing forth like a lightning in the sky. It presents itself as the most effulgent form. This form is the source of 

all tattvas, (tattv¡n¡m akhil¡yam). 

(ii) Ëdi¿akti, also known as ¿¡nti, who manifests as one-thousandth part of Par¡¿akti, releases one-tenth of her force 

and this force assumes the form known as Am£rti S¡d¡khya. This is in the form of li´ga with an effulgence of one 

crore of suns (s£rya). This linga form is also known as jyotistambha divya linga and m£lastambha. 

(iii) Icch¡sakti, also known as vidy¡, who manifests as one-thousandth part of Ëdi¿akti, releases one-tenth of her force 

and this force assumes the form known as M£rti S¡d¡khya. Only at this stage, áiva assumes a form endowed with 

one face, three eyes, four hands and feet. 

(iv) Jµ¡na¿akti, also known as niv¤tti, who manifests herself as one-thousandth part of icch¡¿akti, releases one-tenth 

of her force and this force and this force assumes the form known as Kart¤ S¡d¡khya. At lhis stage, 

áiva's  form becomes endowed with four faces, twelve eyes, eight arms and two feet. 

(v) Kriy¡¿akti, also known as nivertti, who manifests herself as one-thousandth part of jµ¡na¿akti releases one-tenth of 

her force and this force assumes the form known as Karma S¡d¡khya. Only at this stage áiva, manifests Himself in 
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Sad¡¿iva form having five faces, ten arms and two feet. Only this Karma á¡d¡khya is to be represented as the 

combination of li´ga and p¢¶ha. 

Having explained in detail all these manifestations, the V¡tul¡gama succinctly states (1.67-69): 

li´ga p¢¶hak¡re¸a karma s¡d¡hkhya lakÀa¸am 

n¡daÆ l´gam iti jµeyaÆ bindup¢¶hamud¡h¤tam 

n¡dabinduyutaÆ r£paÆ li´g¡k¡ram iti sm¤tam 

catv¡ri kart¤ r£p¡¸i kevalaÆ n¡dam¢ritam 

The li´ga form typifies the principle of causal and primal sound and the p¢¶ha typifies the principle bindu, the point of 

cosmic evolution and involution. áivali´ga is the structural forms of the combination of n¡da and bindu. The four forms 

of kart¤, m£rti, am£rti and áiva s¡d¡khyas are representative of n¡da principle only. (They are not associated with 

the p¢¶ha portion; they are not to be iconographized). 

The fifth s¡d¡khya, namely, karma s¡d¡khya is installed and consecrated in the sanctum, sanctorum of a 

temple. Karma s¡d¡khyawhich also becomes known as áad¡¿iva m£rti is endowed with five faces - Ì¿¡na, TatpuruÀa, 

Aghora, V¡madeva and Sadyoj¡ta, each one associated with particular form, colour and function.[10] 0f these, 

Sadyoj¡ta, facing west is directly related to niv¤tti kal¡ and indirectly related to the sphere earth (p¤thiv¢ ma¸·ala); 

V¡madeva facing north is directly related to pratiÀ¶th¡ kal¡ and indirectly related to the realm of water; Aghora facing 

south is directly related to vidy¡ kal¡ and indirectly related to the realm of fire; TatpuruÀa facing east is directly related 

to ¿¡nti kal¡ and indirectly related to the realm of air; and Ì¿¡na facing upwards is directly related to ¿¡ntyat¢ta kala 

and indirectly related  to the ma¸¶ala of space. 

The B¤hajj¡b¡lopaniÀad states that p¤thiv¢ from sadyoj¡ta and niv¤tti kal¡ arises from p¤thiv¢ and all other gross 

elements water, fire, air, and space, having evolved from V¡ma, Aghora, TatpuruÀa and Ì¿¡na, give rise to pratiÀ¶h¡, 

vidy¡, ¿¡nti and ¿¡ntyat¢ta respectively.[11](I.10.15) 

This concept may seem to be discordant with the Ëgamic theory of paµcakal¡ and paµcabh£ta. But in reality, there 

does not prevail any contradiction between these theories. What the B¤hajj¡b¡lopaniÀad sets forth is the theory 

of bimba and pratibimba. This is explained as follows:   

No. Primal source Primary emnation Secondary 

emanation 

Reflected emanation Cosmic cow 

(product of 

reflection 

1 Sadyoj¡ta Niv¤tti  P¤thivi 

(Earth) 

Niv¤tti Nanda 

Kapila Var¸a 

2 V¡madeva PratiÀ¶h¡ Udaka (Water) PratiÀ¶h¡ Bhadra 

(K¤À¸a Var¸a) 

3 Aghora   Vidy¡   VahniÅ 

(Fire) 

Vidy¡ Surabhi 

Rakta Var¸a)  
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4 TatpuruÀa   á¡nti V¡yu 

(AIR)   

á¡nti Su¿¢la 

(áveta Var¸a)   

5 Ì¿¡na   á¡ntyat¢ta Ëk¡¿a 

(Space) 

á¡ntyat¢ta Sumana 

(Citra Var¸a)   

The five cosmic cows symbolize purification, nourishment and totality of divinities. The ultimate source for 

these emanations is karma s¡s¡khya or Sad¡¿iva. 

In the process of manifestation, Lord áiva appears himself as Mahe¿vara as one-thousandth part of karma 

s¡d¡khya and according to the needs and necessities, Mahe¿vara assumes twenty-five forms known as Mhe¿vara 

m£rtis.[12] 

Gross Elements under the Context of Rituals 

ËSANAS 

In the ritualistic process of ¿iv¡rcana, Lord Siva is invoked and installed on a mystic pedestal known 

as ¿iv¡asana which itself is constituted of five asanas known as anant¡sana, 

siÆh¡sana, yog¡sana, padm¡sana and vimal¡sana. Each ¡sana, with an attributed form represents a gross 

element.[13] 

  Asana Form Element represented 
1. Anant¡sanam triangle Earth 
2. SiÆh¡sanam square Water 
3. Yog¡sanam octagonal Fire 
4. Padm¡sanam circle Air 
5. Vimal¡sanam hexagon Space 

(i)  In the process of invocation (¡v¡hana) Lord áiva is contemplated as seated on Yog¡sana. 

(ii) In the process of holy bath (abhiÀeka) he is konkmplated as seated on siÆh¡sna. 

(iii) In the process of offering of flowers (arcana) he is meditated upon as seated on                    padm¡sana. 

(iv) In the process of offerings (naivedya) he is meditated upon as seated on vimal¡sana. 

(v) In the process of praising singing and dancing, he is contemplated upon as seated on anant¡sana.[14] 

Bassically, each asana is composed of a tattva or a group of tattvas and on the whole ¿iv¡sana is nothing but a mystic 

pedestal composed of thirty-six principles (tattvas). The p¢¶ha part of ¿ivali´ga is to be indentified wih ¿iv¡sana.[15] 

INSTALLATION 
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When an image is duly istalled in a temple, it is imputed with lthe consmic force through the process of ny¡sa.  The 

five gross elements are identified with the lower portion of the image. 

YËGAáËLË 

Every construction is to strictly based on v¡stu puruÀa-ma¸·ala. Longevity, auspiciousness, strength and beauty could 

be accomplished to any construction only through v¡stuma¸·ala. Satish Grover seems too harsh in commenting that 

in the V¡stu¿¡stras there is much that is deliberate esoteric mumbo-jumbo.[16]  He has utterly failed to realize the 

intrinsic validity and significance of the vastu puruÀa-ma¸·ala, the confluence of cosmic forces. 

Needless to mention that temple construction is based on v¡stuma¸·ala. Y¡ga¿¡l¡s also are constructed at 

the time of consecration and of other auspicious function based on v¡stuma¸·ala (either ma¸·uka 

or parama¿¡yi).  These y¡ga¿¡l¡s represents both adhvan form andaÀ¶a-m£rti form of  Lord áiva. 

ár¢ Paµc¡kÀara yogin, the author of áaiva-Bh£Àa¸a  states that the term ma¸¶apa itself denotes the presence of five 

gross elements- mameaning earth, ¸a meaning water, ¶a meaning fire, pa meaning air and m (mak¡ra and bindu) 

meaning space.[17] The eight fire-pits constructed inside y¡ga ma¸¶apa represent the eight forms of Lord áiva. 

The entire space covered by the y¡ga ma¸¶apa represents the supreme kal¡,namely ¿¡ntyat¢ta, the entrance in 

the east-¿¡ntikal¡; and the entrance in the south- vidy¡kal¡; the entrance in the west- pratiÀ¶h¡kal¡;and the entrance 

in the north-niv¤ttikal¡ (Here again,confusion is to be avoided. Bassically, niv¤tti (sadyoj¡ta) is always to be ideated so 

as to be in the west and pratiÀ¶¡, to be in the north.  Here they are interchanged to effect interaction and interplay 

between the gross elements). 

Since paµca-kal¡s are related to paµca-bh£tas, it becomes evident that the gross element are represented by 

the y¡ga ma¸¶apa. 

Gross Elements and the Fire-pits (ku¸·as) 

Inside the y¡ga maa¸¶apa, nine fire-pits are to be constructed along the m¡nuÀapada of the v¡stu ma¸·ala, four in the 

main directions, four in the intermediate directions and the one (pradh¡na ku¸·a) between east and north-east. 

(i) The fire-pit in the form of a square which is in the east represents earth. 

(ii) The fire-pit in the form of a circle which is in the west represents water. 

(iii) The fire-pit in the form of a yoni which is in the south-east represents fire. 

(iv) The fire-pit in the form of a hexagon which is in the north-west represents air. 

(v) The fire-pit in the form of an octagonal which is in the north-east rep-resents space. 

(Here again, it is to be noticed that the forms related to the gross elements get altered except the element air.) 

For other details, see the diagram (4). 
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Gross Elements and the Ma¸·alas 

With an emphasis on certainty, it can rightly be claimed that the most aesthetic aspect of Indian rituals is 

mandala.  Almost all religious systems of India are employing mandala as a device in their ritualistic activities. 

In fact, in Bud-dhism, the science of mystic device - mandala- has become the main core. 

Being an artistic device, ma¸·ala incorporates in itself all the significant aspects of symbols, sounds, forms, colours 

and divinities, with a stronghold on metaphysical and ontological principles. The Ëgamas excel all other scriptures with 

their elaborate and effective details and descriptions of various ma¸·alas. In the Saivagamic group, the Kira¸¡gama is 

held in high esteem owing to its copious details and directions on the mechanism of ma¸·alas. Besides its separate 

chapter on ma¸·ala-vidhi it prescribes vaktra-ma¸·ala for the worship of Sarasvat¢ and kala¿a-ma¸·ala for the 

worship of Lord M¤tyuµjaya, the details of which are not to be seen in any other Ëgama. 

Ma¸·ala is an aesthetic and mystic design in which the combination and in-tersection of various forms related to the 

gross elements and to the deities concerned have their full play. The correspondence of colours, the distribution of 

letters (m¡t¤k¡-akÀaras) and the esoteric significance enhance the mystic value of ma¸·alas.  Each ma¸·ala has its 

own principal deity and attendant deities directly or indirectely related to the five gross elements. So the rituals which 

involve ma¸·ala-p£j¡ are highly efficacious in energizing and sanctifying the environment conditions by the gross 

elements. Because of such importance, the áaiv¡gamas have specifically set forth the details ofma¸·ala-worship in 

connection worth monthly festival. 

In the month of meÀa (Aprill-May), sarvatpbhadra-ma¸·ala should lbe worshipped. 

In the month of b¤Àabha (May-June), svastika-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of mithuna (June-July), navan¡bha-ma¤·ala. 

In the month of karka¶a (July-August), sarvatobhadra-mandala. 

In the month of siÆha (August-September), sv¡yambhuva-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of kany¡ (Setember-October), subhadr¡-mandala. 

In the month of tul¡ (October-November), gaur¢lat¡-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of v¤Àcika (November-December), sarvatobhadra-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of dhanu  (December-January), svastika-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of makara (January-February), um¡k¡nta-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of kumbha (February-March), padma-ma¸·ala. 

In the month of m¢na (Maarch-April), svastika-ma¸·ala. 
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Apart from these, there are numerous ma¸·alas such as anata vijaya ¶a´ka, pr¡k¡ra, lat¡li´ga, etc. 

In the Ëgamic texts, it has been declared that square is the basis for both, fire-pits(ku¸·as) and ma¸·alas. 

The symbolism and correspondence of colour is the essential aspect of ma¸·ala Ëc¡rya or up¡saka is to be 

acquainted with the infallible knowledge of colour correspondence. In the science of ma¸·ala, white represents 

water, k¤ta yuga, sattvagu¸a, buddhi tattva; red represents fire, tret¡ yuga, rajugu¸a, kal¡ tattva; black represents 

air, dv¡para yuga, tamogu¸a, niyati tattva; yellow (gold) represents earth, kali yuga, ¿uddha vidy¡ tattva; pure crystal 

represents space, ovynkia tattva and áiva tattva. 

For other details of ma¸·ala see the diagram (5). 

Gross Elements and Kumbha 

Inside the y¡gama¸¶apa, especially at, brahma-sth¡na, the main altar (vedik¡) is to be constructed. At 

bottom part of vedik¡ andupavedik¡ is to be made. On the surface of the main altar (vedik¡), paddy, rice, 

sesamum, parched-rice and other grains are to be placed in order. 

Once arranged in this pattern, the vedik¡ becomes representative of ¿iv¡sana which includes in itself five ¡sanas as 

has already been explained. 

Upavedik¡ anant¡sana p¤thiv¢-ma¸·ala 
Mah¡vedik¡ siÆh¡sana jala-ma¸·ala 

Paddy 
yog¡ vahni-ma¸·ala 

Rice padm¡sana v¡yu-ma¸·ala 
Sesamum vimal¡sana ¡k¡¿a-ma¸·ala 

The kumbha which is placed on the grains represents Lord áiva.[18] 

Gross Elements and Five Causal Sounds 

The Ajit¡gama (XX.259) lays down the rule that in the fourth quarter (y¡ma) of the night, the great ¿abdas should be 

made with ¿a´khaand dundubhi. The K¡ra¸¡gama also enjoins that the five great causal sounds should be made at 

the termination of night. The five great causal sounds are related to the five gross elements. 

Sound born of wooden instruments (d¡ruja)     earth 
Sound born of conch (¿a´kha) water 
Sound born of metal instruments (lohaja) fire 
Sound born of flute, etc. (vaÆ¿a) air 
Sound born of songs (geya) space 

r¡tr¡ntake vi¿eÀe¸a sarvadaivapriy¡rthakam II 

kury¡t-paµcamah¡¿adbÆ tato' ¿ubha niv¤ttaye I 
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d¡rujaÆ p¤thv¢ j¡taÆ ¿aÆkhajaÆ vaÆ¿ajaÆ  II 

geyaÆ gaganaj¡taÆ sy¡t paµcaite ¿abda ucyate I 

I.31.34-37a 

These five causal sounds related to the gross elements are to be sounded to ward off inauspiciousness and to please 

all the deities. 

Gross Elements in Relation to Music and Dance 

There are sixteen kinds of upac¡ras offered to the Lord at the end of p£j¡- process These upac¡ras are classified into 

five in relation to the five gross elements. In the course of these upac¡ras, the fourteenth is geya or music and the 

fifteenth is dance (n¤tya). These two are related to the space element. Just as there is no greater element than space 

so also there is no upac¡ra more effective and auspicious than music and dance. The Ëgamic scriptures prescribed 

particular r¡gas for the particular r¡gas divisions of a day. 

In the early morning, songs set on g¡ndh¡ra r¡ga 

In the next division, songs set on m¡lava r¡ga 

In the midday, songs set on takka r¡ga 

In the next division, songs set on kau¿ika 

In the evening, songs set on indola 

In the night, songs set on paµcama   

These songs should be followed by n¤tya as enjoined in Bharata's N¡¶ya-á¡stra.[19]  The following varieties 

of n¤tya and their appropriate time and place of performance are mentioned in the Ëgamas.[20] 

samap¡ta, bhuja´ga, ma¸·ala, da¸·apada 

bhujarigatr¡sa, kunµcita, bhuja´ga lalita. 

¡kuµcita, £rdhvap¡da 

(from bhuja´ga to £vdhvapada - from east to north east) 

Here we see how the Temple rituals give rise to aesthetic and fine arts. Impressed by the early and 

significant development of ritual behaviour in Greek life, Jane Harrison concludes that art had its origin only 

in rituals. This theory is equally applicable to Indian Arts also. 

  

Conclusion 

The way in which the gross elements have been explained and inter-related in the Ëgamas, seems to be unique and 

significant. In order to restructure ourselves, we are trained to destructure the gross elements in such a way as to look 

at them as not, invested with inertness but as invested with divinity and as charged with symbols, colours and 

sounds. All the ritualistic activities have their direct effect on the gross elements. The study of Ëgamas and áilpa-
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¿¡stras is sure to award the reader with a sound knowledge of the interaction between the rituals, images and the 

elements.   

 

Gau¢lat¡ma¸·ala 
The five lotuses in different colours represents the five elements. 
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Sarvatobhadrama¸·ala 

 

 

 

[1] This sort of conceptual form, designed for meditation alone, figures largely in Buddhism also. "Instead of multiplying 

and projecting Buddha inmges, the goal of the adept is often to 'visualize' them" - W.Randolph Kloetzli, Buddhist 

Cosmology (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass 1989) p. 107. 

[2]  . For example, see the Padma-Savhita and the ár¢ Pra¿na-SaÆhit¡ They postulate 

k¡l¡dhvan dealing with time and its fractions, omitting the k¡l¡dhvan. 

[3] . There are some references in the vedas to this adhvan concept. "Adhvan¡Æ pataye namo namaÅ" "Path¢n¡Æ 

pataye namaÅ", etc., occurring in the Rudr¡dhy¡ya of the Yajur-Veda refer to the adhvanm£rti. 

[4] See K¡mika Ëgama, IV. 66b-76. 

The rationale behind the correspondence between the gross elements and their form, symbol, colour etc., 

has been explained in my commentary on the u¸mai vilakkam. 
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[5] . For further details with regard to the descriptions of the forms of áarva, Bhava, see the works PratiÀ¶ha AÀ¶¡da¿a 

Kriy¡v¡li and theáivali´ga PrtiÀ¶h¡ Vidhi of Aghora¿iv¡c¡rya. 

[6] See the Siddh¡nta á¡r¡vl¢, IV.33. 

[7] . See the V¡tul¡gama, Ch. 2 and Ch.4. 

[8] . Ibid., IV.22-30 for the varied theories of relationship between the gross elements and the letters, proposed in the 

system of Kashmir áaivism, see Ahhinavagupta's Par¡tr¢k¡vivara¸a. 

[9] Laya, bhoga and adhik¡ra are the three states assumed by Lord áiva; the laya state corresponds 

to ¿ivatattva, bhoga state corresponds to ¿aktitattva and adhik¡ra state corresponds to s¡d¡khya or sad¡¿iva 

tattva. For Further details see the PauÀkar¡gama, M¤gendr¡gama and Mata´ga P¡rame¿vara Ëgama. 

[10] . For other details, descriptions, and significant meanings, see the patipa¶ala of the PauÀkar¡gama and of 

the M¤gendr¡gama. 

[11] The B¤hajj¡lopaniÀad, 1.10-15 and also the PaµcabrahmoniÀad, 5-21. 

[12] For further details of 25 forms, see the V¡tul¡gama, 1.122-34. 

[13] . Sakal¡gamas¡ra Sa´graha, p. 81. 

[14] . K¡ra¸a Ëgama, p£rva, 30.53b-55. 

[15] Anant¡sana which is in the form of triangle represents earth. But, we have already seen that earth is 

represented by a squarema¸·ala. These theories are not to be confused. These are to be understood against the 

background of esoteric significance. 

[16]  Satish Grover, The Architecture of Indian Buddhist and Hindu, New Delhi: Vikas Publishing House, 1980 p. 172. 

[17]  See the áaiva-Bh£Àa¸a of Paµc¡kÀara yogi, verse, 192 

[18] Ibid., verse, 229. 

[19] See the K¡ra¸¡gama, p£rva 31.102b-104a. 

[20] See the Mahotsavavidhi of Aghora¿iv¡c¡rya. 
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05   From Sensuous to Supersensuous   

Some Terms of Indian Aesthetics 

K. D. Tripathi 
  

The traditional Indian holistic and cosmocentric vision governs the entire Indian view of arts and aesthetics. 

Therefore, an inquiry into the Indian view of time, space, direction, universal, substance or elements, 

numbers, relation and action etc., is an imperative for the clear understanding of Indian arts and aesthetics, 

as is the inquiry into the nature of ¡tman. The concept, of mah¡bh£tas may be taken to be the starting point 

for a better understanding of the world of differentiation- the universe of name and form, reflected in all art-

forms. 

But the metaphysical question of going beyond the knot of the ego-sense in the form of limited 'I' and 

'mine', which has been the central problem in almost all the schools of Vedic and non-Vedic philosophy, is 

also linked with the Indian view of creative process and aesthetic experience. Postulating the Being as pure 

unity and non-differentiation in order to explain the profound correlation of objective and subjective aspects 

of reality culminates in the aesthetic theory of unified experience of rasa. 

The system of correspondences between macrocosm and microcosm, linking the gross and subtle, sense 

perception and human emotive states, paves the way for such an aesthetic experience of unity. 

The multiplicity of name and form and the imaginative participation with and celebration of colourl, sound, 

touch and smell does not simply stop there. It goes further to the unity of Being through the 

impersonalization of emotive states. It is a journey from sensuous to supersensuous for an aesthete and a 

reverse process from unity to multiplicity for an artist in the creative expression.[1] 

The Vedic as well as Ëgamic traditions offer a firm background for such an aesthetic theory. 

The manifestation of the unmanifest is an act, in which the entire cosmos is involved. "It is neither a merely 

divine affair, nor a purely human endeavour, nor a blind cosmic process, it is human, divine and cosmic all in 

one."[2] This reveals the inter-relation and the unity of the cosmos. 

The Vedic view of the human body and its senses, the microcosm, in its relation to the parts of the universe, 

namely space, the elements, fire (agni), light (sun), water, earth and moon, in short, the cosmos and the 

converse process, where it is seen that the fire becomes speech, entering the mouth; wind becomes breath, 

entering the nostrils; the sun becomes sight, entering the eyes; the quarters become hearing, entering the 

ears; the annual herbs and regents of the sorest become hairs, entering the skin; the moon becomes mind, 

entering the heart; death becomes vital air, going downward and entering the navel; and the water becomes 

seed entering the organ of generation, have been very elaborately dealt with by Dr Kapila Vatsyayan in her 

brilliant paper entitled "Indian Arts: Background and Principles".[3] She has also examined the question of 

the relationship of parts to the whole, of a multiple to the one, and of the finite to the infinite and the question 

whether any of the parts can have an independent existence, and she answered that they are all 

interdependent and their single sate they are incapable of comprehending the whole. Man acquires special 

significance not because he is best and conquers nature but because he is one amongst the many with a 

capacity for consciousness and transcendence of pure physicality through psychical discipline. He has been 
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viewed as a biological-psychical unity and finally, there is he who transcends both the physical and psychical 

to achieve the state of ananda or bliss. Going deeper into the imagery of the Vedic SaÆhit¡s and Upa´iÀads, 

Dr Kapila Vatsyayan shows that "senses and sense perception play an imporlant role, both in themselves 

and as vehicles of communicating the ar£pu and parar£pa (the formless and the form supreme)."[4] 

Ëgamas also share this Vedic view of universe and man and emphasize the ¿akti or kriy¡ aspect in order to 

explain the riddle moresatisfactorily and in a more intelligible way. For example, the primal creative act has 

been explained in the following words in Non-dualistic Kashmir áaivism - "áiva intent on creativity in the form 

of expansion by means of the energy of the great mantra of supreme primal word, viz., the perfect 'I' in union 

with ¿akti, in whom the urge of expansion is implicit, and in whom abounds the bloom of compactness of 

their energy, becomes engaged in the act of creative expansion."[5] 

Abhinavagupta's Par¡tr¢¿k¡ Vivara¸a offers a deep insight into the process of aesthetic experience also: 

"Now whatever enters the inner psychic apparatus or the outer senses of all beings, that abides as sentient 

life-energy (cetana-r£pe¸a-pr¡¸¡tman¡) in the middle channel, i.e., suÀumn¡ whose main characteristic is to 

enliven all the parts of the body. The life energy is said to be ojas (vital lustre) that is then diffused as 

enlivening factor in the form of common seminal energy (v¢rya) in all parts of the body. Then when an exciting 

visual or auditory perception enters the percipient, then on account of exciting power, it fans the flame of 

passion in the form of the seminal energy."[6] 

According to Abhinavagupta, the celebrated author of Par¡tr¢¿k¡ Vivarapa, "whatever is taken in, whether in 

the form of food or perception (e.g., sound, visual awareness of form, savour, contact etc.,) is converted first 

in the central channel in the form of ojas (vibal cnrrgy); then this ojas is converted into seminal energy (v¢rya) 

which permeates the whole body. All reproductive and creative functions are performed by this energy. 

Whether it is the enjoyment of good food, beautiful scenery, sweet music, entrancing poem, the embrace of 

a dear one, everywhere it is this energy that is at play. It is the representative of the divine energy (khecar¢) 

on the physical plane. Even passion, anger, grief owe their life to that divine energy."[7] 

When that energy is used as a distinct form of mere physical, chemical, biological or psychic energy then it 

is khecar¢-vaiÀamya, the heterogeneity, the disparateness of khecar¢. When everything is viewed and used 

as a form of divine energy then it is khecar¢-s¡mya, the homogeneousness of khecar¢: This khecar¢-

s¡mya leads to liberation.[8] 

Thus the Ëgames explain the process of mundane as well as aesthetic and spiritual experience satisfactorily 

in terms of ¿akti or potentiality and energy. 

Creation and creativity, being activity, may be explained in terms of Vedic yajµa (sacrifice) also. 

As the one becomes many through the primordial act of sacrifice, the lost unity may be regained through the 

same sacrificial act freeing the self from the spatial and temporal limitations. This happens in the sphere of 

aesthetic experience too. The sah¤daya (aesthetc) of the traditional Indian art, literature and theatre attains 

repose in his deeper self for a moment and experiences rasa after having transcended the duality of 

relationship spread over the temporal and spatial differentiations. 

The experience drawn from the art-form emanating from the awareness of either affirmation or negation of 

the specific relationship is somewhat different. It is mainly in terms of 'understanding', although this way of 

'understanding' of the life and the self may be distinguished from that which is acquired through other 
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means. 

Art-forms in which one has to transcend the temporal and spatial differentiation manifested in the world of 

relationship offer a very different aesthetic experience. Although in such art-forms too, the beginning is from 

enunciation of the vibh¡va (the causes or the determinants), anubh¡va (the effects or the consequents) and 

the saµc¡ribh¡va (relatively fleeting emotions) and of course, the sth¡y¢bh¡va (lasting or permanent 

emotions), yet the point of culmination is s¡dh¡ra¸¢-kara¸a (universalization) in which these vibh¡va etc., do 

not appear belonging to or not belonging to the aesthete or belonging to or not belonging to others (either 

an enemy or someone quite indifferent). For there is neither affirmation nor negation of the specific 

relationship at that stage. 

This point may be a little elaborated. In our ordinary mundane life, emotions and feelings are evoked by 

someone and by the accompanying situations. Such evocatives (particular-person-a¿raya or the substratum 

of emotion and the surrounding situations the stimuli) are taken to be 'causes' to the given 

emotions (bh¡vas). Emotions, feelings and dispositions are, again, sometimes permanent such as love and 

anger etc., and sometimes relatively fleeting emotions such as blushfulness and envy etc. It is difficult to 

determine which one is permanent and which one is fleeting. Therefore, Rharata's verdict has been taken to 

be final in such matters by the tradition. The permanent emotions are called sthayibhavas and the fleeting 

emotions are named as sancaribhavas. The sth¡y¢bh¡vas are only eight or nine, while saµc¡r¢bh¡vas are 

thirty-three in number. The bh¡vas are known to others through the gesture, language and facial expressions 

etc., which are the 'effects' of the emotions. 

Now when depicted in, for instance, a play the 'cause' is known as vibh¡va. The substratum of emotion is 

called ¡lambana-vibh¡va and the stimulating surroundings etc., as udd¢pana-vibh¡va. The effect such as 

gesture, facial expressions etc., as anubh¡va. In our life a dominant emotion is, ordinarily, mingled with 

various fleeting emotions. A pervasive portrayal of life can never have only one sentiment. It will be always an 

interweaving of one dominant emotion and various fleeting emotions. Even where there is the portrayal of a 

narrower aspect of life and there is the depiction of only one dominant or fleeting emotion explicitly, other 

relevant accompanying emotions may be implicitly present. Therefore an artistic portrayal of life is a depiction 

of vibh¡vas, anubh¡vas, saµc¡r¢bh¡vas and saµc¡r¢bh¡vas, but it always culminates into the absolute unity, 

which is rasa. 

The means of attaining this unity is s¡dh¡ra¸¢-kara¸a or universalization of vibh¡va etc., leading to 

transcending the specificity of relationship. This is the reason why it paves the way to transcending time and 

space and thereby merging into one's own deeper self which is 'consciousness' (cit) and 

'bliss' (¡nanda). This is rasa. 

The fact of unity between sensuous and supersensuous is further demonstrated by the profuse employment 

of the terminology with the connotation of elements to designate the supersensuous aesthetic experience of 

unity. 

Sensation proper to the sense of taste and related to the element ¡paÅ (water), almost devoid of noetic 

representation, has been taken to designate the aesthetic experience or rasa. N¡¶ya-á¡stra of Bharata 

enunciates the aesthetic concept of rasa in the context of n¡¶ya, the highest form of art, which appeals to 

sight and hearing simultaneously. The senses of sight and hearing only are capable of rising above the 

boundaries of the limited 'I' according to some thinkers. In drama, sight and hearing both collaborate in 

rousing in the spectator, more easily and forcibly than the other forms, a unique state of consciousness 

conceived intuitively as a quintessence, juice or flavour, called rasa.[9] The total nature of the aesthetic 
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experience, though supersensuous, includes psychic and sensuous things as its subordinated parts and has 

its effects felt on the body as well. It is remarkable that the pervasive as well as the  uintessential nature of 

this aesthetic experience is designated by the term rasa, which reminds of its cosmic and spiritual 

connotations in Vedic cosmogony and metaphysics.[10] For the enjoyment aspect of this experience, the 

terms employed are ¡sv¡da, rasan¡ and carva¸¡ and they are equally rooted in the sensation proper to 

sense of taste related to ¡paÅ (water). 

The substance of drama and poetry is rasa, which is qualified by gu¸a. As the quality always inheres in a 

substance and the two can never be separated, rasa always appears qualified by some gu¸a.  Gu¸a  is thus 

the transformation of mind (citta) in the process of aesthetic sublimation culminating into repose in the Self; 

This transformation means, at the first place, purification and clarity of mind and relates to the lucidity in 

sound and sense also. It is a quality common to all sentiments and all kinds of compositions. Hence this 

quality has been understood primarily relating to the suggested sense only.[11] 

When the feeling depicted is delicate, love or sorrow, for example, the words and the sense delineating 

poetic passion are equally soft and heart-melting. When the feeling concerned is fierce, harsh like anger or 

courage, the expression also becomes likewise fiery. The quality of delicacy is called m¡dhurya and that of 

fieriness ojas. But both are only different expressions of gradual freedom from the finiteness of the self. This 

disappearance of the limitation paves the way for an experience of the totality and unity, which is rasa. The 

basic emotive states merely colour this experience of unity. Pa¸·itar¡ja Jagann¡tha defines this state 

of rasa experience as accepted by Abhinavagupta and Mamma¶a etc. 

bhagn¡vara¸a-cidvi¿iÀ¶aÅ sth¡y¢ [12] 

This aesthetic experience is analogous to highest spiritual experience - brahm¡sv¡da. 

The concept of gu¸a as explained by, Ënandavardhana and Abhinavagupta and accepted by the later critics 

like Mamma¶a is really the concept of purification of mind in the aesthetic experience according to some 

modern scholars of Sanskrit poetics. This concept of purification has been distinguished from the rasa itself 

as effect from the cause. Dr Shri Krishna Mishra observes: "Indian critics very clearly distinguish every stage 

of the poetic process or experience. Thus they clearly point out that rasa is a stage of poetic experience 

higher than that of gu¸a. And even in rasa-experience, the experience of primary ¿¡ntrasa is the apex. Again, 

just as they measure these immeasurable heights so finely, they best explain the descent of the divine Muse 

in the tangible form of words and meaning. Gu¸a is the connecting link between the spiritual intuition ( rasa) 

and the material conception (r¢ti) in the poet's experience and between dhvani andalaÆk¡ra in the poet's 

expression."[13] 

Thus it is clear that the terms pras¡da, ojas and m¡dhurya related to ¡k¡¿a tejas and ¡paÅ respectively, 

designate nott only the different modes of beauty at the sensous level, but the one at the intermediary level 

between sensuous and supersensuous also. 

Ëk¡¿a and similar spatial terms have been employed symbolically in spiritually or esoterically oriented 

context. Dr Javier Ugaz Ortitz in his paper entitled: "The spatial vocabulary of the interior experiences in 

Indian esoterism" has demonstrated it in an elaborate manner. Likewise in the aesthetic terminology of rasa-

experience also, a core term h¤daya is deeply related to ¡k¡¿a .Abhinava's concept of h¤daya (heart) is that 

of microscopic inner sky which has been defined in the following words: 

0 Aspirants who have reached the stage, that in which the entire universe shines, that which (by itself) shines 
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everywhere, that sparkling light (which is both prak¡¿a and vimar¿asphuratt¡) alone is the highest 

reality.[14] 

Sah¤daaya is one who is endowed with this h¤day¡k¡¿a, the inner central space of consciousness, which is 

at the same time 'Sparkling Light,' or sphuratt¡. Space is seen as light, and light endowed with vibration - 

initial, e.g., vimar¿a-sphuratt¡. Here it is again a case of deriving the term from 'spatial' terminology for a 

very deep spiritual as well as aesthetic experience. 

As the 'spatial' terms have been employed to express religious and aesthetic experience, so the terms 

pertaining to sound such as n¡daand dhvani have been taken to designate spiritual as well as aesthetic 

states. 

The theory of dhvani is a landmark in the history of Sanskrit poetics. Ënandavardhana, and Abhinavagupta 

expressly refer to their debts to gram-marians. Anandavardhana, states: "This designation (dhvani) was first 

devised by the learned and that it has gained currency in a haphazard fashion. The foremost among the 

learned are grammarians because grammar lies at the root of all studies. They indeed, refer to articulate 

letters by term dhvani or suggester. In the same way, since the element of suggestion is common (to both) 

not only the word and its meaning but its essential verbal power and also that which is usually referred to by 

the term poetry has been given the same designation, viz., dhvani by the other learned men whose insight 

into the fundamental truth about poetry was profound and who were followers of the principles laid down by 

grammarians." (K. Krishnamurty (tr.), Dhavany¡loka,  pp. 27-29) 

Abhinava specially refers to Bhart¤hari and maintains that the word dhavni has four meanings according to 

various ways of grammatical formation. They are the suggestive word, suggestive meaning, the power of 

suggestion, and the suggested meaning. The poem with such words and meaning is also called dhvani. 

Mamma¶a also maintains that the grammarias employed the term dhvani as the suggester ofspho¶a and their 

followers (dhvaniv¡dins), then employed the term for both - the word and meaning capabe of suggestion by 

subordinating the literal meaning (v¡cya)." [15] 

There is ultimate unity of word and meaning. Differentiation or word and meaning becomes explicit at the 

stage of madhyam¡ v¡k. But even at this stage word and meaning are inner realities. V¡k as consciousness 

is the paramaÆ jyotis (Supreme Light) and akrama (above temporal sequentially). Audible externa l speech in 

time, therefoore, manifested in temporal sequentality. The audible external word reveals the inner word 

(madhyam¡ n¡d¡tmaka ¡ntara spho¶a). Spho¶a is vya´gya (revealed) and the audible var¸a (letter) is 

the vyaµjaka. Var¸a as dhvani (external sound) reveals spho¶a, the inner word. This dhvani has another 

quality of resonance. It reaches our ears through resonance. The power of revealing or suggesting things on 

the one hand and the process of resonance on the other offer a sound foundation of the aesthetics of 

suggestion. The process of resonance as it is seen in the case of sound, may be equally seen in the echo of 

other levels of meaning. This dhvanana or anusv¡ra or anura¸ana is basically a quality of sound, but it has 

been further expanded to explain the nature of aesthetic experience. In terms of manifesting the unmanifest, 

it is called vyaµjana or suggestion. AnuÀv¡na or anura¸ana, i.e., resonance further elaborate the process. As 

the sound and words go on producing another sound and word and sound-waves and the word-waves 

gradually reach our ears, so the v¡caka, v¡cya etc., go on manifesting other levels of meaning. Beauty 

consists in the process of resonance on the one hand and suggestion or revelation of the unmanifest on the 

other.[16] 

Beauty and the experience of beauty, as dhvani is, thus, deeply rooted in the concepts of v¡k, n¡da and 
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¿abda. 

The term c¡matk¡ra designates flash and wonder of aesthetic delight, which comprehends all poetic 

elements from gu¸a and¿abd¡laÆk¡ra to rasa and dhvani. According to Dr Raghavan the concept 

of camatk¡ra came into AlaÆk¡ra-á¡stra from the P¡ka-á¡stra. Its early history is indistinct and dictionaries 

record only the later meanings, the chief of which are 'astonishment' and poetic relish. According to Dr 

Raghavan originally the word was as onomatopoeic word referring to the clicking sound we make witch our 

tongue when we taste something snappy, and in course of its semantic enlargements, camatk¡ra came to 

mean sudden fillip relating to any feeling of pleasurable type.[17] "N¡r¡ya¸a, an ancestor of the author of 

the S¡hitya-Darpa¸a: interpreted camatk¡ra as an expansion of the heart, citta vist¡ra and held all kinds 

of rasa-realization to be of the nature of this camatk¡ra or citta-vist¡ra, of which the best example 

was adbhuta rasa"- informs Dr Raghavan. But camtk¡ra occurs in Dhvany¡loka and Locana as all-

comprehensive for literary relish according to Dr Raghavan. Agni Pur¡na, kavi, Ka¸thara¸a and 

S¡hityam¢m¡Æs¡ also refer to this term. Vi¿ve¿vara in hisCamatk¡ra-Candrik¡ maintains 

that camatk¡ra is sah¤daya's delight on reading a poem and gu¸a, r¢ti, v¢tti, p¡ka, ¿ayy¡, 

alamk¡ra andrasa are seven ¡lambanas in a poem. Hari Prasad, the author of K¡vyaloka calls camatk¤ti the 

soul of poetry. 

R. Gnoli maintains that probably Utpaladeva was the first, in the Kashmir Saivite tradition to use this term in a 

technical sense.[18] It is a fond term of Abhinavagupta in his Ëgamic works. The term citta-camatk¡ra has 

been translated as 'self flashing of light' by Dr Dasgupta refers Gnoli.[19] Dr Dasgupta appears to be 

correct in taking camatk¡ra in the sense of 'flash'. This meaning is preserved in 

Pr¡k¤ta camakkai for camatkaroti. Hindi also preserves this meaning. The sudden flash of lightning etc., 

causes wonder and it appears to be quite natural that the sense of 'wonder' and 'relish are an addition to 

the original meaning of 'flash'. 

Thus it is apparent that aesthetic delight designated by camatka does have the connotation of 'flash and 

'light'. Pratibh¡ is another such term with the connotation of 'light and 'flash'. 

It may be noticed that the three terms rasa, dhvani and camatk¡ra designating the supersensuous and the 

core aesthetic experience have been evolved with the background of the elements ¡paÅ, 

¡k¡¿a and tejas respectively, but there is no such term with the background of the remaining two elements 

to.designate the core experience. However, there are such terms either for defining the intermediary process 

of rasa experience or to designate the very general aspect of beauty. For example, bh¡va  is made to derive 

frombh£- intended in two different meanings, that is 'to cause to be' (viz., to bring about, to create, etc.,) 

and 'to pervade'. Here bh¡vitamhas been explained as v¡sitam (pervaded)[20] and according to this 

meaning bh¡vas are so-called because they pervade, as a smell, the minds of spectators of drama. 

Here bh¡van¡ or v¡san¡ has a clear connotation of smell, which is a quality of earth. This inlermediary act of 

pervading of mind by bh¡va has been designated by a term with the background of the earth-element. 

Terms employed for beauty [21] have the background of different elements from the very beginning. For 

example, the terms ár¢, madhu, and supe¿as have the background of tejas, ¡paÅ (water) and r£pa. The 

adjectives such as vibh¡var¢, ¿ukra, and ¿ociÅ have the background of tejas. S£nar¢ has been linked with 

the later word sundara by Peterson. If it is correct, then sunara may also be linked with apah, for word for 

the etymology of sundnra appears to be suÀ¶hu undaÆ kledanaÆ r¡ti-that which brings about melting. 

M¡dhurya and l¡vanya too, are very apparently linked with ¡paÅ, ¿obh¡, k¡nti are associated with tejas. 
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C¡ru is a term so common for beautiful. Etymologically it appears to be derived from car- to move. Thus 

c¡ru is that which moves, which vibrates in the heart. Movement and vibration are the qualities 

of v¡yu (wind). 

Thus it may be concluded that as there is a correspondence between macrocosm and microcosmic body, 

external and internal sense-organs; vital air and speech, there is a correspondence between sensuous and 

aesthetic as well as religious spiritual experience. Beauty is the experience of unity of the sensuous and 

supersensuous. It is an experience of totality. This experience has also been designated by terms with the 

elemental background. 

 
 

 

[1] 1 . Ënandavardhana hinted at the rasa experience of the poet artist in the process of creative expression 

and Abhinava elaborated the point in his Locana. 

k¡vyasy¡tm¡ sa ev¡rthastath¡ c¡dikaveÅ pur¡ I 

krauµcadvandvaviyogottaÅ ¿okaÅ ¿lokatvam¡gataÅ II 

                                                     (Dhvany¡loka, 1.5) 

na tu muneÅ ¿oka iti mantavyam I evaÆ sati taddu&Åkhena so'pi duÅkhita 

iti k¤tv¡ ras¡tmateti niravak¡¿aÆ bhavet I na ca ¿okasantaptasya eÀ¡ da¿eti 

evaÆ hi carv¸ocita¿okasth¡yibh¡tmakakaru¸arasa-samuccalana-svabh¡vatv¡t 

sa eva k¡vyasy¡tm¡ s¡rabh£tasvabh¡vo' para¿abdavailakÀa¸yak¡rakaÅ I 

                                               Locana, Dhvany¡loka, I uddyota, p. 160 

  

[2] . The Vedic Experience ,R.Panikkar, p. 73,M.L.B.D.Delhi, 1983. 

  

[3] ."The Indian Arts: Backgrouns and Principles" Kapila Vatsyayan in R£pa-Pratir£pa, 

     Ed. by Bettina Baumer, p.16, Biblia Impex Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi,1982 

[4] Ibid., p. 13 
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[5] ¿ivo hi parav¡´mayamah¡mantrav¢ryavis¤À¶imayaÅ parame¿var¢vis¤À¶y¡ tad- 

   v¢ryaghanat¡tmakapras£nanirbharay¡ s¤À¶y¡ yujyate I Par¡tr¢¿ik¡ Vivara¸a, 

   Text, p. 15, Dr Jaideva Singh, Ed. by Bettina B¡umer, p. 42, M.L.B.D. Delhi, 

      1988 

    parav¡´mayamantr¡tmav¢yamayaÅ ¿ivam I 

   svav¢ryaghanat¡r£pedant¡sphura¸r£pay¡  II 

   yujyate satataÆ s¤À¶y¡ sv¢ya¿aktivis¤À¶ay¡  I  

   ade¿ak¡lakalitaspand¡tm¡nuttar¡bhidhaÅ  Ii 

   (Rameshvar Jha, Pur¸at¡pratyabhijµ¡, 17. 18 p. 6, R.V. Joshi & Brothers, Varanasi, 

    1984.) 

[6] . tath¡ hi sarveÀ¡mantarbahiÀkara¸¡n¡Æ yat yat anupravi¿ati tattat            madhyan¡·¢bhuvi 

sarv¡´g¡nup¡¸as¡r¡y¡Æ pr¡¸¡tman¡ cetanar£pe¸a ¡ste-oja iti 

kathyate I tadeva sarv¡´geÀu anupr¡¸akatay¡ tadavibhaktav¢ryar£patvena tato'pi punarapi 

nayana¿rava¸¡deva¸¡d¢ndriyadv¡re¸a b¤´hakar£paÆ r£pa¿abd¡di anupr¡vi¿at b¤´hakatv¡deva 

tatv¢ryakÀobhar£pak¡m¡nalaprabodhakaÆ bhavati II 

                                                                                                             Ibid., p.42. 

[7] .Ibid., p.52. 

  

[8] .Ibid. 

  

[9] . The Aesthetic Experience According to Abhinavagupta, Introduction, p.xiv, R. Gnoli,  III Edition, 

Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, Vaanasi, 1985 

[10] atha yaiteÀ¡Æ sapt¡n¡Æ puruÀ¡¸¡Æ ¿r¢Å yo rasa ¡sit tam£rdhvaÆ samusauhan- 

stadasya ¿iro'bhavat I yacchriyaÆ samusauhan stasm¡cchiraÅ I tasminnetasmin- 

pr¡¸¡ a¿rayanta I tasm¡dvevaitaxxhiraÅ I atha yatpr¡¸¡ a¿rayanta tasm¡du            pr¡¸¡Å ¿riyaÅ ¿riyaÅ I 
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atha yatsarvasminna¿rayanta tasm¡du ¿ar¢ram II" 

"atha ya¿crite'gnirnidhiyate-yaivaiteÀ¡Æ sapt¡n¡Æ puruÀ¡¸¡Æ ¿r¢Å, ho rasÅ 

-tametad£rdhvaÆ samud£hanti tadasy¡itacchiraÅ-tasminnetasmintsarve dev¡Å 

¿rit¡Å I atra hi sarvebhyo devebhyo juhvati Itasm¡dvevaitacchiraÅ II" 

(áBr, VI.1.1.4,7) 

"asadv¡ idamagra ¡s¢t Itato vai sadaj¡yata I tad¡tm¡naÆ svayamakur£ta II 

tasm¡ttatsuk¤tamucyata iti I yadvai tatsuk¤tam I raso vai saÅ I rasaÆ hyev¡yaÆ 

labhv¡nand¢ bhavati I ko hyev¡ny¡ti kaÅ p¡¸y¡t I yadeÀa ¡k¡¿a ¡nando na 

sy¡t I eÀa hyev¡nanday¡ti I yad¡ hyevaiÀa etasminnad¤¿ye' n¡tmye' nilayane' bhavaÆ 

pratiÀ¶h¡Æ vindate I atha so'bhavati I yad¡hyrvaiÀa estasminnudaramantaraÆ 

kurute I kurute I atha tasya bhayaÆ bhavati I yad¡ hyevaiÀo'manv¡nasya I 

tadapyeÀa ¿loka bhavati II " 

                                                                                                        TUp, II.7 

[11] Dhavay¡loka, II.10, V¤tti and Locana, pp. 212-13, Ed. by Pattabhirama Shastri, 

     Chaukhamba Sanskrit Series, Varanasi-Vikrama Samvat,1997. 

[12] Rasaga´g¡dhra, Ed by Durga Prasad, Editon IV,K¡vyam¡l¡, 12,   Bombay,1930.ref.1. 

  

[13] 13. Coleridge and Abhinavagipta, Shri Krishna, p. 545, Mirzapur, Darbhanga, 1979. 

  

[14] . yatr¡ntarakhilaÆ bh¡ti yacca sarvatra bh¡sate I 

     sphurattaiva hi s¡ hyek¡ h¤dayaÆ paramaÆ budh¡Å II 

                                            ( par¡tr¢¿ik¡ Vivara¸a, Text, p. 99). 

     yath¡ nyagrodhab¢jasthaÅ jagadetaccar¡caram II 
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    iha asat na t¡vat kiµcit ityuktam I vi¿v¡tmakamiti I tat¿ca yath¡ va¶ab¢je 

   tatsamucitenaiva vapuÀ¡ a´kuravi¶apapatraphal¡ni tiÀ¶anti, evaÆ II 

  ( Ibid., Text, pp. 92-93.) ( Tr. by Dr Jaideva Singh, Par¡tr¢¿ik¡, p. 260). 

[15] . K¡vya-prak¡¿a, Ed. by Pattalakikara, p. 19, Pune, 1950 

  

[16] .Locana, Dhvany¡loka Ed. by Pattattabhirama Shastri, pp. 340-41. 

[17] Studies in some concepts of Abhinavagupta, Introduction, pp.xlv-vi. 

  

[18] Aesthetic Eeperience According to Abhinavagupta, Introduction, pp.  xlv-vi 

[19] .  Ibid., p. xlvi 

  

[20] bh£ iti (¸yantaÅ) kara¸e dh¡vitaÆ v¡sitaÆ k¤tam ityanarth¡ntaram II" 

       N¡¶ya¿¡stra, Vol. I, Forth revised edition, Ed. by Dr K.krishnamurti;  Oriental 

       Institute, Vadodara, 1992,p. 338. 

[21] .Cf.D.H.H. Ingalls, "Words for Beauty, in Classical Sanskrit Poetry" , In W. 

     Norman Brown Felicitation Volume, pp. 87-107. 
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06   The Cosmic View of Ra´gadaivatap£jana   
The Question of its Ëamic Background  

  

Radhavallabh Tripathi 

    

The third chapter of N¡¶ya¿¡stra (Ná) describes the ritual of Ra´gndaivata-p£jana. This ritual was meant to be 

performed for the consecration of a newly built N¡¶yama´apa. Abhinavagupta refers to some ¡c¡ruas who uphold the 

desirability of its performance before each and every dramatic presentation. 

Ra´gadaivatap£jana comprises worship of gods enshrined on the ra´ga or stage. Metaphorically, it has also been 

termed as ra´gap£j¡(Ná 11.105) and the word bali has also been used synonymously for it (Ná, III.46). 

After the construction of the n¡¶yama¸dapa (theater), it was left to be resided by cows and br¡hma¸as for a week. 

Then the ceremony of the installation of the gods was performed by the n¡¶y¡c¡ryas or s£tradh¡ra. Before 

proceeding, he was required to purify his body by sprinkling holy water and fasting for three days. He put on new 

garments and kept his senses under control (Ná III.2, 3). The p£j¡-ritual then was performed in the following order: 

I . Preparation of the ma¸·ala, and installation of the gods on it; 

2. Worship of the gods enshrined on the ma¸·ala, with specific bali (offering) 

respectively to each one of them with the invocatory verse, 

3. Jarjarap£j¡, 

4. homa, 

5 . The udyotana-ceremony, which is like the ¡rt¢ done in the temple worship even now-a-days. According to 

Abhinavagupta the other word current for udyotana during his days was n¢r¡jana. This n¢r¡jana was done by a burning 

lamp called darbholmuka. This ulmuka was lighted from the fire burning on the altar for homa, 

7.  Lightening the theatre from the d¢pik¡s, sprinkling holy water on the body of the king and the danseuses and 

the n¡¶y¡c¡rya'saddress and benediction to them, and 

8 . Playing of various ¡todyas (musical instruments) and enactment of fights. 

The list of gods to be worshipped during the course of ra´gap£j¡ has been cited thrice in the N¡¶ya¿¡stra in this very 

context with slight variations. The following points are to be noted in connection with the order in which divine and 

non-divine figures have been mentioned here: 

1. Mahadeva has been held as the Supreme Deity, the Creator of all the worlds (. sarvalokodbhavaÆ bhavam, Ná, 
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II.4). He is to be saluted first; Brahm¡, ViÀ¸u and Indra are to be worshipped thereafter. 

2. The extensive list of gods to be worshipped in ra´gap£j¡ comprises some of the gods belonging clearly to the Vedic 

pantheon. They are-Indra, MarutaÅ, A¿vinau, Mitra, Agni, Medh¡ and Dh¤ti. Association of N¡¶aveda with the Vedic 

worldview is quite evident in invoking and offering salutations to them through the ritual of ra´gap£j¡. 

3 . Some of the divine figures to be worshipped through ra´gap£j¡ are originally Vedic gods, but are more prominently 

associated with Ëgamic or Pur¡¸ic traditions. ViÀ¸u and Sarasvat¢ can be named from the list in the N¡¶ya¿atra as 

examples. 

4 . Quite a number of gods contained in the list of N¡¶ya¿¡stra can be identified with the Ëgamic or Pur¡¸ic traditions 

only. They are - Mah¡deva, Pit¡maha, Guha, Laksm¢, and Mah¡gr¡m¸¢ (who, according to Abhinavagupta, stands for 

Ga¸apati). 

5 . Some of the properties, weapons, etc. belonging to a particular god have also been incorporated in the list. They 

are M¤tyu, Niyati, K¡lada¸·a (the sceptor of Yama), the Weapon of ViÀ¸u (ViÀ¸uprahara¸a) and Vajra. 

6. The list also includes natural phenomena (the sea and the lightening), semi-divine beings, like gandharuas, yakÀas 

guhyakas as well asbh£tas, pii¿¡cas, daityns and r¡kÀasas. 

7 . The last but not the least, this list has attained a unique character with the inclusion 

of n¡¶yavughnas and n¡¶yakum¡r¢s as they can figure only in the practice of the N¡¶yaveda. The N¡¶ya¿¡stra have 

heen named as N¡¶yam¡t¤k¡s in the subsequent versions. (Ns, 111.30, 67) 

The list of gods as given in the beginning of the chapter III of the N¡¶ya¿¡stra is not exclusive and Bharata has 

suggested a flexible framework by remarking that other gods can be included. (Ná, 111.10) The subsequent 

references to the gods in connection with ra´gap£j¡ in the same chapter itself include Nandin, DakÀa, Garu·a, 

Vi¿vedevas, the munis and the devar¿is, which have not been mentioned in the original plan. (Ná, III.26-32) 

The whole ritual of ra´gap£j¡, beginning from the bh£mi-par¢kÀ¡ or examination of the site for construction, has a, 

certain affinity with theËgama tradition, particularly the tradition of the áaiv¡gamas. 

The Ëgamas categorize temples into three types in accordance with their size -uttama, madhya and kan¢yas. (Ajit Ë, 

I.XII.15) N¡¶ya¿astrahas also given exactly the same classification for theatre-buildings. (Ná II.21, 22) After the 

selection of the site, the soil should be levelled equally and it should be tilled by a plough. (Ibid I.7.3, 

11) N¡¶ya¿¡stra confirms this practice. Ajit¡gama also prescribes sowing of the seeds of tila, br¢hi and mudga to 

confirm the fertility of the land. N¡¶ya¿¡stra, however, is silent about it. 

Such similarities (or dis-similarities) are superficial, and both Ëgama tradition and the N¡¶ya¿astra might have 

borrowed them from the regional practices of the V¡stu-tradition. However, the similarities with regard to the system 

of p£j¡ seem to indicate deeper levels of correspondence between the Ëgama and N¡tya¿astra traditions. 

Both Ëgama-literature and the N¡¶ya¿¡stra prescribe p£j¡ after bh£mipar¢kÀ¡ and before laying the foundation. This 

plija iflvolves the offering of food and salutations to the br¡ma¸as. (AjitA, 1.7.26, Ná, 11.32) N¡¶ya¿astra prescribes 

chanting of benedictory verses and sprinkling the earth with holy water. Ajit¡ma however, rules for its purification by 
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paµcagavya. (I.VI.26) 

It is clear, from the following table that the range of common ground between the ceremony of the consecration of a 

newly built temple ory¡gama¸·apa as described in the Ëgamas and the consecration of a newly built theatre as 

described in the N¡¶ya¿astra comprises several minute details as well as certain obvious features that are the parts 

and parcels of every type of p£j¡: 

Consecration of a temple or Y¡gama¸dapa Consecration of a theater 

(i) The consecration rites are to be performed by 

the¡c¡rya clad in new white garments which have not been 

washed.(M¤g Ë,1.8.810) 

(i) The consecration rites are to be performed by 

the n¡¶¡c¡rya, who should wear new clothes that 

have not been washed. (Ná, III.3) 
(ii) The ¡c¡rya chants the mantras to make áiva enshirned 

within himself. 
(ii) The n¡¶¡c¡rya takes 

the d¢kÀ¡ for the  performance 

of consecration rites. 
(iii) The gods are invoked and en-shrined in the ma¸·ala. 

Brahm¡ is enshrined at the centre. (AjitË, 1.8.22)         
(iii) The gods are invoked and en- shired in 

thema¸·ala, which is a square of 16 hastas, with 

four doors on the four directions. Braham¡ is 

enshired at the  centre and gods are given their 

respective places according to 

thekakÀy¡vibh¡ga- (division of space in imaginary 

zones). The following articles are used 

for nive¿aof the gods-yava, 

l¡ja, akÀata, ¿¡lita¸·ula power of  n¡gapuÀpa, 

vituÀa,priya´gu. Twohorizontal and vertical lines 

are drawn in the middle of the ma¸·ala (III.18-24) 

  
(iv) A kumbha full of water is palced in the middle of 

thema¸·ala (AjitË,1.9.32).  This kumbha is also to be 

worshipped and some of the Ëgamas give a very detailed 

account of kumbha- p£j¡. 

(iv) The kumbha full of water is placed at the 

centre of the ma¸·ala. No account 

of kumbhap£j¡ is avail-able in 

the N¡¶a¿¡stra while the ceremony 

of kumbhabhedana is de-scribe Abhinava says 

that this ceremony is performed after theworship 

of kumbha. (Ná, III.88-90 andAbhiBh¡) 

  
(v) Worship of each god with a different set of articles has 

been specified. Gandha (in-cense), flowers, 

dh£paand d¢pa are commonly used, while m¡Àa, godh£ma, 

mas£ra niÀpava have also been prescribed, 

¿y¡makaand by p£j¡ by Ajit¡gama (XXII.33-37) and some 

other áaiva Ëgamas. 

(v) Worship of each individual god has been 

prescribed with a different set of articles each 

time.  Flowers, dh£pa and d¢pa are common here 

also.  The ce- reals prescribed in theËgamas are 

not mentioned.  Brahm¡ is to be 

offered madhuparka; Sarasvat¢ and some 

otherá¡iva Ëgamas. p¡yasa; áiva, ViÀ¸u, and 

Indramodakas; Agni ghee and rice;Soma and 
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Arkagu·a and rice;the mu-nis, Vi¿vedevas 

andgandharvas are served with honey 

and p¡yasa;Yama and Mitra 

with ap£pa and modakas; Pit¤s and Pi¿¡cas 

with ghee and milk and so on. 
(vi)Homa is a part of after the p£j¡ . Homavudhi has 

been described in detail. 
(vi) Homa is gadaivata p£jana as well. No a part 

of ra´ description of homavidhi is given in 

theN¡¶ya-¿¡stra. 
(vii)Musical instruments are  played after the ceremony. 

There is no mention of the enactment of fights. 

  

(vii) Musical after the ceremony and flights are 

instruments are played¡ enacted. 

These similarities cannot lead to establish that the ritual of ra´gadaivatap£jana  bears direct and sole influence of 

the p£j¡-system as given in áaiv¡gamas. Such similarities can be found in almost all Vedic and non-Vedic rites in this 

country, and the motifs of the invocation of gods and their placement, on the ma¸·ala, offering of flowers, gandha, 

dh£pa, etc. are always common. The system of p£j¡ as given in VaiÀ¸ava or P¡µcar¡tra Agnmas can lead to the same 

type of comparison as given above. 

Besides, the ritual of ra´gadaivatap£jana differs from the Ëgamic p£j¡ system on several points and the dissimilarities 

between the two give a unique character and distinct identity to the former. The worship 

of N¡¶yavighnas or N¡¶yam¡t¤k¡s and the N¡¶yavighnas, the worship of Jarjara and the enactment, of fights after the 

ritual- these are some features which establish the ritual of ra´gadaivatap£janaas a theatric ritual. 

F.B.J. Kuiper finds the ritualized consciousness of Vedic Yajµa embedded within the ritual 

of ra´gadaivatap£jana ( Varu¸a and Vid£Àaka, pp.110-16). Dr N.R. Lidova refutes any connection or correspondence 

between the two, insisting that the origin of ra´gap£j¡ as described in the N¡¶ya¿¡stra should be 'studied in the 

context of p£j¡-dominated Hinduism' in contrast to the 'Yajµa-dominated Vedism' (Abstracts, VIIIth World Sanskrit 

Conference). She has based her thesis on the idea of 'an opposition' between Vedic and non-Vedic cultures, 

between yajµa and p£j¡ and between the Nigama and the Ëgama traditions (Ritual Sources of Sanskit Drama, p. 86), 

and also on the misconception that yajµa ritual was simply dominated by 'animal slaughter' and that women and 

people belonging to the lower castes were debarred from participating in it. 

Dr Lidova thus proceeds to establish the foundations of the ritual of ra´gadaivatap£jana in the Ëgamic p£j¡-

tradition ipso facto. However, many of the lines of comparison drawn by her between the Ëgamic and 

the N¡¶ya¿¡stra-ritual can be dismissed as mere coincidents; and seeing a correspondence between dhvaja-p£j¡ of 

Agamic tradition and the jarjara-p£j¡ in the N¡¶ya¿astra-ritual is also far-fetched. There is apparant similarity between 

the raising, worshipping and lowering down of jarjara as described in the N¡¶ya¿¡stra (Ná, III.12-14, 73-75) and the 

ritual of raising, worshipping and lowering down of the dhvaja as described in the Ëgamas. (AjitË,  I.XXVII.26,42-76) 

Thejarjara and jarjara-p£j¡ are definitely linked to Indra and his weapon, and the purpose of jarjara-p£j¡ is quite 

different from the purpose of dhvaja-p£j¡. Besides, the question of the authenticity of the Ëgama-texts as available in 

print will have to be taken into account in drawing any such comparison. 

A totally different view of the ritual of ra´gadaivatap£jana has been advanced by some modern scholars. According to 

them, the whole ritual is simply an appendage. R.V. Jagirdar thinks that the whole of the chapter III of N¡¶ya¿¡stra is 

an interpolation (Introduction to Bharata's N¡¶ya¿astra, pp. 9-10), while Pramod Kale finds in ra´gadaivapap£jana 'a 
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defence structure' 'which was needed perhaps to counter the attacks of Phillistines and puritans' (Theatric Universe, 

p. 4) 

'Sanskrit Drama has least to do with religion and religious rites' Jagirdar concludes - '... it is the work of people treated 

as anti-Vedic'.(Drama in Sanskrit Literature, pp. 35-36) Like Dr Lidova's thesis, such refutation of the inter-relationship 

between yajµa and theN¡¶ya¿astra is also based on a misconception, overlooking the fact (as Dr Kapila Vatsyayan 

rightly puts it) that 'Ritual is invariably accompanied by gestures and in it we find the seeds of abhinaya as it was to 

develop later. The ritual practices of Yajurveda must have provided the actor and the dancer with unique material 

which was as profound as it was symbolic and beautiful, as it was stylized and technical.... In all the sacrifices, the 

puntiliousness with which hands and feet are placed in dif-ferent directions, or figures are used, are indicative of a 

sense of perfection and consciousness of an artist and a mathematician combined." ( Classical Indian  Dance in 

Litrarute and Arts, p. 155) The ritual of ra´gap£j¡ must therefore be viewed in this background where yajrin and theatre 

thrived on a common pIatform. (Lectures on the N¡¶ya¿¡stra, pp. 34 -45) 

The insistance on a sole Agamic bakground based on the idea of a dichotomy between Vedic and non-Vedic cultures 

therefore is not acceptable, and ra´gadaivatap£jana must he viewed as a ritual having Vedic worldview at the core, 

with yajµa and p£j¡ fused together to form a theatric ritual. N¡¶a¿¡stra itself adjusts this ritual as an ijy¡ and iÀ¶i also 

and Ahhinava calls it .devaya-jana. (AbhiBh¡, Vol.I, p. 46) 

Note 

1. This question was raised by Dr Kapila Vatsyayan during the discussion on this paper. 
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07   Mahabhutas in Sangita-Sastra  

With Special Reference to Yoga and Ayurveda 

  

Prem Lata Sharma 

  

You are the Sun, You are the Moon, You are Air, You the Fire (hutavaha - the one who carries that which is 

put in the sacrificial fire). You are Water, You are Space, You are Earth and you are the Ëtman. Those who 

have taken refuge in you may use the above speech that is thus limited. We do not know any entity that is 

not your Manifestation. 

áivamahimnastotra, 26 

The five elements have been said here to be the manifestation of Siva, the Supreme Being. 

An enquiry into the role of Mah¡bh£tas in Music is essentially a quest for the relationship between the 'outer',  'inner', 

and what is beyond the two. Roughly, the human organism is the 'inner', whatever is outside the body is the 'outer' 

and both are closely interrelated. That which permeates both of them and is yet intangible is beyond them. In 

understanding the 'inner', both Yoga, and, Ayurveda have made a deep study of the psycho-physical centres in the 

human body as well as the physiological structure of the body in terms of theMah¡bh£tas.[i] The unity of the 'inner' 

and the 'outer' has been established by expounding that the sense-organs, their objects and their functions are all 

manifestations of the Mah¡bh£tas. The following passage from Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara makes this very clear. 

The Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara (1.2.56c-71b) d escribes the structure and functions of the human body in terms of the 

five Mah¡bh£tas as follows: 

The body is a composite of the (five) great elements (Mah¡bh£tas) and has therefore acquired their qualities (as herein 

described): 

(i) Ëk¡¿a Sound, the faculty of hearing, porosity, individuation, intelligence and hollowness are derived from Ëk¡¿a. 

(ii) V¡yu - Touch, the sense-organ for touch, five types of motion, viz., upwards, downwards, contraction, linear 

movement and expansion have been derived from air. 

The ten modifications of air (breath in the body) viz., pr¡¸a, ap¡na, vy¡na, sam¡na, ud¡na, n¡ga, k£rma, 

k¤kara,devadatta and dhanaµjaya and r£kÀat¡ (roughness caused by the scarcity of oily matter) as well as lightness are 

derived from air. 

Of these (ten) pr¡¸as, that which is the most important is stationed below the root of the navel and it operates through 

the mouth, the nostrils, the navel and the heart and (thereby) causes the verbalization of speech, the inhalation and 

exhalation of breath and also sneezing and coughing. 

Ap¡na is stationed in the anal region and the genitals, waist, legs, abdomen, the root of the navel the groin, thighs and 

http://ignca.nic.in/ps_03010.htm#_edn1
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the knees. Its function is to discharge urine and excretion etc., (from the body). 

Vy¡na dwells in the eyes, ears, ankles, waist and the nose and its function is to draw in, hold and to push out breath. 

Sam¡na pervades the whole body; and running through the 72,000 nerve-channels of the body accompanied by the 

(digestive) fire, helps to nourish it by carrying essence of lymph-chyle (rasa) of the food and drink (to the tissues) and 

distributing it proportionately. 

Ud¡na a.bides in the hands, the feet and the joints of the limbs; its function being the lifting of the body upwards and 

breathing the last i.e., dying etc. 

Presiding in elements such as skin etc., are the five (other) modifications of the vital breath such as n¡ga, etc., 

performing the function of eructation (such as spitting) etc., sneezing etc., lassitude etc., and swelling respectively. 

(iii) Agni - From fire, the body acquires sight, r£pa (colour and form), bile, digestion, lustre, wrath, sharpness, heat, 

vigour, splendour, valour and intellectuality. 

(iv) Jala - From water (it derives) the sense of taste, relish. Coolness, sneha (roughly, viscidity), fluidity, perspiration, 

urine etc., as well as softness. 

(v) P¤thivi - From the earth, (it acquires) the sense of smell, odour, stability, fortitude and heaviness (weight), beard, 

hair (on the head etc.,) nails, bones and such other hard materials. 

(tr. by R.K. Shringy and Prem Lata Sharma) 

All this is from the point of view of Ëyurveda which itself is not dissociated from Yoga. With reference to Yoga, SR, 

1.2.120-148 and I.2.149163b sets forth the point of view of Yoga, specially Ha¶hayoga. 

Ten Cakras (psychophysical centres): 

1 . Ëdh¡ra-cakra and ku¸·alin¢: Situated in-between the anus and the genitals is the basic psychic centre called the 

'foundational cycle' (¡dh¡ra-cakra), a four-petalled lotus as it were. The petals named ¢¿¡na etc., are invested with the 

fruits of supreme bliss, spontaneous happiness, heroic joy, and the divine unity respectively. 

In the centre of the foundational cycle lies the creative power of the Supreme Being called ku¸·alin¢, which in the 

event of being unfolded bestows immortality. 

2. Sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-cakra: Situated at the root of the genitals is the six-petalled lotus, the psycho-physical centre called 

'self-abiding cycle' (sv¡dhiÀ¶h¡na-cakra). The consequent fruits of (concentration on) the eastern and the other petals 

are re-spectively said to be courtesy, cruelty, freedom from pride, stupor, disrespect and distrust. This is the seat of 

passion. 

3. Ma¸ip£raka-cakra: The ten-petalled lotus, the psycho-physical centre called the 'navel cycle' (ma¸ip£raka-cakra) is 

located around the navel. The results flowing out of (meditation on) the eastern and other petals respectively are 

dreamless sleep, craving, jealousy, fault-finding nature, boastfulness, fear, hatred, stupidity, impropriety and dejection. 
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This centre is the seat of a particular pr¡¸a called bh¡nu. 

4. An¡hata-cakra: In the heart is located the psycho-physical centre called the 'cycle of the umnanifest' (an¡hata-

cakra) with twelve petals which is considered to be the place of worshipping áiva in the form 0Æ. 

The consequences meeting the mind concentrated upon eastern and other petals respectively are freedom from 

fickleness, clear thinking, repentance, hope, light, worry, desire for warding off evil, equanimity, vanity, mental 

instability, discernmentand will. 

5. Vi¿uddhi-cakra: The psycho-physical centre with sixteen petals, called the 'cycle of purity' (vi¿uddhi-cakra) is 

situated in the throat-larynx and is known as the abode of Bh¡rat¢, the goddess of learning. Contemplation on the 

eastern and other petals offers the following results respectively: pra¸ava udg¢tha, huÆpha¶, vaÀa¶, svadh¡, 

sv¡h¡namaÅ, nectar, the seven tones Àa·ja etc., and poison. 

6.Lalan¡-cakra: The psycho-physical centre called lalan¡ with twelve petals is situated in the back of the neck. The 

conseqence sequences emerging out of (concentration upon) the eastern and the other petals respectively are- 

arrogance, haughtiness, affection, sorrow, agony, greed, disenchantment, emotional excitement, the basic urge for 

living, devotion, satisfaction and cleverness. 

7.Ëjµca-cakra. The psycho-physical centre called the 'cycle of supreme command'  (¡jµ¡-cakra) having three petals is 

located in-between the two eye-brows. The results of (contemplating upon) the various petals respectively are the 

manifestations of the three gu¸as-sattva, rajas and tamas. 

8. Manas-cakra: Even higher than that is situated the psycho-physical centre called the 'cycle of the mind' (manas-

cakra) having six petals. The consequences attendant upon the eastern and other petals respectively are dreams and 

the palatal enjoyment, olfactory sensation and the perception of form, touch and sound. 

9. Soma-cakra: Over and above that is located the psycho-physical centre called the 'cycle of the moon' (soma-

cakra) with sixteen petals enshrining the sixteen phases (of the moon). The consequences, for the individual, attendant 

upon  the eastern and other petals respectively are: grace, forgiveness, straightforwardness, forbearance, detachment, 

patience, cheerfulness, mirth, horripilation, tears of fixed gaze, stability, profundity, endeavour, purity of heart, 

generosity and one-pointedness. 

10. Sahasrapatra-cakra: 'The thousand-petalled lotus' (sahasra-patra) which is the source of nectar is located in the 

cerebral aperture (brahmarandhra). Spilling innumerable streams of ambrosia, it nourishes the body. 

11. Meditation of cakras as related to the cultivation of music. The embodied soul established in the (contemplation of) 

first, eighth, eleventh and the twelfth petals of the 'cycle of the unmanifest' (an¡hata-cakra) attains proficiency in music 

etc., while (by concentration on) the fourth, sixth and tenth of the petals one destroys one's capacity for music etc. 

In the 'cycle of purity' (vi¿uddhi-cakra) contemplation on eight petals from the eighth onwards leads to success in 

musical arts etc., while the sixteenth petal is destructive for the purpose. The tenth and the eleventh petals of the 

psycho-physical centre called lalan¡ bestow success in the musical arts, while its first, fourth and fifth petals are 

known to be detrimental. 

The embodied soul whose attention is focused in the aperture of the upper cerebrum, being immersed in ambrosia, 
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finds fulfillment and should therefore cultivate the musical arts with great excellence. 

The embodied soul cannot in any way accomplish anything (worthwhile) in the field of musical arts by concentrating on 

any other petals or psycho-physical centres. Brahma-granthi: Two finger-length above the base and two finger-

breadth below the genitals in the space of one finger-breadth is the centre of the body, shining like molten gold. 

There is located a slender flame of fire at a distance of nine fingers from that centre, and it is there that the life-source 

of the body is found, four fingers in elevation as well as in ex-tension. This has been called brahma-granthi by the 

ancients. 

Right in its centre is situated the 'cycle of the umbilicus' (n¡bhi-cakra) with twelve spokes, and like the spider caught in 

(its own) net; yonder there wanders the self-conscious being. 

 SuÀumn¡ and other n¡d¢s: Mounted upon the vital breath, the self-conscious entity, through the suÀumn¡ keeps on 

ascending to the cerebral aperture and descending back, moving like a tight rope dancer. 

From the life-centre to the cerebral aperture the n¡·¢s, surrounding the suÀumn¡ and enmeshing the life-centre by 

their network, enlarge the body by developing their branches. 

These n¡·¢s are in a large number; but fourteen out of them are important, viz., suÀumn¡, pi´gal¡ i·¡, kuh£, 

sarasvat¢, g¡ndh¡r¢, hastijihv¡, v¡ru¸¢, ya¿vodar¡; vi¿vodar¡, ¿a´khin¢; p£À¡, payasvin¢ and alambuÀ¡. The first three 

of these againare considered to be most significant. 

SuÀmn¡ is the supreme among these three; with ViÀ¸u as its presiding deity, it leads to the pathway of liberation. It is 

established in the centre of the life-source and is flanked by i·¡ on the left and pi´gal¡ on the right. The vital breath 

moving through id¡ and pi´gal¡ is called moon and the sun, for they determine the movement of time; but suÀumn¡ 

destroys time. 

Sarasvat¢ and kuh£ are on the either sides of suÀumn¡. G¡ndh¡r¢ hastijihv¡, are respectively situated behind and in 

front ofi·¡, while puÀ¡ and ya¿asvin¢ are similarly situated with respect to pi´gal¡. 

Vi¿vodar¡ lies in the midst of kuh£ and hastijihv¡, and v¡ru¸¢ likewise is in the midst of kuh£ and ya¿asvin¢ exists 

betweeng¡ndh¡r¢ and sarasvat¢ and alambuÀ¡ is in the midst of the life-centre. 

Now, id¡ and pi´gal¡ (extend) up to the tips of the left and the right nostrils respectively, and kuh£ to the front of the 

genitals. Sarasvati extends up to the tongue, while g¡ndh¡r¢ is set by the back (of the body). Hastijihv¡ runs from the 

left eye to the toes of the left foot; while v¡ru¸¢ pervades the entire body; on the right other hand, ya¿asvin¢ extends 

from the toe up to the right foot; while vi¿vodar¡ pervades the whole body. Sa´khin¢, extends up to the left ear and 

pusa up to the right eye, while payasvin¢ is extended to the extremity of the right ear. AlambuÀ¡ stands coiled around 

the root of the anus. 

(tr. by R.K. Shringy and Prem Lata Sharma) 

Sound, tonal and syllabic, constitutes the body of music. The production, travel and perception of sound is a physical 

phenomenon, but perception also involves the mind. In the carrying of sound, air is the best known medium. In the 

process of sound-production in the human body, air is not only the medium of carrying the sound but is also the 
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instrument of sound production as it strikes the various locations. The N¡¶ya¿¡stra combines all this while saying that 

sound is made of air or is of the nature of air.[ii] 

After N¡¶ya¿¡stra, B¤hadde¿¢ introduces Agni (or the kinetic energy in the body) as the element that propels the air as 

well as p¤thiv¢ that forms the base for this action of the fire and the air and ¡k¡¿a that provides space for all this 

movement .[iii] 

Thus, four elements, viz., ¡k¡¿a or space, air, fire and earth have been spoken of in the context of the production of 

sound in general and musical sound in particular. The role of air and fire is direct, that of the earth is figurative and that 

of space is implied or implicit (rarely pronounced). 

The áikÀ¡ texts also deal with the production of sound in the human body in similar terms.[iv] The close similarity 

between the description of the process of sound production in the texts of áikÀ¡ and Sa´g¢ta-á¡stra is notable, 

though their subtle nuances are also interesting.[v] The process is the same in relation to speech and music. That the 

two have been taken to be integral constituents of the totality of human expression through the aural medium is also 

clear from the fact that three basic words are common to them. These are: 

Word In Speech In Music 
Svara Vowel Tone 
Var¸a Syllable Primary melodic unit 
Pada Word (Primay 

semantic unit) 
Lexical or non-lexical textual unit, melodic 

pharase, sub-section of a composition 

or ¡l¡pa 

In language, it is the vowel that embodies interval (high, low tone), and duration (long and short) and the consonant 

merely holds their reflection. It is impossible to separate tone from syllable. Tone cannot be manifested without the 

association of syllable at least¡k¡ra (the ¡ sound) will unavoidably accompany the production of any musical sound by 

the human organism. In musical instruments, the 'stroke' part of the sound produced has invariably been identified 

with consonants of language in the Indian tradition and the 'resonance' part has been identified with vowels to which 

nasalization is sometimes suffixed. Similarly, linguistic communication is not devoid of pitch (albeit irregular), loudness, 

timbre and duration. The holistic approach of the Indian Tradition takes due cognizance of the basic unity of linguistic 

and musical expression. In music text and melody form combinations of numerous varieties, according to the degree 

of emphasis on one or the other at any given time. 

Both P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡ and áa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara speak of the 'will to speak' arising in the atman, although the former is 

dealing with language and the latter with music. The concept of unity between the two has been discussed above. The 

subtle difference between the two has, however, been pointed out by Abhinavagupta in Tantr¡loka. That (v¡k) which is 

made of nada and is beautiful with patterns ofsvaras, that is verily the gross pa¿yant¢ on account of the non-

differentiation of syllables and the like. The potency (¿akti) in the form of being one with non-differentiation is called 

madhurya. The concrete state (of this vak) comes into being on account of the friction between sthana (location in the 

body or on an instrument) and air and that is the p¡ruÀ¢¿akti (potency taking the form of harshness).[vi] 

Hence, the state of merging in this (v¡k taking the form of n¡da is attained immediately (on its perception) on account 

of its similarity withsaÆvit brought about by the fact of its being of the same category (s¡j¡tya). Those who do not 

attain this state of merging or identification, they do not know the state of the merging of the body and the like and 

are ahydayas (as distinct from sah¤dayas) and theirsaÆvit is subdued or submerged. Whatever sound is produced on 
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instruments covered or fastened with membrane and the like, that is both concrete and non-concrete and is 

hence madhyam¡ (v¡k) in its gross form. Raktat¡ or the state of being red or delightful comes about on account of the 

existence of the aspect of non-differentiation present in madhyarm¡. Where there is svaramay¢ (v¡k) characterised by 

non-differentiation, that (rendering on the drum-instruments) is the bestower of delight. Non-differentiation leads to 

bliss, which could be seen to be experienced. In the recitation of the t¡la-syllables, one gets delight from the 

inarticulate sound (in which the syllables are couched).[vii] 

That (v¡k) which is the cause of the manifestation of articulate syllables, is the gross vaikhar¢ from which is born the 

expanse of the sentence and the like. The anusandh¡na (lit. planning or aiming at, here mental image companied by 

self-consciousness) that constitutes the beginning of these three forms of gross v¡k is distinct in each of the three 

forms and is given the name s£kÀma or subtle. 'I am making Àa·ja' or 'I am producing svaras', I am playing (on the 

drums) and 'I am speaking a sentence, these three forms thatanusandh¡na (self-conscious will) takes are experienced 

as being distinct.[viii] 

The form of these three that is free from up¡dhi (attribute or qualification) is the para or ultimate state where there is 

Siva, the embodiment of paracit. (Tantr¡doka, III 237c-248b) 

Abhinavagupta speaks of the desire to produce Àa·ja, i.e., a musical note or svara, to play on drums and to speak. 

These three aural expressions have been identified with three manifestations of v¡k in its gross form, as follows: 

  

Aural Expression The gross fifm of v¡k 

1. Rendering of melody with the voice or on 

chordophones or aerophones 
Pa¿yant¢ 

2. Rendering on drums Madhyam¡ 

3. Speaking Vaikhar¢ 

The above three forms of expression gradually proceed from the subtle towards the gross. 

The will or self-consciousness of the performer/speaker is the subtle (s£kÀma) form of the above three levels 

of v¡k. The unmanifest or ultimate form of these three is called par¡. 

Ëtman or PuruÀa is the Ultimate Reality that is beyond the Bh£tas which in turn are manifestations of the same. The 

desire to speak or produce a sound arises in the Ëtman, i.e., the mind, fire, air, etc., start functioning at the behest of 

the Ëtman or PuruÀa. In other words, the 'action' of the Bh£tas is actuated by the Ëtman or PuruÀa.. 

The mind is the element that propels the fire or kinetic energy. It is said to be annamaya, equated with anna, the 

Upani+dic word for 'food'. Primarily, food is the object of oral assimilation by the body and secondarily, it stands for all 

the objects of sense perception that are 'consumed' or 'taken'. In its primary meaning, anna is directly equated 

with prthivi and in its secondary meaning with all the five elements. As for water, rasa being the ultimate determining 

factor of propriety (aucitya) in all creative activity and aesthetic delight or enjoyment, bearing analogy with the sense of 

taste, its presence is all-pervading. 

In instrumental music also, the mind, the kinetic energy as the 'acting agent' the air as the carrier or even producer of 
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sound, the latter in the case of wind instruments like flute, are in operation. 

Thus, the mind as a direct 'associate' of the earth is not only responsible for image-making in music or any other art, 

but is also the propelling agent that, activates the kinetic energy in the body for sound production through the voice or 

through an instrument. The earth functions through the mind and also as the base for all activity, psychological or 

physical. The mind in turn is the agent or kara¸a(instrument) of Ëtma, the other two instruments 

being v¡k and pr¡¸a. In music, all these three agents are directly active. The visual arts,v¡k is implicit, but in 

music, manas (mind), pr¡¸a (not only vital air but all physical and physiological activity) and v¡k (articulate and 

inarticulate sound or syllabic and tonal sound) are all explicitly involved. Mind embodies the beginning, pr¡¸a comes in 

the middle and continues and v¡k is the product that is arranged in structures of svara, t¡la and pada. 

When the bh£tas are talked of as being three, instead of five, then manas is identified with anna or p¤thiv¢ pr¡¸a with 

water and v¡k[ix]with tejas or agni. In this scheme of three Mah¡bh£tas viz., agni, water and earth, water is identified 

with pr£¸a or air, and ¡k¡¿a is accepted as being implicit. 

The figurative representation of the Mah¡bh£tas in the delineation of the impact of sound, as available in Sa´g¢ta-

á¡stra is very striking and remarkable. It reveals the psychic process that comprehends the 'inner' and 'outer' in one 

stroke. Some examples will illustrate this point: 

1. High and low in svara is generally termed as t¡ra and mandra. But they are also called d¢pta (lit. brilliant) 

and prasanna (lit. clear, secondarily happy)[x]. Brilliance is related to Agni and clarity to water. Empirically, higher 

notes have an association of warmth and lower notes that of coolness both for the performer and the listener. M¤du is 

another name for lower notes its literal meaning is soft. Softness, primarily, pertains to the sense of touch which is 

related to air but secondaily, softness could also be associated with water. 

2. Madhura (sweet) as an adjective and m¡dhurya (sweetness) as an abstract noun is a very basic quality of musical 

sound. Sweetness is directly related to water as the sense of taste and the object of taste, both are derived from water 

or are attributes of the same. 

3. Snigdha is an adjective derived from the noun sneha which is difficult to translate in English. Sneha is the basic 

quality of oil, butter or other similar substances. It is considered to be the opposite of r£kÀa or dry. In the English 

language 'dry' stands both for that which is devoid of water or oil, butter and the like. But in Sanskrit, there are two 

different words, viz.,¿uÀka for the former and r£kÀa, for the latter.Sneha also means love and thus the quality of butter 

is transferred to the mind. Sneha is an attribute of water and butter, oil and the like are said to have an element 

of tejas or agni. Hence this quality is related to both fire and water. álakÀ¸a (lit. continuous like the vertical flow of oil) is 

another quality of the voice, that bears the association of water and fire. 

4. Ghana (dense) as an adjective of the voice or musical sound is associated with the earth which embodies density. 

5. Raµjaka, rakta (red and delightful) as adjectives and raµjakat¡, rakti as abstract nouns are all derived from the 

root raµja which means 'to colour'. Primarily, colour pertains to visual perception and secondarily, it has been applied 

to aural perception. The sense-peception of colour has been transferred to the psychological realm as delight. Colour 

(r£pa) is an attribute of Agni. 

6. Pracura (full) as an adjective of voice stands for the fulness or richness of tone like density (ghanat¡). This also is 
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associated with the earth. G¡·ha (lit. closely knit) is another quality that bears association with the earth. 

7. Ujjvala (lit. bright) or chavim¡na (lit. lustrous) as qualities of the voice are again related to Agni. 

8. The five categories of musicians spoken of in Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara include a triad of raµjaka, the one who brings 

about mriga or colourfulness, bh¡vuka or bh¡vaka, who delineates bh¡va and rasika, who expresses rasa. The first 

one is mindful of the interest or taste of the audience, the second one also pays some attention to the expectations of 

the audience, but the third one is completely oblivious of the audience.[xi]  Ra´ga or colour is related to 

fire, bh¡va having been figuratively equated with smell, is related to the earth and rasa to water. 

Music, being directly related to aural perception and this perception being an attribute of ¡k¡¿a, is primarily related to 

the same. Conceptually, this relationship is complete in itself. But in the production, communication and enjoyment of 

musical sound, the other four elements. specially earth, fire and air, have their definite roles. Water is related to 

the gestalt of music. The qualities of the musical voice have been given figurative names that bear close affinity with 

one or the other of the five elements. 

Sa´g¢ta-á¡stra has attempted to discover the essential unity between the 'inner' and the 'outer' and the Ultimate 

Reality that permeates both of them.[xii] 

 

 

 

[i] . It is notable that not only physical or physiologica, organs, functions, objects etc.,      have been said to 

be derived from the five elements, but psychological qualities like intelligence, wrath sharpness etc., have 

also been enumerated in this context 

[ii] . Ná XXXIV.28a v¡yv¡tmako bhavecchabdaÅ... 

    Sound is made up of air or is of the nature of air. 

[iii] ."yaduktaÆ brahma¸aÅ sth¡naÆ brahmagranthi¿ca yaÅ sm¤taÅ  I 

     tannaadhye saÆsthitaÅ  pr¡¸aÅ pr¡¸¡d vahnisamudgamaÅ  II 

     vahnim¡rutasaÆtog¡nn¡daÅ   samupaj¡yate  II 

    n¡d¡dutpadyate bindurn¡d¡t sarvaÆ ca v¡´mayam  II 

    kandasth¡nasamuttho hi sam¢raÅ ca v¡´mayam    I 

    £rdhvaÆ ca kurute sarv¡Æ n¡dapaddhatimussat¡m  II " 

    nak¡raÅ pr¡¸a ity¡hurdak¡ra¿c¡nalo mataÅ      II 

    n¡dasya dvipad¡rtho'yaÆ sam¢c¢no mayoditaÅ  II (20) 

    anu. 1 

tatr¡dau t¡vad deh¡gnipavanasaÆyog¡t puruÀaprayatnaprwrito dhvnir n¡bher£rdhvam¡k¡¿ade¿am ¡kr¡man 

dh£mavat sop¡napadakrame´a pavamecchay¡' nekadh¡rohannantarbhutap£rthaty¡ 

catuÅ¿ruty¡dibhedabhinnaÅ pratibh¡sat 
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"That which is spoken of as the location (sth¡na) of Brahman and which is known as brahma-granthi, pr¡¸a is seated 

in it, vahni (fire)arises from pr¡¸a; n¡da is horn of the combination of vahni (fire) and m¡ruta (air)." 

"From n¡da is formed bindu and from n¡da all v¡´maya (whatever is made of speech or language) is born." 

...the air arising from the location of kanda (lit. bulbous root, here brahma-granthi or the centre of energy in the human 

body situated below the navel) and moving about up and down, produces the intense course of uidn. (B¤hadde¿¢, 

three verses quoted in the text after verse 19). 

"The letter na is spoken of as pr¡¸a (air) and the letter da is known as fire; this is spoken  by me as the meaning of the 

dual verbal component (pada) of n¡da." 

"... There in the beginning on account of the combination of the deh¡gni (lit. bodily fire, battery of energy) and air, the 

sound propelled by the effort of the puruÀa (¡tman), attacking the ¡k¡¿a (space) above the navel, ascending in many 

ways, in steps of a ladder like smoke, according to the will of the air, appears to be different by way of being 

composed of four ¿rutis etc. through being comprised of the inherent pratyaya (assured consciousness) of filling up 

with air..." (Ibid., Anu. 1) 

¡tmecchay¡ mah¢tal¡d v¡yurudyannidhy¡ryate II 

n¡·¢bh¢ttau tath¡k¡¿e dhvan¢ raktaÅ svaraÅ sm¤taÅ  II 

"By the will of the ¡tman, the v¡yu (that is) moving upward from the base of the 'earth' (n¡bhi, navel) (and) is held on 

the 'wall' of the n¡·¢s and in the space, is known as svara, the delightful sound." (Ibid., verse quoted after Anu. 15) 

The architectural image suggested in the above verse is striking. The centre below the navel has been 

equated with the earth, the air rising upwards strikes against the 'walls' of n¡·¢s (tubular vessels) and raises 

its head in ¡k¡¿a (space), represented by the cerebral region, during sound that is gradually rising in pitch. 

[iv] .   ¡tm¡ buddhy¡ sameth¡rth¡n mano yu´kte vi´kte vivakÀay¡  I 

      manaÅ k¡y¡gnim¡hanti sa prerayati m¡rutam  II 

     m¡rutast£rasi caran mandraÆ janayati svaram  I 

     pr¡taÅ savanayogaÆ taÆchando g¡yatram¡¿ritam II 

    ka¸¶e m¡dhyandinayugaÆ madhyamaÆ trairÀ¶ubh¡nugam  I 

   t¡raÆ t¡rt¢yasavanaÆ ¿¢Àa¸yaÆ jagat¡nugam  II 

          ...vaktram¡padya m¡rutaÅ  I 

  var¸¡µ janayate ... 

(P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡,6-9) 

"Ëtman, having gathered or put together the content, artha (of sound) with buddhi (intellect) activates the mind with 

the will to speak. 

The mind strikes the fire in the body. The fire propels the air. The air, moving in the chest-region, throat and 

cerebrum manifests low, medium and high sound respectively. Reaching the mouth cavity, the air manifests 
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the var¸as." 

[v] . Comparison of the description of the process of sound-production in the human organism as given in 

the p¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡ and B¤hadde¿¢ and Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara, brings to light the following subtle nuances: 

1. Instead of ¡tman that is mentioned as the substratum of the desire to 'speak' in P¡¸in¢áikÀ¡ and Sa´g¢ta-

Ratn¡kara B¤hadde¿¢mentions puruÀa. PuruÀa is the collection of twenty-four elements viz., buddhi (sixfold perception 

as as-sociated with the iive sense-orgsns and mind), the ten indriyas (viz., five sensory and five motor organs), mind, 

the six objects of perception and the ultimate repository of the above twenty-three elements, i.e., ¡tman, according to 

Ëyuruedn. 

2. In P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡and Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara the first step is the will of the ¡tman, but in B¤hadde¿¢ the combination of 

'fire' and 'air' is spoke of as the first step, without the mention of any activating agent. The puruÀa is mentioned in the 

second step as the agent that propels the air upwads. Acitaion in the name of Iiohala, quoted 

in B¤hadde¿¢ reproduced in note No. 4 above, does mention the will of the atman as the first step. 

3. In P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡, buddhi is mentioned as an agent, that 'gathers' the content of speech. This is absent 

in B¤hadde¿¢ and Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara; the reason could perhaps be that in musical sound the differentiation of the form 

and content (meaning) of sound is not pertinent. 

4. In B¤hadde¿¢mind has not been mentioned at all. The mention of pratyaya (assured consciousness), 

however, does bring in the mind, but it is related to the process of hearing in the speaker. (Based on 

Vimar¿a, p.155 B¤D. Vol.I) Whatever the differences, the direct involvement of 'air' and 'fire' is accepted by 

all. 

[vi] 6 . The resonant quality of svara is called m¡dhurya here and the 'attack' constituting the concrete 

nature of musical sound is called the p¡ruÀ¢ ¿akti (harsh potency). 

[vii] . The rendering on drums is accompanied with an explicit or implicit recitation of the syllables that represent 

identification of the strokes on the instrument concerned. These syllables are differentiated 01 articulate, but the non-

differentiated tonal component of the rendering on drums does give delight, i.e., is rakta. 

[viii] 8. Jayaratha's commentary on verse 246 gives the name jig¡s¡ for the first, viv¡dayiÀ¡ for the second 

and vivakÀ¡ for the third. Texts of Sa´g¢ta-á¡stra have not taken this distinction into account and have thus 

emphasised only the unity of the process of sound-production in speech aud music. 

[ix] . annamayaÆ hi saumya manaÅ I ¡pomay¡Å I  tejomay¢ v¡k II 

(Ch Up, VI.7.6) 

"0 gentle one the manas is made of anna. The pr¡¸as are made up of water and the v¡k is made up 

of tejas." 

[x] . Abhinava-Bh¡rat¢ on Ná XXIX.35 equates d¢pana or the act of making d¢pt¡ with highness of notes 

and pras¡da or clarity withmandrat¡ or lowness. The words d¢pa and prasanna have been used profusely in Ná in this 
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chapter. 

[xi] ¿ikÀ¡k¡ro' nuk¡ra¿ca rasiko raµjakastath¡ I 

      bh¡vuka¿ceti g¢tajµaÅ paµcadh¡ g¡yamnaÆ jayuÅ II 

     anyuna¿ikÀa¸e dakÀaÅ ¿ikÀ¡k¡ro mataÅ sat¡m   I 

     anuk¡ra iti proktaÅ parabha´gayanuk¡rakaÅ   II 

     ras¡viÀ¶astu rasiko raµjakaÅ ¿rot¤rraµjakaÅ    I 

    g¢tasy¡ti¿ay¡dh¡n¡dbh¡vukaÅ parik¢rtitaÅ   II 

Five types of vocalists are recognised by the vocal experts viz., ¿ikÀ¡k¡ra, anuk¡ra, rasika, 

raµjaka and bh¡raka. One who is capable of imparting flawless instructions is considered by the wise to 

be ¿ikÀ¡k¡ra (the educator). The imitator of another's style is called anuk¡ra(the imitator). One who gets 

absorbed in the aesthetic delight (rasa) is rasika (the aesthete), and one who entertains the listeners 

is raµjaka(entertaining), and one who is extremely expressive in the delineation of the song is known 

as bh¡vaka (the inspirer of emotion). 

[xii] "Levels of Aesthetic Experience in Music" by Prem Lata Sharma, In Indian Music Journal, April 1964,pp. 19-21 
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08   The Body as an Instrument :  

A Theoretical Choice Made by á¡r´gadeva 

  

Mukund Lath 

  

I wish to discuss a notable section right in the beginning of á¡r´gadeva's Sa´g¢ta- Ratn¡kara concerning the question 

of n¡dotpatti -- the process by which sound is produced in the human body. á¡r´gadeva's aim, evidently, was not 

only to explain n¡dotpatti, the production of sound in general through the human frame, but to picturize 

svarotpatti, the more specific process, by which musical tones arise in the body. It is in this context that á¡r´lgadeva 

makes use of the notion of mah¡bh£tas. á¡r´gadeva's handling of his material is worthy of attention. He had three 

different theoretical pictures of the process before him, all three of which were available to him from widely different 

disciplines and approaches to the human body. He outlines all three of them and quite visibly makes a choice from 

among them, picking out the one most appropriate for his purpose as a sa´g¢ta-¿¡astr¢. His understanding of the 

human body, as it emerges from the standpoint he opts for, is to treat the human body as an instrument which the 

soul-or rather the embodied soul, the j¢v¡tman uses for its own creative purpose of making music. 

Interesting as the view á¡r´gadeva accepts as an answer to the question of n¡dotpatti is, what I find even more 

interesting is to observe him making a choice between available alternatives. In this, curiously, his approach is not 

discursive. He does not argue for the propriety of the choice he makes, treating, as he should have, the alternatives he 

rejects as p£rvapakÀas which must be dismissed through reason. The intellectual tradition of the ¿¡stras such 

as ala´k¡ra in which he was obviously trained, not to speak of the darsanas, do indeed follow an articulate 

argumentative path for arriving at conclusions. And yet á¡r´gadeva does make a choice, a choice which, among all 

the alternative theories he had at hand, its most suitably with his picture of music-making as an activity of a free agent, 

a creativevggeyak¡ra. In the theory he finally accepts, the process of n¡dotpatti emerges as a causal, physical process 

which a person desirous of singing can freely use. 

Curiously, it also appears that á¡r´gadeva was being pulled in two different directions. He seems, on the one hand, to 

be selecting an appropriate scheme from among those he had before him, but at the same time one also feels that he 

wants to present the different schemes as forming a large coherent whole into which the exiguous process of the 

production of tones in singing fits as a part. Noteworthy is also the fact that the two schemes he 'rejects' and which he 

takes up in some detail, clearly contain elements he could have used or adapted in order to formulate a process 

suitable for his purpose. Such a procedure would, indeed, have given him a theoretically more well-rounded whole. 

But he does not take up this course. The process he actually ends up by adopting does not mesh well with the rest 

and is, surprisingly in comparison, also sketched quite cursorily. 

Fortunately, Dr Prem L&a Sharma's paper has provided us with many details as to what á¡r´gadeva actual 

says.[1] One could also refer to the English translation of the 'sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara by R.K. Shringy and Prem Lata, 

Sharma (Vol.1, adhy¡ya 1, prakara¸as 2 and 3).[2]This will allow us to be reasonably brief and save us from lengthy 

textual references. Although I find that I must reproduce some details for my own critical reflections on the text. 

The two 'larger' schemes which á¡r´gadeva gives us are outlined in a single chapter which he terms pi¸·otpatti, 'the 

birth of the body'. This chapter is in a significant sense the first in the text: it follows a preamble containing a list of 

contents. Pi¸·opatti deals not only with the birth of the body as the name suggests but also its structure. Of the two 
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distinct schemes it contains, the first is a picture sketched in some detail of bodily processes as mapped in the 

discipline of medicine available to á¡r´gadeva, the Ëyurveda. á¡r´gadeva gives us quite a detailed picture which he 

had in fact studied in much greater detail, even writing an independent book on the subject to which he refers us for 

further information. The book, which he had, interestingly, named, Adhy¡tmaviveka- "Distinguishing the Self" - is no 

longer extant.[3] S¡r´gadeva was, as he tells us, also a practising doctor. 

In the picture of the 'self' clearly, in this context, the body as an embodied self - visualized here, the human frame is 

conceived as a psychosomatic entity, a whole, a 'person', which combines entities and properties that may be 

distinguished as material, organic and conscious or mental. Processes which are inner or psychic, whether of thought, 

emotion or resolve: are made part of the 'body'. They are conceived as emanating from, a much larger cosmic scheme 

founded on the idea of a single 'spiritual' stuff which manifests itself in entities both physical as well as 

psychic. J¢vas, individual souls, emerge like sparks from a. fire out of the ultimate spiritual reality,brahma. Shrouded 

by avidy¡ and propelled by karma, they assume physical form, doing so again and again, till they attain brahma-hood 

and mokÀa. 

That is is not an unfamiliar picture in the tradition of Indian ideas about creation. It also lies at the basis of the picture 

that S¡r´gadeva draws for us of the human body as a 'person'. What is important for our purpose here is a glimpse 

into the actual mapping of the human body that the picture envisages. 

Right, from the moment the j¢va enters the womb to be born a human person, it begins to be formed as an extremely 

complex psycho-physical entity. The properties it acquires as an embodied 'person' have been analysed into six 

different bh¡vas 'states of being': which includes a collection of such different things as organs, properties, functions, 

propensities and entities. These bh¡vas are shaped by six distinct sources or causes: mother, father, rasa ¡tm¡, 

sattva and s¡tmya. It will be useful to have before us some idea of what they give rise to, even though this might mean 

covering grounds which Dr Prem Lata Sharma has already covered. 

Important is the fact that each bh¡va is in itself a complex mosaic of plural characteristics within a single entity, 

containing a mixed bag of elements which can separately be classed as physical or material or organic. The logic 

behind the mix is not easy to perceive. Let us have a look. The bh¡va which is said to be 'born of the mother' (m¡t¤ja), 

contains entities which are said to share a common quality: that of 'softness' or 'delicacy' (m¤du): these are mainly 

organic entities such as blood, fat, the navel, the heart, etc. But the heart is not only a physical organ it is, as we shall 

see, also the seat of consciousness. Bh¡vas born of the father have, on the contrary, the property of being 'hard' they 

consist of veins, arteries, body-hair, beard, teeth as well as semen. Veins and arteries play a vital role in the functioning 

of the body, as envisaged in this scheme or they would in any scheme-being instrumental not only in aiding organic 

functions, but also as carriers of the stuff of consciousness. Rasa, as the word suggests, stands for fluids which 

nourish the body and make it grow (¿ar¢ropacaya), but it is also responsible for a sense of satisfaction (t¤pti), absence 

of greed (alolupatva) and a continuing strength of resolution (uts¡ha: word which in this context is perhaps suggestive 

not of a property of the will but a general sense of optimism and 'pep' arising out of sheer good health). In any case? 

what we have is plainly a motley of very different things carrying the single label rasa. Ëtma, as can perhaps be 

expected, consists of somewhat more clearly distinguishable features associated with consciousness. Like the Ny¡ya 

¡tm¡ it contains pleasure, pain, desire, effort and memory (bh¡van¡: the word being evidently used in the Naiyclyila 

sense) as well as knowledge. But this bh¡va, too, unlike the atma accepted in Ny¡ya, is not an unmixed one. Ëtm¡ is 

also responsible for the sense-organs - the indriyas and the age to which a body survives (¡yu). The indriyas meant 

here are both the jµ¡nrndriyas, the senses through which one knows: the senses of sight, hearing, touch and the like 

and the karmendriyas or the 'senses' of action, the motor organs. These are the organs of speech, the hands, the feet, 

the anus and the reproductive organs. There are also two internal organs, twoantaÅkara¸as, associated with ¡tm¡ as 
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part of it. These are manas and buddhi. Pleasure and pain are the functions of manas, while the functions of buddhi 

are, expectedly memory and conceiving (vikalpa); but, curiously with another, somewhat odd mixture of categories, 

also fear (bh¢ti). 

Manas and buddhi are clearly important for our reflections here. But we are bound to ask some questions about them 

before we can picture their role in a process such as n¡dotpatti. How, to begin with, are they related to desire and 

effort? Are desire and effort included under vikalpa, noted as function of buddhi?-á¡r´gadeva makes no indication of 

such a sort and it is difficult to see how this could he so:sa´kalpa is plainly quite different from vikalpa. If supposing we 

were to think of desire and effort as in some sense 'disemhodied' parts - it is indeed difficult to think of them as purely 

physical-even then the question of how they are related to the other bh¡vas in order to function through them and 

perform voluntary activities such as singing will somehow have to be woven into the picture. Perhaps a cogent 

connection can be made between desire and effort and voluntary activity through the indriyas. This is an idea which 

not only seems fitting on its own but, looks plausible in á¡r´gadeva scheme. Of the indriyas á¡r´gadeva speaks of 

two contrary views. Some regarded them as physical (bhutika) but others considered them to be non-material or 

'spiritual' (brahmayoni). Indeed, they do seem to share properties which are both conscious as well as material. They 

could be made to form a bridge between the body and more 'disembodied' entities like desire and effort. But there is 

nothing in á¡r´gadeva that might lead us to think that he envisaged any such connection. He does, however, speak of 

the heart, describe as a lotus-shaped physical organ, as the seat of consciousness. This, too, we shall see has 

possibilities which could have lead to a cogent picture of n¡dotpatti but á¡r´gadeva does not follow the lead. 

Sattva is another antaÅkara¸a with three different 'aspects' or 'modes of operation' which are, in this case, conceived 

in terms of the three S¡Ækhy¡n gu¸as: sattva, rajas and tamas. These are in their distinct capacities responsible for 

inner properties such as faith (¡stikya), altruistic propensities (¿ukladharm¡Å), lust, anger, sleep, laziness etc. It is 

difficult to see why sattva was needed as a distinctbh¡va and could not be subsumed under manas and bh¡va. And 

again we do not know where to place this bh¡va as a 'part' of the body and relate its functioning with the body as a 

whole. A doctor would have to ask this question if he mere to administer to the body in order to treat a malaise relating 

to this bh¡va. Or is it simply a theoretical notion unrelated to the functioning of the body and included merely for the 

sake of completing the picture of 'man'. In which case why call it a bh¡va if it is not really related to the 

other bh¡vas in any interconnected and organically meaningful sense? 

S¡tmya is an even stranger entity. It cannot, be said to be an organ. But neither is it described as 

another antaÅkar¸a though perhaps it could have been classed as such since it is certainly not a material thing. It is 

said to be the source of good health, clarity in the functioning of the indriyas and absence of laziness. It is difficult to 

see why its functions could not be included under sattva or anotherbh¡va. 

The body, being made up of the five mah¡bh£tas, imbibes properties from them, too. These again are a mixed 

bag. Ëk¡¿a imparts to it sound, the power of hearing (¿rotra),  hollowness (suÀirat¡), and interestingly, a distinct 

identity in space (vaiviktya). But it also imparts a conscious property: subtlely of understanding. Agni is responsible for 

the eyes, form and colour, the quality of 'ripeness' or 'maturity', the state of being 'cooked' (p¡ka); it is not clear 

whether the p¡ka spoken of here is a quality of organic entities or also of entities such asmanas and buddhi. Agni also 

causes bile as well as the property of making manifest (prak¡¿ata) - a property which is patently a property of 

consciousness as well as heat, sharpness and energy. It is also the source of other inner qualities: bravery, anger and 

intelligence. V¡yuor wind is responsible for the awareness of touch and the kannendriya of touch. Besides, it is also 

responsible for the various movements of the body. Ten modifications of v¡yu. (v¡yuvik¤tayaÅ) reside within the human 

frame and are responsible for various bodily movements and functions. These are the well-known pr¡¸a, ap¡na, 

sam¡na, ud¡na and vy¡na, which are the five major v¡yus. There are five others with a more minor role. The 
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ten v¡yus help in carrying out various functions with and within the body, functions both voluntay and 

involuntary. Ap¡na, for example, expels urine and excreta. Vy¡na is stationed at the eyes, the ears, the nose as well as 

the ankles and the waist. Its role is not quite clear from á¡r´gadeva's account. Perhaps it, helps other v¡yus in 

carrying out functions such as smelling, hearing, batting of the eyes (for which one of the five minor v¡yus is said to be 

responsible), functions which, like the function of theindriyas have in some sense both the aspects of being intentional 

and 

unintentional. But its functions in the ankles and the waist. whatever they are, are in no way within our 

control. Sam¡na performs functions which are purely organic and involuntary. Moving all over the body 

through n¡d¢s of arteries numbering 72000, it distributes all over the body the juices resulting from food and drink. 

The chief of the v¡yus is pr¡¸a. From its station below the navel, it moves to the navel, the nose and the heart. It is 

responsible for breathing in and out, coughing and emitting sound. 

A question to my mind arises as to why the mah¡bh£tas were needed in addition to the six bh¡vas which together 

presumably form a complete picture. How are ah¡bh£ltas related to the bh¡vas? They might be said to constitute the 

purely material elements which make up the body. But then we have seen that they are not quite material in nature, 

being as complex as the bh¡vas. This makes it even more difficult to understand why they could not have been 

included in the bh¡vas. 

And yet despite questions that might arise, the pi¸·otpatti presents us with a fascining picture which is not merely 

conceptual in content but clearly takes detailed observations into account. We cannot but be impressed by it and its 

complexities which display the object needing a doctor's attention as not only a body but also a soul. But, to come 

back to our present purpose, how is pi¸·opatti relevantly tied up with with the process of n¡dotpatti á¡r´gadeva 

himself does not try to do this. For him it is only a general picture of the structure of the body as a whole. For the more 

specific processes of n¡dottti and svarotpatti he paints a separate picture. One would have expected him to have 

shown how these specific processes are related to the general structure of the body as a whole but á¡r´gadeva does 

not make such a. connection. This is puzzling, since it is not difficult to see that he could have done this with slight 

additions and modifications in the structure of the body as understood in the pi¸·otpatti picture. We have spoken 

earlier of a possible move he could have made. There was, as far as one can see, another potent possibility in the 

notion of the heart. The heart is plainly described as both an organ as well as the seat of consciousness. It is further 

described as forming the centre of important arteries (m£la¿ir¡) which are carriers of force or energy (ojas). Many of 

these arteries are indeed channels of communication between the heart and various organs being responsible for 

functions such as smelling. Two of these, connected to the tongue, are said to have a role in the act of speech. There 

are also other arteries, called dhaman¢s, which emanate from the navel as the centre, like spokes from the nave of a 

wheel. Some of these are connected to the heart from where they move into different directions creating channels 

through which awareness of sound, form and colour, taste and smell are conveyed. Two such arteries are responsible 

for the making of sound and speech (bh¡Àa¸a, ghoÀa). 

The picture obviously has elements which could have been suitably moulded to construct a model for explaining the 

process ofn¡dotpatti, if not svarotpatti, which would have needed further modifications in the picture to accommodate 

an organ that could produce different tones - such as an artery with appropriately placed holes which could function 

like a flute. Why did á¡r´gadeva not do so? As we said earlier, á¡r´gadeva is not articulate on this point. For him the 

picture of pi¸·otpatti seems to form a kind of larger basis which can serve as the ground for understanding the more 

specific process of n¡dotpatti and svarotpatti. But he makes no effort actually to tie up the picture presented 
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in pi¸·otpatti with n¡dotpatti and svarotpatli in any significant manner. 

What held him back? What kept him from remodelling the pi¸dotpatti in order to 

envisage n¡dotpatti and svarotpatti within it or at least tying it up in a relevant sense with it, since without 

this, pi¸dotpatti, fascinating as the picture it presents is, yet remains an attractive but only loosely attached appendage 

to the rest of the text, constituting a major doÀa in the ¿¡stra. á¡r´gadeva is silent. But, perhaps, we can speculate 

concerning his possible reasons. 

There are, I think two major reasons why á¡r´gadeva did not tamper with the pi¸·otpatti picture in order to modify it 

any way. One seems to be the fact that he considered the picture as complete and fixed and so unchangeable in 

principle. No doubt, to begin with, the science of medicine had strong elements of an empirical science, needing 

observation and critical examination (par¢kÀ¡) by its practitioners. It also, evidently, allowed for a plurality in its 

interpretations of the human body as a person. The two pictures we have concerning this matter from Caraka and 

Su¿ruta, both ancient and foundational authors, are divergent in important ways: The Caraka picture is more Ny¡ya-

like while the Susruta picture leans much more obviously and significantly on S¡Ækhya. The two distinct. views 

regarding indriyas, which á¡r´gadeva speaks of, one believing them to be material and the other putting them in the 

category of the conscious also points at an important difference in Caraka and Su¿ruta. Su¿ruta calls 

them bhautika while Caraka takes them as distinctive of beings that are cetana - living and conscious.[4] Yet despite 

disagreements between them, and their acceptance of theoretical plurality in practice, Caraka and Su¿ruta agree in 

considering their science as revelatory and unchangeable. Changes and new insights were no doubt incorporated 

within the s¡stra during its long history, but, paradoxically, the myth of unchangeability was carefully maintained. 

Significant intellectual opinion in the days of á¡r´gadeva seems to have regarded Ëyurveda as no less than a 

revelation, considering it a transcendental and not an empirical science. This may be confirmed from the 

strongly expressed views of the famous and influential philosopher, V¡caspati Mi¿ra (9th century, á¡r´gadeva wrote in 

the 13th). The á¡stra or Ëyurveda, says V¡caspati, like the Vedic mantra is authored by God himself; its truth is 

evident from the success of its operation, but it is not a ¿¡stra that could be conceived as being created by the 

exercise of merely human observation or reason; neither is it a ¿¡stra which can be thought of as the result of a growth 

of knowledge in a ¿¡stric tradition where subsequent, works build up on what had preceded.[5] By á¡r´gadeva's time 

the science, then, seems to have acquired a kind of sacrosanct nature, resisting modification. In this it was different 

from Sa´g¢ta-¿¡strawhich allowed for changes both in theory and practice - lakÀa and lakÀa¸a. The category of the 

desi as opposed to the de¿¢ 'given' and 'fixed' m¡rg¢ one evidence of it: new musical forms could be freely created. 

And that such a development actually took place can be seen from the long list of adhu¡prasiddha r¡gas - 'modern' 

as opposed to 'traditional' forms-that á¡r´gadeva notes and describes. Kallin¡tha, commenting on á¡r´gadeva not 

much after him, explicitly states that a description of these r¡gas required basic changes in the theoretical structure of 

the ¿¡stra its lakÀa¸as - in order to mesh with the new material-the changing lakÀya.[6] 

The second reason why á¡r´gadeva did not remodel the given picture he had for his purposes seems to be 

connected with the purpose behind the picture. The body in the Ëyurveda model, however conscious and 

incorporating volition as an important element in it was yet seen as an object to be acted upon, a network of causally 

linked entities that could be administered to and were thus passive. It was not a model designed to reveal the 

workings of human agency and the role played by the body in it. 

The second picture he gives us is also included in the pi¸·otpatti chapter. It does seem to be drawn with the role of an 

agent in view, but the agency it has in mind is a kind of yogic, 'spiritual' agency and not the ordinary volition used in 

acts such as singing. The picture is aku¸·alin¢ map of the body, a map familiar enough from popular writings on yoga. 

The body is believed to have a number of 'centres' -cakras - through which the yogic energy called ku¸·alin¢ passes 
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on its path to the highest centre at the apex of the head where immortality resides. The home of the ku¸·alin¢ is at the 

base of the spinal column in the lower-most cakra. Awakened through yoga, theku¸·alin¢ begins to flow upwards 

through a n¡d¢ called suÀmn¡ which is one of a vast network of n¡d¢s. As it reaches a new, highercakra, pictured as a 

lotus with a certain number of petals, it can avail itself of the 'fruits' of that cakra, which lie as 'powers' on the petals of 

the cakras. The sixteen-petalled cakra at the throat is the home of Sarasvat¢, where the music of the s¡ma resides. 

The seven svaras, the musical tones also reside there. One who can move his ku¸·alin¢ to that cakra can be a 

musician, as á¡r´gadeva say.[7] If theku¸·alin¢ can be made to reach up to the highest cakra, then one can, as is to 

be expected, achieve a very superior proficiency in music.[8] 

Clearly this picture focuses the role of the agent. But the agent here is a spiritual s¡dhaka, not a musician. The picture 

is not designed to explain the ordinary, everyday act of singing. And so, á¡r´gadeva gives us a third picture, moving 

now to a new chapter for the purpose. This is the final picture he gives us, the one he seems to silently favour and 

after which he moves on to other things. This picture, where the body is envisioned as an instrument, does have 

elements, in á¡r¸adeva's description, which seem to tie it to the ku¸·alin¢picture also but the cementing is done half-

heartedly and does not really succeed. The description begins with a well-known ¿loka which is worth a look. Let me 

quote: 

  

¡tm¡ vivakÀam¡¸o'yaÆ manaÅ prerayate manaÅ I 

dehasthaÆ vahn¢m¡hanti sa prerayati m¡rutam // 

                                                  Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara, 1.3.3. 

The ¡tm¡ desirous of saying something impels the manas which in turn strikes at the fire contained in the body. The 

fire then propels the air. 

We notice that á¡r´gadeva says: ¡tm¡ vivakÀam¡¸o'yam- "The soul desirous of saying something ..." when he should 

- and easily could - have said, ¡tm¡ jig¡sam¡no'yam: "The soul desirous of singing ..."[9] The reason 

for á¡r´adeva's not quite appropriate phrase is not difficult to see. He has borrowed it from an older theorist who had 

used it in describing a process for the production of speech, rather than song. The P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡ begins its 

description of the process of how speech arises in the body with the words: 

¡tm¡ buddhy¡ samety¡rth¡nmano vivakÀay¡ I 

manaÅ k¡y¡gnim¡hanti sa prerayati m¡rutam II 

                                          P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡, 6 

Wishing to speak, the ¡tm¡ gets together with meanings through the buddhi and harnesses the manas for the 

purpose. Themanas strikes the fire in the body which in turn propels the air. 

Here obviously lies the source of á¡r´gadeva's own ¿loka. The date of the áiks¡ is not certain but it is certainly many 

centuries older than á¡r´gadeva. It was an important text for any one who learnt Sanskrit grammar and every 

educated person had to do so. Or, perhaps, á¡r´gadeva had before him another text parallel to this áikÀ¡, since the 

doctrine it espouses was ancient knowledge born in the traditions of Vedic learning and the transmission of the spoken 

Vedic vocables. We also find a step missing in áar´gadeva's account. Buddhi has no role there. The reason is 

apparent. The function of buddhi in the áikÀ¡ account is to pick out the right words for what the  ¡tm¡ wants to say. 
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But singing is not speaking and so this function is not needed. But then what replaces buddhi? Or does ¡tm¡ pick out 

the tones directly without a go-between which it needs for vivakÀ¡? But if so the ¡tm¡, in this conception must be 

significantly different from that of the áikÀ¡ picture. Where lies the difference? Sarigadeva provides no answers. He did 

not reflect on the matter. And yet, a borrower as he was, á¡r´gadeva could not help retaining the word vivakÀ¡. 

There are also other modifications in á¡r´gadeva as we can see in the details of the process of svara-production as he 

describes it. These are, however, modifications not made by him-he seems to have been too tradition-bound in this 

matter for that - but accepted by him from older Sang¢ta-¿¡stras. 

The áikÀ¡ account of the process of speech production describes it in some detail. Low and high pitches arise as the 

fire-heated air moves to different, regions of the human frame, the chest, the throat, and the head. Different syllables 

are produced in the cavity of the mouth on the basis of svara (pitch), k¡la (time taken in utterance), sthana (chest, 

throat and head where different, registers of a gradually higher pitch are produced) and prayatna (the nature of the 

effort). Further details of these categories and the distinct roles in the production of different syllables are also noted 

with care by the áikÀ¡; but we need not enter into these. It is an impressive account based on careful observation. 

á¡r´gadeva's account of svara-production somewhat parallels this account, though its basis is imagination rather than 

observation. He speaks of a harp-like v¢¸¡ placed within the human frame. This was an old idea. The ancients called 

this v¢n¡ the ¿¡r¢ra-v¢¸¡, the 'body-harp', to distinguish it from the normal harp made of wood. It was the body-harp 

which was said to produce the musical tones in singing. The body-harp account of the production of tones shares the 

concept of sth¡na with the áikÀ¡. As in the ,áikÀ¡ scheme, different: sthcinas produce different octaves. 

The áikÀ¡ scheme also spoke of the seven svaras, but sarvas there are only meant as general areas of pitches used in 

producing the different Vedic accents (P¡¸in¢ya áikÀ¡,12). They are not distinct tones for musical rather than verbal 

expressions. In singing these distinct tones are produced by different 'strings' of the body-harp. These 'strings' 

are n¡·¢sstretched across the various sth¡nas with a gradually decreasing length so that the higher the position of 

the n¡·¢ the higher its pitch. Each sth¡na has twenty-two such n¡·¢ which account for not only the 

seven svaras but  also the ¿rutis, the shades of minute tonal distinctions that are audible to the human ear and can 

enter musical expression. The heated air as it moves over these strings causes them to sound. 

This was a picture which á¡r´gadeva had inherited from older musicologists. He intended, apparently, to place it in 

the larger theoretical perspective of the two other pictures that he draws for us. But the connection, as we can  see, 

between the harp picture and pi¸·otpatticannot be established in any meaningful sense and any connection that we 

might think of - such as in the notion of the n¡d¢- remains, to say the least, very shadowy. The body-harp can hardly 

be said to fit as a part of the larger pi¸·opatti picture. Neither does Sarngadeva attempt to connect the two. 

He does, however, attempt to connect the harp picture with the yogic mapping of the ku¸·alin¢. He speaks of 

five sth¡nas including two others besides the three already mentioned. These two extra sth¡nas, his own additions, 

produce sounds which are atisiiksma very subtle-and s£kÀma-subtle-and are connected with the brahmna-granthi and 

the n¡bhi, two yogic centres. But these subtle sounds, á¡r´gadeva adds, lie outside the range of musical sounds: 

they are not related to the vyavah¡ra- the actual practice-of the art. They are not accorded nadis of any kind which 

could manifest them. Their role lies purely in the realm of theory. The idea seems to be to connect the musical sounds 

needed in vyavah¡ra, the so-called ¡hata or 'ustruck' sounds which we can actually hear and produce for the ordinary 

purposes of speaking and singing with the transcendental - p¡ram¡rthika an¡hata or 'unstruck' sound of the 

yogins. An¡hata n¡d¡sforms part of the ku¸·alin¢ picture.[10] The two extra, sth¡nas where á¡r´gadeva locates his 

subtle sounds were obviously suggested to him by the ku¸·alin¢. á¡r´adeva himself tells us that he an¡hata sound is 

of no real use to him as a musicologist. He says, since it, is devoid of all 'colour' and cannot please men, therefore, I 
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shall speak only of ¡hata sounds, which when produced in the form of the ¿rutisproduce song.[11] Yet he did feel 

obliged somehow to create a cogent joint between the harp picture and the ku¸·alin¢ and did not mind bending it to 

his own ends. One wonders what made him feel freer with the ku¸·alin¢ picture than with the Ayurveda one. 

The notions of s£kÀma and atis£kÀma are for á¡r´gadeva stages that connect the an¡hata with the 

audible ¡hata sounds. These notions are however  empty of any real content in his scheme. The bridge he builds 

between the yogic and the musical picture of sound production has no real descriptive function and is not spoken of 

later in his ¿¡stra. 

Another thing before I close. The concept of the body-harp, interesting as it is, is yet somewhat incomplete in 

comparison with the áikÀ¡picture of the production of speech. The áikÀ¡ picture goes into the details of how every 

distinct syllable is produced, noting the exact placement of the tongue in the cavity of the mouth and the kind of 

distinct effort required. In the harp picture different tones are produced when the air arising from the navel strikes 

different n¡·¢s. But where is the means by which it is ensured that a particular chosen string is struck when required 

and not just any of them? Where, in other words are the 'fingers' evidently needed to play upon this harp? 
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pratip¡dayituÆ yuktam II 

[6] Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara, 2.2.161-194. Note Kallin¡tha: id¡n¢madhun¡prasiddha r¡g¡´g¡d¢n¡Æ lakÀye 

prat¢t¡n¡Æ lakÀa¸avirodh¡n¡Æ virodha parih¡r¡rthamudyamainamaÅ kriyate 

[7] Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara, 1 .2 .141 : Vi¿uddheraÀ¶au dal¡nyaÀ¶au ¿rit¡ni tu I 

dadyurg¢t¡disaÆsiddhim ....// 

[8] Ìbid ., 1.2.143:  brahmarandhrasthito j¢vaÅ sudhay¡ sampluto yud¡ I tuÀ¶o g¢t¡dik¡ry¡n¢ saprakarÀ¡¸i k¡rayet II 

[9] 9. An interesting discussion had taken place on this expression and scholars wondered if Sanskrit has an 

independent word for, 'the desire to sing'. I am thankful to Dr Prem Lata Sharma for drawing my attention to 

the word jig¡sa which, she points, has been used by Abhinavagupta 

[10] Sa´g¢ta-Ratn¡kara, 1.2.162-165. 

[11] Ibid.,1.2.166-167. 
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09   Lines of Fire, Lines of Water  
The Elements in áilpa¿¡stras 

  

Bettina Baumer 

In more than one culture the artistic creation is likened to, the creation of the universe, and the artist to the 

creator. This is all the more true in the context of sacred art, where the artist becomes an instrument of the 

cosmic creator and is identified with him (Vi¿vakarman, Praj¡pati, etc.).[i] But the physical and metaphysical 

creation, which is the prerogative of the creator, is in this "transformation of nature in art"[ii] transferred to a 

symbolical creation, where all the elements are present. The question is, how does this symbolical 

transference and identification happen, what are its means and what is the expression and end-product of 

such a process? 

A symbol always partakes in the nature of the symbolized, without exhausting it. But the symbol has 

its own power, derived from the symbolized, and it acquires an inherent quality which remains valid and 

effective even out-side its original context. Unlike a conventional sign, a symbol has a certain universality. 

This is all the more true in the case of the fundamental elements constituting the universe, which 

have a universal importance in all spheres of life and creativity, whether acknowledged or unconsciously 

assumed. It is clear that no artistic creation can take place without the involvement of the five fundamental 

elements, in one way or another. These are some basic assumptions which underly the texts dealing with the 

creation of the temple and of images, the áilpa¿¡stras. Many of these assumptions are so much understood 

by the living tradition in which these texts have grown, that more often than not they did not even find it 

necessary to express or explain these ideas. The cosmogony and cosmology of 

the Vedas, Pur¡¸as and Ëgamas formed the general background and fertile soil on which the arts could 

grow. 

This is the reason why the áilpa texts, when they speak of these connections, are extremely brief. 

They could rely on the living cosmology. This is no longer true today, when the intellectual and artistic 

activities have been alienated, have been alienated, if not divorced, from a cosmology which has supported 

the life and thought of traditional people. 

Some of the áilpa¿¡stras dealing with temple-architecture and image-making, dating from different 

periods and different regions of India, have thrown some light on the symbolic relationship between the 

cosmic elements and the creation of art. Though sometimes extremely brief, these texts contain important 

hints which can be developed and applied. Historical and stylistic questions do not have much importance in 

the context of our present inquiry. But generally the texts referred to date at least from the ninth century up 

to the early seventeenth century. This range only indicates a time-span, which could be extended in both 

directions, as long as a certain traditional cosmology was valid and accepted. Instead of following a historical 

sequence, we will follow a thematic and symbolical development, starting from simple geometrical 

components and ending with the temple-structure. 

1. The first and simplest element given to the artist - he may be a painter, sculptor or architect - is 

the line. It is only from the point and the line that two-dimensional and three-dimensional forms can be 

created. So far I have only found one ¿ilpa text which is astonishingly conscious of the importance and 

symbolism of the line (rekh¡), that is the V¡stus£tra UpaniÀad (VSU).[iii] The artist is called the one "who has 
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the knowledge of circle and line". (S£tra, I.4) 

What is developed here is a complex and yet clear symbolism of the fundamental lines constituting 

a, diagram (paµjara) which serves as a compositional framework for an image or panel. The line is here called 

"the support of the composition (rekh¡ny¡sasy¡dh¡raÅ), it is like a flow. It corresponds to the elements 

(adhibh£ta) and to the divinities (adhidaiva)." (I.8) The first line to be drawn on the stone surface is a circle 

which represents the universe (vi¿va) and fullness (p£r¸a, II.6-7), and whose centre point (binduor marman) is 

its life-breath and firm support. Then the artists "divide the circle by the line, just as the creators by their 

action divide the world." (II.9) Creation has to do with differentiation, otherwise it remains an unordered 

chaos (salila in the Veda), and the lines serve to differentiate the undivided totality. But they are not neutral 

geometrical entities, they have a symbolical value expressing their dynamic nature. 

Straight lines are like rays of light (tejas, II.9), moving in all directions. Again, each direction has its 

own inherent quality, which is identified with one of the elements, according to their quality. The reason is as 

the text says: "As in the creation of the world arise the five great elements, similarly with the circle as support 

the artists conceive and dispose the features of beings and elements (on the panel)." (II.10) 

The two central lines are the vertical, called agnirekh¡, fire-line, and the.horizontal, 

called aprekh¡, water-line. The nature of fire consists in rising up-ward 

vertically,  and the nature water in creating a horizontal surface, or flowing as in a great river. (II.21) The 

diagonal lines have the nature of wind, expressing movement and dynamism, and even 

aggressiveness.[iv] The element earth is represented by a square or rhombus (kar¸ikakÀetra) inscribed 

inside the circle symbolizing the universe. The element ¡k¡¿a is obviously invisible and all-pervading, and 

hence not represented by a particular line or form. It is rather within ¡k¡¿a that all these forms emerge.   
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As in the cosmic creation, the elements are not isolated, but are in constant interaction. 

The V¡stus£tra UpaniÀad in its laconic way describes two of these interactions: One is the contact of water 

and wind, represented by the horizontal and diagonal lines: "As from the contact of water and wind, foam 

arises, again in the foam bubbles arise, thus when the square is joined with the diagonals that relief-field 

becomes active." (II.12) The diagonal line without contrast to the horizontal does not manifest its dynamism, 

just as wind alone remains invisible, unless it comes in touch with another element, such as water, creating 

waves etc., and of course fire (not mentioned in the text), making the flame move in other directions than its 

natural uprising verticality. The basis for it all is the earth - the rhombus which is divided into four continents 

by the cross of the central vertical and horizontal. 

The two most opposite and mutually exclusive elements are fire and water, whose complementarily 

has played an important role in Vedic cosmology and ritual, and in Ëgamic-T¡ntric ritual and Yoga (in the 

form of the pair agni-soma). We cannot enter here into this rich symbolism which could almost serve as 

a leitmotif for the continuity of Vedic and Ëgamic cosmology and spirituality. The dynamism of creation is 

only possible when these two elements meet, and the integration of Yoga equally. 

Not only the vertical and horizontal lines represent fire and water, but also their geometrical 

extensions: the triangle with its apex above is fire, the triangle with apex below is water. The combination 

and intimate union of both is the hexagram, an essential element of all ma¸·alas and yantras. 

When both (the fire and water-triangle) are conjoined arises the state of union. Those who 

realize this become perfected. This is the state of awakening. By the joining of Fire and 

Water (man) becomes divine, which the priests know as Supreme Delight (maha-

cchandas, chandas also meaning metre). (II.16) 
In the words of Alice Boner: "On the cosmic plane Fire and Water stand at opposite ends. They are eternally 

conflicting, irreconcilable mutually destructive elements. And yet it is precisely the union of these opposites 

which makes man transcend the limitations of earthly life."[v] 

To complete the whole symbolism of the fundamental diagram (see figure), the central point 

(bindu or marman) is called "the life-breath of the earth" (rus¡y¡Å pr¡¸aÅ, II.14). As in the symbolism of the 

lines identified with the elements, this also indicates that the diagram, and of course the image which is 

carved on its basis, is enlivened from within, that it is not dead matter but a living entity. As the cosmos 

consisting of a combination of the five elements is enlivened by the breath-of-life (pr¡¸a), so is the image-

panel which represents the divine beings. It is thus clear that there is a correspondence and symbolical 

parallelism between cosmos and image, as well as cosmos and abstract diagram. 

The V¡stus£tra UpaniÀad then relates the qualities gained from the elemental lines to the mood or 

expression (bh¡va) of the represented image. The text is too short here to be fully developed, but the basic 

ideas can be used in the interpretation of images. The general result of the combination of these lines with 

the images is this: "By a harmonious form a meditative mood is induced." (S£tra, II.22) To give only two 

straight-forward examples: The image of ViÀ¸u áeÀa¿¡y¢ is based on the horizontal water-line, and it 

represents the world-ocean with the serpent Ananta in ondulating forms, and ViÀ¸u reclining on Ananta. The 

whole stress on horizontality gives an impression of the watery element with a movement like the one 

described as the waves created by the contact with wind. 

On the other hand, any image of Visnu Trivikrama or of another deity engaged in a fight against 
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demons, has a stress on the diagonals and contains the whole energetic dynamism of the wind-

element.[vi] We need not elaborate this application here, but it is necessary to mention it, to show the 

connection between cosmic elements and their symbolism, abstract lines and two-dimensional forms, and 

the image or panel. One S£tra sums up the relationship between the lines and image: 

When the limbs in the panel adhere to the lines they become harmonious. 

Comm.: On vertical lines erect limbs, on horizontal lines restful and quiet limbs, on diagonal 

lines limbs showing movement. Setting them in this way the images attract the mind. (IV.28) 

In the context of the parts of the composition of a panel, the V¡stus£tra UpaniÀad again goes back to the 

creation: 

All these gods and the five great elements earth, wind, ether, water and fire have been 

created by Praj¡pati. According to the knowledge of these elements the respective qualities 

of the forms em-bodying the sentiment (bh¡var£pa) are shown. (VI.21) 

The attendant divinities or áaktis have the nature of the elements, like Varu¸a's flowing áakti represents 

Water, ViÀ¸u's áakti of enduring is the earth, etc. "Sacrificial, cosmic and human elements have to be 

combined in order to achieve the object of sacred art: bringing man in harmony with the cosmos and with 

the gods and thus making him attain his goal, which is ultimately mokÀa, liberation."[vii] 

The cosmic elements, though not all the five mah¡bh£tas, also play a role in the making of a 

standing image, where parts of its body are equated with certain elements. Here the feet are called the 

"earth-part" (p¡rthiv¡¸ga, IV.19) and the divinity governing the same part in the Y£pa is bh£midevat¡, 

obviously because it is this part by which the Y£pa and the image are firmly established on the earth (cf. 

IV.13). The top-part or head is assigned to Savit¤, and it is called the light-part (jyotira´ga, IV.14). This 

description appears to be simple, but it contains the whole symbolism expressed in á£tra, IV.17: "The 

PuruÀa (Man) is like the pillar (of the universe)." The upright form of the Y£pa, of the standing man and of the 

erect figure connects, so to say, earth and heaven, heaviness and solidity with light and open 

space (¡k¡¿a as the sphere of light). 

2. Besides the process of image-making with its constitutive lines and diagrams, it is the temple itself which 

is identified with the cosmos. Like the Îgvedic PuruÀa, the temple is the cosmos with all its elements and it 

also transcends it.[viii] M.A. Dhaky, in his article "Pr¡s¡da as Cosmos", quotes two texts, one from 

the Agni Pur¡¸a, and the other from the V¡stu¿¡stra of Vi¿vakarman. Both texts assign different parts of the 

temple to various deities and cosmic elements, in a ritual context. The Agni Pur¡¸a conceives the whole 

temple which is pervaded by áiva to consist of all the tattvas,  and considering it as a microcosm 

(brahm¡¸·akam, V.20), it places the five elements in the wall-portion, "acting as they do as the latter"s 

physical wrappings."[ix] Here only the general conception is visible but not a detailed identification of 

elements of the temple with elements of the cosmos. 

In the case of the V¡stu¿¡stra of Vi¿vakarman, the most obvious identification is the placement of 

the earth-element in thekhuraka (the lowest moulding of the vedibandha). The next moulding 

is kumbhaka and it is made to be pervaded by s¤Àti here, it must be connected with the water-element, 

because of the very shape of kumbhaka, a water-pot. Leaving aside other parts which are connected with 

various deities, the text says: "Let Mountains descend in the pillars and the Sky pervade the karo¶aka (i.e., 
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the central ceiling of thema¸·apa hall)."[x] Dhaky comments on this: "The wish to make Meru descend in 

the wall's ja´gh¡ and again for Mountains to dwell in the hall-columns is prompted for lending firmness to 

the wall for bearing the enormous weight of the superincumbent ¿ikhara spire in the first case and of the 

pyramidal roof in the second. Since the vit¡na (ceiling), as one beholds it from within the hall, is the 

metaphorical sky of the hall, the Sky (¡k¡¿a) is bidden to pervade the ceiling." (art. cit., p. 218-19). We find 

thus the two ends of the five mah¡bh£tas in their logical position, p¤thiv¢ at the base and ¡k¡¿a as the inner 

space of the vault representing the vault of the sky. 

I have quoted this material presented by Prof. Dhaky in order to show how the same general 

conception of the temple as cosmos is pervasive in space and time: from western to eastern India, and 

through a span of six or seven centuries. 

An unpublished áilpa text from Orissa, the áilparatnako¿a (which is dated 1620 A.D.), gives a more 

complete symbolical identification of elements of the cosmos with elements of the temple.[xi] 

First of all the ascending order of the temple follows the three gu¸as: tamas is related with the 

heaviness of the earth-part below, rajas with its multiplicity of forms and figures in the middle, 

and sattva which is light and lightness at the top (cf. V.7). The base-mouldings of Orissan temples consist of 

five mouldings and they are hence called paµcakarma. In the identification of the temple with the puruÀa or 

human form, these are compared to the five toes of the foot. In the cosmic conception of the 

temple paµcakarma is identified with the five elements. 

84. The khura (i.e., the hoof-shaped lowest part of the base) is the great earth, according to 

the element earth tattva. 
  
As the world is created from the five elements, thus the temple is conceived. 
  
85. Above that is the part of the kumbha, of equal height of the khura. 

The kumbha represents the element water, and it always bestows 
auspiciousness. 
  

These two parts correspond to the description in the V¡stu¿¡stra of Vi¿vakarman. The third part of 

the paµcakarma is a band, pa¶¶a, which is equated with the fire element. (V.92) There is no symbolical 

similarity between the two, but the simple development of the sequence of elements. The fourth moulding is 

a sharp edge, "ka¸i, which should be shown as if blown by the wind (v¡yu)". (V.94) As we have seen in the 

symbolism of the lines of the paµjara, the only way of showing the dynamism of wind in a static form or 

structure is the use of the oblique line. The ka¸i is formed by two oblique lines and it projects out, this is the 

only symbolic connection with the wind element. 

Obviously the top-most part of the paµcakarma, the decorated vasanta pa¶¶a, is the symbol of the 

element ¡k¡¿a. (V.101) Here again there is not much of a symbolical similarity between vasanta and ¡k¡¿a, 

except that it is the highest of the five elements. The point of similarity lies in the total conception: As the five 

elements form the basis of creation, so the paµcakarma is the base of the temple. The proliferation of vegetal 

forms above the paµcakarma, on the wall-part, is explained keeping this conception in mind: 

111-112. Many types of creepers should be made on the lat¡j¡´gha. 
             Just as in the beginning trees (and plants) were created out of the five elements 
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             thus on the ¿ikhara  j¡´gha creepers and trees are pleasing. 

The symbolism is clear: Out of the primordial simplicity of the five elements the forms of nature and the rich 

superstructure of the ¿ikharagrow. Without the basis of the five elements neither natural nor artistic growth 

would be possible, nor spiritual fulfillment which is the ultimate aim of image-making and temple architecture. 

Even the few hints given by the áilpa¿¡stras are enough to reveal a whole symbolic 

interconnectedness between cosmos, man and the Divine. 

Artistic creation, just like cosmic creation, means ordering an otherwise chaotic material. The original 

chaos, in India as well as in other cultures, has always been understood in terms of the undifferentiated 

waters. It has long been recognized that the lotus petals surrounding the plinth of temples and even houses 

signify the emergence of the temple from the primeval ocean, the solid and ordered structure resting on the 

cosmic chaos. Here many cosmogonic myths could be interpreted in relation to the creation of art by means 

of the elements: the myth of samudramanthana, and the theriomorphic avat¡ras of ViÀ¸u. By way of example 

we may liken the artist to Var¡ha avat¡ra: He dives deep in the chaotic mass of the primeval waters to 

resurrect bh£mi, the Earth described as a beautiful goddess. It is She who provides a solid ground and a 

structured wholeness. What is expressed in the language of myth finds a symbolical expression in the 

grammar of form, in the lines, geometrical shapes and in the temple structure. In every case the cosmic 

elements are the ground and building blocks of the creation of art. 

 
 

 

[i]      Cf. Bettiua Baumer, "The Divine Artist", In: The Indian Theosophist, Jaideva Singh Felicitation Number; 

1985, Vol. 82. 

[ii]     Cf. the book by A.K. Coomaraswamy with this title. 

[iii]    V¡stus£tra UpaniÀad, The Essence of Form in Sacred Art, ed. and transl. by Alice Boner, S.R. Sarma 

and Bettina Baumer, Delhi (Motilal Banarsidass), 1982 (reprint 1986). 

[iv]    In the Atharvaveda wind or breath is said to move transversely: pr¡¸ena tirya´ pr¡¸ati, X.8.19. 

[v]     Introduction to VSU, p. 14. 

[vi]    See Alice Boner's analyses in: Principles of Composition in Hindu Sculpture, Cave Temple Period, 

Delhi (Motilal Banarsidass) 1990 

[vii]   A. Boner, Introduction to VSU, p. 12. 

[viii]   Cf. M.A. Dhaky, 'Pr¡s¡da as Cosmos', In: The Adyar Library Bulletin, Vol. XXXV. arts 3-4, 1971, pp. 

211-26. 

[ix]    Dhaky, art. cit., p. 220. 
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[x]     stambheÀu parvat¡Å prokt¡ ¡k¡¿a¿ca karo¶ake, V.10. 

[xi]       áilparatnako¿a. A Glossary of Orissan Temple Architecture, ed. and transl. by Bettina Baumer and 

Rajendra Prasad Das, Delhi (IGNCA and Motilal Banarsidass), 1994. 
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10   The Unity and Gravity of 
an elemental Architecture 

Michael W.Meister 

 

India's Paµca-Mah¡bh£tas have been given an order different from the Western system of four Elements - 

Earth, Air, Fire, and Water.[i]First, in India, Comes Water and Earth; then Fire and Air; and finally Ether, the 

latter particularly important for the Indian-held sense of an eternal reality lying behind what we make or 

experience (Plates 10.1, 10.2). 

          Indian ritual begins with earth and fire. In the fire-pit or on the stone altar, all the Elements are 

combined, with ritual potency and for cosmic effect. The temple also roots itself in water, placing among its 

wall's base-mouldings (vedi-bandha) a fruiting, flowering, water-pot that represents India's water-oriented 

cosmogony. (kala¿a; Plate 10.5) acts both as the source and as a ritual lustration for the sacred mountain - 

which is the temple - acting both as the house for a divinity and as a 'crossing' intended for the 

transformation of mankind. 

          The temple, by the intention of its architects, is poised between the Elements: always placed near 

Water; built of and on the Earth; it is itself the home of Fire. Its tower is the embodiment of Air; and its apex - 

or rather the space above it - of Ether (Plate 10.4). "Let the earth reside in the [moulding's] khuraka hoof" 

says one fragment of an architectural text translated by M.A. Dhaky; and let the cosmos be distributed 

throughout the structure.[ii] 

          The mouldings that support and bind the temple (both p¢¶ha and vedi-bandha) have at their root the 

petals of the lotus.[iii] This, in India, is always the supernal support for deity, seen as the plant that spans 

the Earth, Water, and Air, and opens itself-that is its calix, the potent seed-pod - toward Ether and eternity 

(Plates 10.1, 10.4). Among these mouldings, elephant courses suggest the rain clouds hovering, like Indra's 

elephant, between the earth and sky (Plate 10.10). Above is the temple-mountain - áaiva's mansion - which, 

like the Himalayas themselves, hovers above the monsoon's water-laden clouds (Plate 10.6) 

          Through the centre of the temple's tower itself (Plates 10.4, 10.6). It this tower, called the 'sheath' 

(ve¸uko¿a) of the temple, meant also as a ritual tool for clasping the Ether? Does it hold the cosmos, as if by 

a ritual instrument, in order to make it material?[iv] 

          The walls of the temple are themselves a 'case' (paµjara) forming a pillared enclosure giving a body to 

Air (Plate 10.4). The Agni-Pur¡¸a states that "the five Elements - Water, Light, Air, Sky, [and Earth]" - act "as 

the wrappings", in the temple's wall-frieze (ja´gh¡), for the microcosm (brahm¡¸·aka) guarded within.[v] 

          Embodied up the corners of the curvature of the shrine and used as its crowning member, ribbed 

stones called ¡malakas - the myrobalan fruit (Plates 10.7, 10.8) - ascend, supported by their own 

pillared k£¶a cages (Plates 10.4, 10.6). They grow upwards and proliferate, as if toward their final realization 

at the pinnacle. It is this seed - placed beyond Ether, not in Air - that may one day flower at the tower's top. 

          Like the flagpole bearer who carries the temple's standard upward, each worshipper is said to ascend 
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the temple's invisible axis from materiality towards the transcendent eternal.[vi] The spaces within the 

temple, both the flat surface of the hall and the womb-chamber of the sanctum, are meant to be the Earth- 

altar of human sacrifice.[vii] The sky-ceiling is both the cage/body and the Air within, much like the whale-

bone cathedral in Melvill's Boby Dick.[viii] 

          At the temple's top, flags are used to signal the wind; and the seed-¡mala again signals space in its 

endless, unrealized, potential. It is, indeed, the temple as Cosmos - as Dhaky's early article had put it - the 

temple as Cosmos Man.[ix] 

          Four personified figures of the Mah¡bh£as were placed on the corners of the upper vedi-platform of 

the famous Shore temple at Mahabalipuram, near Madras, in the seventh century; but the full range 

of  'Elementals' - the particulate fragments or atoms of reality - are infinite in number and at times associated 

with áiva's host of spirits (pramathas).[x] 

          The architects of the áiva temple at Amrol in Central India, built early in the eighth century, have 

placed such bh£ta-globlins, in part representing Elements, in corner niches on the wall (Plates 10.12, 10.14). 

These take the place of a familiar set of deities that act as "guardians of the Quarters", the Dikp¡las.[xi] One 

of these goblins, placed on the southeast (Plate 10.14), is radiant with Pramoda's fire and by its very location 

has been compared directly to the Vedic fire-deity, Agni on the adjacent kapil¢-wall.[xii] 

          The architect of this temple has placed images of Agni and Ì¿¡na on the south and north kapil¢ entry-

walls, clasping the worshipper's approach (m¡rga). He has done so, perhaps to represent the purifying ritual 

of Fire along with the goal of transcendent Ether. Yama is shown among the goblins on the southwest corner 

(Plate 10.14). 

          The temple has, in its overall ornament, a cosmic geography. It places on its doorway both the 

personifications of the two most sacred rivers of India, the Ga´g¡ and Yamun¡, and representations of 

Himalayan sages (Plate 10.11). The walls of the Gupta period áiva temple at Nachna in the fifth century were 

rusticated to look like the foothills of the cosmic mountain.[xiii] Its doorway's ornament suggests the world's 

cage of illusion: its sanctum, the fertile womb of the cosmos (Plate 10.9). At the doorjamb-bases, Ga´ga and 

Yamun¡ are meant to mark an Ëryan earthscape, and at the door's top are placed earth-spirits (yakÀ¢s) 

sheltered under flowering trees (Plates 10.9, 10.11). 

          If the Elements of Water, Earth, and Space can be seen as the fertile forge for the growth of actual 

lotus and ¡mala plants in Nature, to temple architects, the flame of temple ritual generated growth toward 

transformation of the worshipper that could be represented, both ornamentally and iconicaily, by vines and 

other foliage encircling the temple in their many furling coils (Plates 10.3-6, 10.9, 10.11).[xiv] 

          Figures of the eight Guardians of the Directions of Space (Dikp¡las) are placed on the corners of most 

temples (Plate 10.13). They both measure space, as its guardians, and provide one further manifestation 

of Mah¡bh£tas as they 'wrap' the wall of the temple  - in the V¡stu¿¡stra's description - around the 

microcosm within.[xv] Varu¸a appears on the West on a crocodile, associated with Water, as is 

the Mah¡bh£ta Pramukha. Agni is placed on the South, like Pramoda, encircled by an aureole of Fire (Plate 

110.14). V¡yu, the wind-god, on the North like Durmukha, carries a fluttering flag or is wrapped by a 

billowing scarf filled by Air (Plate 10.13). The war-god Indra, on the East (like Amoda), can be taken as an 

embodiment of Matter; and áiva as Ì¿¡na some texts associate with Ether. 
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          We should not be too literal, however, in our attempt to 'read' monuments made within a worldview 

that sees in each particular, the whole and in each proliferation of a thing, everything. The basal square form 

of the Universe, for example, is implicit in each of the temple's increasing and encircling offsets (Plate 

10.6).[xvi] It is God's unfolding that creates the Bh£tas; and they are always a part, if only one part, of 

God's ritual unfoldding.[xvii] They are indeed his physical wrappings and the substances from which each 

of his multiple particles is made. But whether in medicine or cuisine, philosophy or architecture, these 

material parts are only a clothing for the microcosm. They cannot define its essence, nor more than 

transmute us back to its ceaseless centre.    

 

[i]  In presenting this paper at the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Artss Paµca-Mah¡bh£tas Seminar, I 

preferred to call it "A Meditation on the Temple and the Elements". I later presented it also at the School of 

Architecture, University of California, San Diego, for a workshop on "Creating Environments: Nature, 

Space, and Form".  There I began first by referring "to India's many village-squares, in which people often 

have planted a central tree and placed an earth platform below for the village's residents to gather, 

sheltered under its spreading branches. In such villages - with their shifting lanes and public spaces - and 

in the cool courtyards of her village houses is India's real public spaces - and in the cool courtyards of her 

village houses in India's real universe and the source for many of her ideas about cosmic order and form". 

  

[ii]  M.A. Dhaky, "Pr¡s¡da as Cosmos", In The Adyur Library Bulletin 35 (1971), pp.211-26. 

  

[iii]  Michael W. Meister, "Ma¸·ala and Practice in N¡gara Architecture in North India", In Journal of the 

American Oriental Society 99 (1979), pp.204-19. 

  

[iv]  Michael W. Meister, "On the Development of a Morphology for a Symbolic Architecture: India", In Res: 

Anthropology and Aesthetics12 (1986), pp.33-50. 

  

[v]  Dhaky, "Pr¡s¡da as Comos", p.200. 

  

[vi]  See Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, "Svayam¡t¤¸¸¡: Janua Coeli", Zalmoxis 2 (1939), pp. 3-51. 

  

[vii]  Michael W.Meister, "Symbology and Architecturl Practice in India", In Emily Lyle, (ed.), Sacred 

Architecture in the Tradition of India, China, Judaism and Islam, Edingurgh: Edinburgh University Press, 

1992,pp.5-24; idem., "Ma¸·ala and Practice". 

  

[viii]  Herman Melville, Moby Dick; or; the Whale, New York: Harper, 1851, Chapter 102, "A Bower in the 

Arsacides". 

  

[ix]  Dhaky, "Pr¡s¡d as Cosmos." See also Stella Kramrisch, "The Temple as PuruÀa", In Studies in Indian 

Temple Architecture, ed. By Pramod Chandra, New Delhi: American Institute of Indian Studies, 

1975,pp.40-46. 

  

[x]  M.A. Dhaky, "Bh£tas and Bh£tan¡yakas: Elementals and Their Captains", In Discourses on áiva, 

Proceedings of a Sym[psium omn the Nature of Religious Imagery, ed. By Michael W. Meister, 

Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1984 pp.240-56. Some scholars, however, have 

questioned such an interrelationship between Vedic and Pur¡¸ic figures. 
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11   Concept of Space in the V¡stu Tradition 

My Experiences 

V. Ganapath Sthapati 

  

In this paper mine, I have poured out many a concept of the traditional Science of V¡stu of Indian origin. 

These concepts, I was able to identify, internalize, experience and implement in actual practice. To have 

access to these vaijµ¡nic concepts, I actually retraced my steps from Technology to Science. I have been 

working on this subject for years, as there is no technology without science. Added to this, the wisdom and 

knowledge of the tradition came to me as heritage. My father and forefathers, were all V¡stu¿ilp¢s of very 

high repute. My teaching and working in the Government College of Architecture and Sculpture, 

Mamallapuram, as Principal, for about three decades gave me many insights into the Science and 

Technology of the V¡stuvidy¡. 

          My deep involvement in creative works both in the religious and secular fields enriched my knowledge 

and experience yielding large dividends. This is with respect to temple sculptures of religious nature and 

secular sculptures of literary and ethical value, coupled with new spatial concepts, new forms and motifs. I 

have also successfully attempted to created spaces for two different belief systems under one common roof 

without detriment to their respective p£j¡ modalities - evolved and continued over the centuries. 

          Further, my deep involvement in the design and execution of huge sized secular buildings for certain 

universities in Tamil Nadu as also Indianization of certain modern building in conjunction with contemporary 

architects have helped me to understand the problems of contemporary architecture in India in respect of 

spatial concepts and aesthetics preferred by modern society. In all those interactions and connected 

attempts, I was able to prove also the fitness of indigenous technology and the traditional ¿ilp¢'s command 

over the handling of modern materials. 

          Another project that came in my way was that of a documentary report on Housing Architecture, 

sponsored by the National Housing Bank, New Delhi. This gave me an opportunity of going deep into the 

principles of Building Architecture and to re-interpret them in a way that would be intelligible and inspiring to 

the contemporary  minds, since they have been in search of a tradition suited to the indigenous culture and 

changed circumstances. In this research project, I had to work with a contemporary architect and got my 

interpretations internalized so as to present them in modern English in a way that would attract the 

contemporary minds, particularly to the basic. The impact of this work is going to be very great. Foreign 

scholars are already very much ahead of Indians in this respect. 

          My contacts with overseas architects particularly of UK and USA provided me ample opportunities to 

impress upon them the traditional principles of design. These interactions enboldened me to march on the 

chosen path with added   pace and hope. The universal nature of the traditional space-theory and its 

applicability in the design of secular and religious buildings, in today's context, have been well appreciated 

and responded by them. They have also closely observed the day-to-day artistic activities of the team 

of ¿ilp¢'s, put on work in those foreign countries. They were amazed to see young ¿ilp¢'s  working with 

simple tools and doing impressive works. They appreciated the validity of the indigenous technology. 

          My discovery is, that they appreciate the orderliness of the horizontal and vertical modulated forms as 
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well as commend the spatial aesthetics and its order being analogous to the musical forms. In other words 

they were able to recognize a musical order and harmony in the spaces that go into the fabrication of 

building parts. Added to this, they were amazed to hear me saying that every building in the tradition is 

designed into an organic form, filled with vibrant and orderly live-spaces.  

          In spite of all these, I see that there is till a vast area to be covered. The subject is as vast as the 

Space. I have shown only aparam¡¸u. Experiments are going on under the roof on one V¡stu Vedic 

Research Foundation. I am confident that this brief essay  would be an eye-opener to many who doubt the 

independent and spiritual nature of the V¡stu¿ilpa traditions and the efficacy of Temple-worship and Temple-

culture anchored in these principles. I have shown elsewhere that the temple building is the form of God, 

rather than a home of  God. Further, a section of the contemporary architects that I have come into contact 

with, is able to appreciate the timelessness of the V¡stuvijµ¡na and I hope that they would, with confidence, 

recreate the building tradition, putting into their built up spaces the spiritual vibrations and make the 

occupants respond to them and live in harmony with the environment created inside their homes as much as 

they enjoy outside. Such a life in harmony with nature affords both spiritual and physical well-being. 

          House buildings can also be designed to suit individual nature and taste taking into calculation the 

occupant's birth star. The wave-lengths of individuals are taken here as the basic unit of measure and 

various parts of the building designed. This is another point that the contemporary architects look at with 

amazement. Added to this the age of the houses can also be determined, not the physical aspects of 

longevity but in respect of the spiritual vibrations that would continue to exist in them. The house building is 

considered as a living organism as already stated. 

          The ancient authority for the Science and Technology of V¡stu is Mayan of Indian origin. He was born 

to a father and mother with flesh and blood. He is not a mythological person as 

our Pur¡¸as and Itih¡sas exhibit him. The repeated occurrence of his name in such ancient literature speaks 

much of his remote antiquity. He was the vijµ¡n¢ of Bh¡rat having specialized in k¡la jµ¡nam. His name is 

found linked to the authorship of S£rya Siddh¡nta (vide three opening verses). My request to the scholars at 

this hour is, that few of our Indian scholars should take up a serious research into his identity and 

personality. Over and above the points related to this originator, I would like to invite the pointed attention of 

scholars to a fact that there are a number of sculptors whose names have been recorded in the inscriptions 

but not exposed by the archaeologists for public interest, in a separate volume with photographs of their 

creations. Foreign scholars are already ahead of us, in their inquiry into Mayan's whereabouts, his culture 

and civilization. We can do at least a local search for restoring the identity of our own men. 

          As one practising in the hoary tradition of V¡stu¿ilpa, with a lineage of over one thousand years as a 

backdrop, I would like to say, that for the so-called Mayan civilization of Mexico and for such other 

civilizations of the remote past, the Indian Mayan of V¡stu tradition looks like the author. I am able to 

perceive this, and recognize this, in those monuments spread all over the world, as a shepherd capable of 

identifying the owner of the individual sheep of which his flock is composed. That sense of recognition and 

basic knowledge I am blessed with, in view of years of exposure and involvement. But I know that this is the 

area of historians and anthropologists. Concurrently I feel that the time has come to identity him and explore 

his contribution to Indian as well as world culture and civilization. The shutters have to be unlocked and 

lifted. Banging on the door has already started. 

          To me the Science of V¡stu looks very basic and fundamental as also incredibly old, besides the 

spiritual culture of Bh¡rat looking anchored in this science and technology of V¡stu. 
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          The science behind the v¡stupuruÀama¸·ala that signifies the universal rhythm of the Space and the 

emanation of universal objects therefrom, in musical phrases, is the key to the culture of India as a whole. 

Mayan is the author of this discovery. 

To this Mayan I offer my respects and homage. 

 

Jagadguru 

The quintessence of V¡stuvidy¡ 

Space is ¡k¡¿a, the primal element. There are two such spaces, the inner space and the outer space. This 

space exists in all animate objects. Nothing in this universe is inanimate. That which within the individual 

space also happens in the universal space. They experience, vibrate and take form. 
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Vi¿va-Brahman 

Vastu and V¡stu 
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VastupuruÀa 

Vastu is Energy. Vastu is the Unmanifest.  Vastu is the Substance of all substances.  Vastu is the  PuruÀa'- 

the "Vastu-Brahman". 

 

VastupuruÀa 

V¡stu is the Energy manisest - V¡stu is substantial -  Vastu is the micro space.  V¡stu is themacro 

space.  Indwelling Energy isV¡stupuruÀa - the " V¡stu-Brahman". 
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VastupuruÀa 

Time and Space 

Space is the substance of all substances, the Ultimate substance. It is a space filled with minutest particles 

called param¡¸u. Everyparam¡¸u is a minute space possessing Energy. It is square In form basically and 

cubical  three-dimensionally. It is absolute or abstraction of all visual and aural phenomena of the universe or 

the ultimate form. The space is luminous, as the particles are always emitting light. This is called foetus or 

germ, the basic material for the emergence of subtle forms in the micro as well as macro spaces. This 

material is called vastu, and it is Eternal. This is the live material which has metamorphosed itself into the 

manifest world. All the objects of the universe are therefore 'Space-turned spatial forms'. This is just like the 

gold turned into gold ornaments. 

Space, whether of the individual or the universal, possesses a unique quality of experiencing. It is 

hyper sensitive, besides being super potential. This is capable of giving form to its experience. For the 

experience to take form, the space goes into self-spin. It vibrates. This effortive force of the Space is 

called K¡la, the Absolute Time. K¡la literally means that which emerges from within. This happens to be the 

intrinsic property of space. This is contained in all animate object of Nature. What is actually experienced by 

the Space is vibrated into a form within. This is just like the vibration of the stringed instrument turning into 

sound forms. The Space is sensitive enough to order rhythmically structured and aesthetically alluring. This is 

its unique quality. 

In art, K¡la becomes T¡la. In the physical world K¡la measure is produced by the dancer by beating 

her foot (t¡la or p¡da) on the ground. The same is produced by the musician by his hands (kara t¡la). T¡la is 
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rhythm. The dancer producer bodily forms by dancing to this Time-scale. The musician signs his song to the 

same Time-measure. Time produces musical forms. Poetical compositions are also governed by Time-

measure called M¡tr¡k¡la or AkÀak¡la. 

These rhythms, in abstraction, are discovered to be rhythmic numbers. They are the spatial 

measures for the ¿ilp¢ to shape his experiences into the forms desired. They are spatial forms produced by 

the time-scale. Time and space are therefore equated in the V¡stu science, a discovery of the Indian genius. 

Mayan, the celebrated authority on the V¡stu-¿ilpa tradition is the discoverer. 

          Through this unique grammar of the T¡lam, the ¿ilp¢ creates and his own feeling take form. 

He feels transformed into the gross forms that he has created. Seeing himself in the  forms, he experiences 

inestimable joy. He looks upon them as Ëtmajans - his own sons and daughters in flesh and blood. 

Time is stilled in such visual creations of the ¿ilp¢. They do not suffer distortion, deterioration or 

decay as the objects of nature do undergo. They become therefore timeless objects signifying the attribute 

of Brahman. What amazing and to be remembered in this context is, that they are the forms (geometrical 

patterns) of the Sprit, reproduced in its own Time-Scale. They are the pratim¡s (replicas) of the subtle forms 

experienced at heart. Further, the verbal forms that we produce by mouth are all spatial forms, of course, but 

the force of vibrational Time dissolves them into the cosmic space, as soon as they shoot forth from within. 

So the dictum,. "Absolute Time creates life". 

k¡laÅ s¤jati bh£t¡ni k¡laÅ saÆharati praj¡Å l 

sarve k¡lasya va¿ag¡Å sa k¡lo'sya va¿e sthit¡Å ll  

MBh, III.57.1. 

Time is the creator, sustainer and destroyer. 

What the ¿ilp¢ has created outside according to the T¡lapram¡¸a can be designated as Kalpita Ëtman. 

The silpi is j¢v¡tman, the microcosm. The macrocosm is the param¡tman. The common vibrational measures that they 

possess, provide a link among the three. Indian traditional art causes this wonder. By virtue of this unique K¡la-

measure they resonate and lose their individual identities. This is an advaitic state of experience. This is Ëtma 

SaÆyogam. This is pure love. This is divine love. This is Bhakti - a scientific interpretation! This is spiritual experience 

leading into the world of peace and bliss. This is liberation from earthly involvements. This elevates us to the realm of 

divinity, the Ëk¡¿a. This is the ultimate goal of Life.      
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12   Ecology and Indian Myth 

Kapila Vatsyayan 

  

In October 1977 an Inter-governmental Conference on Environmental Education was held in Tbilisi, Georgia, 

USSR. The declaration began with the following words: 

In the last few decades man has, through his power to transform his environment, wrought accelerated 

changes in the balance of nature. The result is frequent exposure of living species to dangers which may 

prove irreversible. 1 

It was a significant coincidence that the Conference should have been held in Georgia, USSR, because by 

some accounts, major Indo-Ëryan migrations of Man took place from this region to the sub-continent of 

India. It was Man + men from these regions who settled in India and who ultimately gave India the most 

complete holistic perspective of the Universe. The cosmology, the science and philosophy, in short the total 

worldview, has been sustained by this civilization through millennia. The Man-Nature relationship was at the 

core of this vision enunciated repeatedly at all dimension - biological, physical, psychical, philosophical, 

metaphysical and spiritual. All life was interrelated and inter-woven: the process of transmutation and cyclic 

degeneration and regeneration of life was a perennial postulate. 

We have come a long, long way since then, Despite the traditional holistic view embedded in each 

and every discipline, articulated through sacred incantations and systematised as ritual for constant reminder 

of the need to sustain and foster the ecological balances of nature, we stand at the threshold of disaster in a 

manner never before faced by Man, who as the Tbilisi declaration states, has "used his power to transform 

his environment". We may even substitute the word 'transform' with words like 'conquer', 

'destroy', 'desecrate', 'plunder', so as to bring home the fact that a single factor of Man who can be 

distinguished from all living matter through his distinctive power to reflect, to articulate and be wise, has 

been the very instrument of these ecological imbalances - imbalances which threaten the very existence of 

Man. As one eminent scientist - philosopher put it in the context of India: "Even more than population 

explosion, the imbalance in the environment and ecology is the greatest threat to the continent. We may be 

able to control the first, but the process of devastation we have begun in the second may bring final doom." 

          The question to be asked is what are the diverse components of the disturbance, the ecological 

imbalances and what are the diverse components of the disturbance, the ecological imbalances and what 

methodologies and strategies were adopted in the past to sustain these balance. Can we, even at this state, 

learn any lesson from the past for equipping ourselves to face the human predicaments today?  

          Let us begin by enumerating the principal components of the environment          most polluted, 

species most threatened and how each disturbs the ecological balance. Thereafter, we can return to the 

worldview of the historical past, the myth, ritual and art of this country or for that matter, practically all 

cultures, pre-renaissance. The worldview is mercifully sustained by so-called primitive societies, be it in 

India, Africa, Australia or America. At the philosophic speculative level, the living continuities can be seen 
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only in India. 

          So today, this moment where four-fifths of humanity lives (i.e., India and Asia), what is threatened? 

What are we polluting, destroying, thus bringing forebodings of the annihilation of Man on earth? What is the 

quality of life we can hope for? 

          First and foremost it water, the basic sustaining principle - clean water or to use a traditional phrase 

'pure or unpolluted (¿uddha) water' - is becoming scarce. Water systems are increasingly over-exploited and 

polluted. Any India is familiar with the daily rituals which serve as reminders of the concept of pure and, 

therefore, holy water. No daily, monthly, annual ceremony is complete without ritual purification with water. 

At birth, marriage, death, this concept is articulated and yet we have polluted these waters of life 

          Next, the pollution of the earth - Mother Earth, floating free ball beneath the most gleaming membrane 

of bright blue sky. And what have we done to it? Arid lands have increased, soil which was venerated has 

been eroded and infertility, sand and salt have taken over. It is estimated that in this part of the world, a 

million hectares are being desertified each year. Desecration of the bowels of the earth through excessive 

quarrying is common. Man's power has hollowed the still centre of life. P¤thiv¢, the eternal mother, has been 

polluted and desecrated. 

          Related to the pollution of water and earth is the massive unprecedented deforestation. The Indian 

sub-continent has been progressively deforested: the soil's ability to absorb and hold water has diminished. 

Severe floods have occurred more frequently and deforestation has affected most adversely the eco-system 

of the Himalayas where our major river systems - the Indus, the Ganges and the Brahmaputra - originate. 

Each day we learn of the increase in wastelands and the consequent effect upon rural life, be they the 

forests of Bastar or the hills of the Himalayan range. In the language of Indian myth, this is the rape of the 

tree and river goddess, the V¤kÀik¡s, and the destruction of the gods of the woods, the Vanadevat¡. No 

wonder the Chipko Movement and Protect the Silent Valley is a cry of anguish. Most of all, the present 

destruction is a dangerous play with the mythical centre - Sumeru, the world axis, the Himalayas. 

          The disturbance in water, earth, vegetation, river and mountain ecology systems has naturally 

threatened all manner of life - aquatic, terrestrial and celestial. Mythically, áeÀan¡ga upholds the earth, the 

Ga´g¡ rides the crocodile, Yamun¡ the tortoise and each is threatened. Boars and elephants upheld the 

earth; they too are dying. So who upholds the earth now? The birds of heaven, the Swan, the Garu·a and 

other who carried the gods are vanishing. So who sustains the moral and cosmic order? There can only be 

chaos. 

          And worst of all, there is the pollution of the holy space - the air, V¡yu and the sky which permeates 

and envelopes all life. The tragedy of Bhopal is too close for comment, but equally demonic are 

the ¡suric chimneys of black t¡masic forces which pollute the 'lungs' of life. Acid rains are common 

elsewhere and man looks in vain for the purity of the water to flow from the rain-filled clouds. Destruction is 

writ large on the balmy skies, once azure blue, today smoke grey. 

          Finally, we have polluted holy sound, the primeval Nada, through the chaos of our life. Noise pollution 
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makes Man deaf to the inner voices of his wisdom. 

          And so Man aspires higher and higher, beyond the pollution of his making, to that one source which sustains all 

and is yet beyond his reach, namely, the Sun - Ëditya - the giver of light in the sky and fire on earth - Agni - the source 

of energy which appears unpollutable unlike the fuel of his making. This energy, physically and metaphysically, is 

Man's only ray of hope for the continuance of life. 

          The brief description given above can be multiplied a hundredfold to underline the disastrous effects of wind 

and land erosion, the infertility of soil, disturbance of bio-ecology of aquatic, terrestrial and celestial life, and to speak 

of the pollution of the SuÀumn¡ n¡d¢,the central artery of the Indo-Gangetic plains - the Ga´g¡. 

          But perhaps these illustrative examples will suffice to convince us that stated differently or stated in the 

traditional language understood by the literate and illiterate of this country, Man has disturbed the cosmic order, the 

rhythm of the movement of the earth, water, fire, ether and Agni (S£rya), i.e., the five elements, where interaction, inter-

connection and inter-weaving was the rule rather than the exception. The sustenance of the ecological balance was 

Man's first and last duty for only then the moral order of the world, Îta as also Dharma in their fundamental 

connotation, could be or would be sustained. The emphasis was both on the notion of purity and non-pollution as also 

on ecological balance. Any assertion of greed or power disturbed the balance, and this is the story of all those who are 

called Asuras in mythical terms. Restraint in the use of power was the central message. 

          My limited purpose here is to revive the collective psychical memory of this heritage, to draw attention to the 

myths, art and ritual, science, religion and philosophy in India, the strategies through which this holistic worldview of 

ecological balance was articulated. 

          Cutting across historical developments, philosophic debates, scientific controversies, religious sects and cults, the one principle which underlies and 

provides unity as also continuity of vision and perception is the assertion that Man is only one among all living matter; in short, the notion of the J¢va. Man's life 

depends upon and is conditioned by all that surrounds him and sustains him, namely, inanimate, mineral and animate, aquatic, vegetative, animal and gaseous life. 

It is, therefore, Man's duty constantly to remind himself - in individual and collective fear; it is wisdom contained in the language of myth and symbol. Their efficacy 

lies in their capacity of multiple interpretation at the biological function, societal, philosophic and religious levels. The pivot around which Indian myth moves, not 

unlike that of other parts of ancient world, is ecological balance. 

          Developments in Indian science specially mathematics, chemistry, biology, owe their systems to this holistic 

worldview of ecological balance. The philosophic systems, whether from the polarity of the realist Caraka or the 

S¡Ækhya assert it, the language of Indian myth and art manifest it in an unparalleled lucidity of narrative statement and 

depth of thought, meaning and clarity of message which has a validity here and now. 

          Although we can discuss separately the five principal components of the environment or what in traditional 

language are called the five basic elements of water, earth, air, space and fire, which comprise the microcosm of the 

bio-logical Man as also the macrocosm of the universe, it must be remembered that no single element is autonomous. 

It is in their ecological interaction that they assume significance. 

          Let us begin with primary elements. First, the water that sustains life, the first principle of fertility and of life 

whether of ocean or river or clouds or sky. The archaeological evidence of Mohenjodaro, Harappa, Lothal and the 

recent excavations of Ga´g¡ valley leave no doubt about the fundamental ritual importance accorded to water and its 

fecundity. The Vedas devote many hymns to waters. Mythically, Varuna is the god of the waters; he is considered the 

great superintendent of the cosmic moral order (Îta); he is the guardian of the West. In a hymn dedicated to Varu¸a in 

the Atharva Veda (IV.16), it is said: 
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This earth is King Varu¸a's as also this great far-flung sky: the two seas are his belly (appetite); at 

the same time he is hidden in this little water. Even we who may cross the sky will not escape 

King Varuna; from heaven his spies are patrolling this earth with a thousand eyes; they scan 

through the earth. King Varu¸a sees all that is between heaven and earth and that which is 

beyond (them). 

  

Perhaps there is no need to decode the myth. In saying that Varu¸a's sphere is the earth and heaven and in 

the waters, the Vedic poet is referring to an eternally known natural phenomenon of the primeval waters 

rising as vapour (as spies) in the sky only to descend again to Earth. Understandably, the emblem of Varu¸a 

is 'fish', his vehicle the crocodile, the wind is his breath (as Dikp¡la V¡yu or wind is the guardian of the North 

West). He spans boundless paths for the sun and ensures that the rivers fall into the ocean. He knows the 

paths of ships on the ocean and the flight of birds in the sky. He punishes those who transgress his laws. 

          Indeed, in the Indian worldview, as also of other ancient civilizations and culture, life on earth emerges 

from the eternal waters that hold the potency of fire: the two together transform into forms of world, mineral, 

plant, animal and divine. Form the primeval waters emerge stones in the shapes of ovoid pebbles and 

spheres with ammonites going back to millions of years. Many a devout Indian is familiar 

with b¡¸ali´gas and ¿¡lagr¡mas which are sought and collected for worship. Perhaps the modern Indian has 

not paused to ponder over the significance of the myth of the Varu¸a, the vigilant superintendent and the 

symbolic ecological significance of the b¡¸ali´gam and ¿¡lagr¡ma.  Stated differently, they articulate an 

intuitive scientific comprehensive or wisdom through a conceptual parallel in imaginative form. While on the 

surface, myth has a dreamlike structure, its meaning and value lies in its pointing at natural phenomenon. As 

has been pointed out, Indian science and philosophy and thus its symbols develop on the postulate of the 

perpetual movement of creation, degeneration and regeneration of the cosmos. This is quite distinct from an 

evolutionary model. Time and existence are conceived of as systems of interconnected cycles, not in linear 

terms starting from one specific divine act of creation. Resultantly, Indian cosmology tends to be circular or 

what was the fluid within is the ocean. 

          It is obvious that intuitively, without perhaps empirical verification and analysis, this is an ecological statement 

through metaphor of the greatest significance. The b¡¸ali´ga form the Narmad¡, i.e. waters and the ¿¡lagr¡mas, i.e., 

the ammonite fossils coming from the waters and solar energy. The radial lines and a projecting centre of 

the ¿¡lagr¡mas point at the latter. Equally widespread is the myth of their personifying the horizontally floating golden 

egg, i.e., ViÀ¸u himself lying upon an undulating serpent which represents the inexhaustible primordial ocean 

of pralaya. The symbolic significance of these simple stones reflects a sensitive comprehension of ecology, specially 

when it is further said that fire rises from the waters or the sun from the ocean. In sum, the waters and these stones 

are a meditative help leading to a comprehension of continuous evolution and devolution process of all time and 

existence. 

          The myths of water take innumerable other forms relating to the ocean (S¡gara), the rivers and the nymphs of 

the skies. Indian literature is replete with their names - Sarasvat¢, Ga´g¡, Yamun¡, Urva¿¢ or Menak¡. Indian folklore 

sanctifies these. All these deities are members of the vast water cosmogony so vital and central to Indian thought. 

Little wonder that from the simplest tribal to the most sophisticated the Indian venerates water in some form or the 

other. Rituals of purity of waters are known to all parts of India. The Indian is familiar with the common (but little 

understood today) custom of a full pitcher greeting guests and being kept at the entrance of the house. Has he 
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reflected over what cosmic significance this may hold? 

          From Varu¸a, let us turn our attention to the great river systems of India, i.e., Indus, Ga´g¡ and Brahmaputra. 

Countless myths have been woven around the eco-systems of these rivers - sensitive, meaningful stories narrate 

imaginatively the ecological movements. As an example, from the vast storehouse of  these myths, we chose the most 

familiar one which has sustained Indian life and one most polluted. Our anxiety for its physical purity is obvious in the 

establishment of the Ga´g¡ Authority. But let us see how she dominates Indian myth and cosmogony from earliest 

times. Jawaharlal Nehru had called her a symbol of India's age-long culture and civilization, ever changing , ever 

flowing, and yet ever the dame Ga´g¡. The Indira Gandhi did not consider it strange that the "Ga´g¡ should have 

such an extraordinary hold on the imagination of the peoples of India. For millennia, she has watered and nurtured an 

entire civilization, and become a symbol of eternity - a theme of art, myth, legend and literature. The moods of rivers 

are fascinating to watch but even more so are the faith and reverence they evoke in the heart of millions". 

          And what is the myth of the creation of this great river Ga´g¡  and how has she captured the imagination? 

          Ga´g¡ like the ¿¡lagr¡mas and the floating egg on the serpent of undifferentiated waters continues to be 

related to serpents, crocodiles, and aquatic life. In Indian myth and iconography, she often assumes a mermaid form 

protected be a hood of snakes 

If  Varu¸a has spies in heaven, Ga´g¡  descends from heaven. She is the holy water in the Kama¸dala of 

Brahm¡ which purified the world; she descends from the heavens from the foot of ViÀ¸u as Trivikrama when he 

traversed the three orders of space, nether, terrestrial and celestial, with his three steps, but most important she is the 

drop of  water from the celestial heavens which fills the ocean (S¡gara). The descent of the Ga´g¡  from the heavens 

evolves through centuries in the form of an elaborate, ecologically charged myth. 

          Several versions of the myth are found in the R¡m¡ga¸a, Mah¡bh¡rata and the several Pur¡¸as, while details of 

names of saints and heroes differ  in many cases and sometimes becomes localised. Central to the myth is the 

connection of the ocean and the sky and the channellization of river systems through human effort. In traditional 

language, it is the story of the King of Oceans, Sagara; the Milky Way of the sky, Ga´g¡; the saint Agastya; the tapas 

or austerities of Bhagiratha, the Man; and the forests of the locks of  Siva. 

                    In one version, Agastya who in some ways is related to solar energy, once swallowed the entire ocean. 

Although he meant well as he wanted to expose the demons hiding in the sea, it had the effect of depriving the earth 

and all beings of the necessary life-sustaining water. This made it necessary for the celestial river, a kind of Milky Way, 

to descend from the sky. 

          Now it fell to the share of another human, the pious Bhag¢ratha to undertake great austerities so as to bring the heavenly Ga´g¡ to earth. He was sorely in 

need of water to appease and gratify the ashes and souls of his deceased forefathers who had perished in a similar natural catastrophe of drought. Leaving the 

administration of his kingdom to his ministers, He left for a place in South India called Gokar¸a (Cow's ear). With unflinching determination and perseverance, he 

practised austerities, tapas through discipline and commitment. Eventually, Brahm¡ was pleased and promised to grant him a  wish. Bhag¢ratha asked the god to 

let Ga´g¡  descend to earth. Brahm¡ agreed but drew attention to the necessity of soliciting áiva's help and grace. He feared that if the mighty river of heaven with 

her torrential water were to descend directly, it may cleave the earth and shatter it. Someone would have to break the fall by receiving the gigantic cataract on his 

head. This only áiva could do. Bhag¢ratha once again continued his austerities until the god was appeased. He stood on one leg with his arms uplifted 

(£rdhvab¡hu); he practised the penance of the five fires (paµcatapas) and finally áiva appeared and acquiesced. The head of the great god took the first full impact 

of Ga´g¡ 's torrential flow. The matted hair of the ja¶¡s plied high,, delayed the cascading current which then in meandering through the labyrinths of the forest of 

his ja¶¡s lost its force, was tamed and channellized. Itsd water descended gently to the Himalayas and then, Majestically, to the Indian plains, and thus the earth 

and its creatures were rejuvenated, for she was the life-giving boon.  

          The ecological message of the myth is as clear as the physical reality of the course of the Ga´g¡; with its origin 
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in the Himalayas whether mythically Kailasa or actually Gomukha or Ga´gotr¢, the Vasunddhar¡ falls into the rich 

Deodar forests through which it meanders, the several  streams into which it breaks before reaching Haridv¡ra (literally 

the entrance to Hara áiva). What is sanctified in the myth is both the ecological order and not to destroy it. Man, if he 

so wills, can accumulate an immense reservoir of physical and psychical energy through concentration and 

discipline. Tapas is the power, armour or commitment that becomes a high power electric charge, which in a flash can 

cut through and melt all resistance. Today, man's tapas lies in keeping the great river pure and clean at the source and 

through all its meandering journey through he forests, plains, field, village and cities, it is again received by the 

ocean,S¡gara. The celestial skies are the pilgrim centres of Kail¡sa, Gomukha or Ga´gotri which must be nurtured, the 

locks of áiva are the Himalayan forest which must tame the river so as to avoid wrathful floods and landslides and 

the tapas of Man is the exercise of his selective discriminating power for using water for hydro-electric energy. The 

ecological connection of the North and the South and their inter-connected systems is reflected by Bhag¢ratha's 

undertaking his austerities in Gokar¸a in the South. 

The myth is eleborated in many ways in all regions of India and throughout Indian history. It assumes paramount 

significance on account of the present state of pollution. The work of scientists, programmes of afforestation, rural 

and urban sewage systems have only to reach out for support and reinforcement in Indian art. Indeed, Indian 

architecture, sculpture and painting is the most effective, aesthetically pleasing, symbolically loaded message 

totally contemporary and valid statement of the ecology and concern - if only it could be utilised. To use and 

inelegant phrase, the great temples of India, ranging from Badr¢n¡tha, to Ga´gaiko¸·acholapuram to the 

countless figures of Ga´g¡ riding a crocodile, surrounded by aquatic life sustaining life are the natural hoardings 

of mass media only if we had eyes to see and a mind to comprehend, and ears to hear the incantation of 

thousands to Ga´g¡  as sukhad¡ and mokÀad¡. Countless images andmantras lie all over India in every nook and 

corner from Assam to Rajasthan and Gujrat, Kashmir to Kany¡kum¡r¢. Are they hollow and ineffective? Can new 

meaning and significance not be given? 

Surpassing in stature, beauty and ecological significance is the monumental dramatic relief of all time in 

Mamallapuram. It represents the celebrated myth of the descent of the Ga´g¡  in a manner which leaves an 

indelible impression. On a huge wall of rock rising vertically towards the clear blue skies of South India, a cosmic 

tableaux in relief is enacted on a space of twenty-seven meters length, nine in beight. It is teaming with hosts of 

serpents, plants animals, men, women, Apsaras and Ganddharvas, all converging towards a natural cleft in the 

middle of the composition. The decisive moment of the effectiveness of Bhag¢raths's tapas no doubt dramatically 

captured, but what is more, the series of events or ecological phases are all depicted in one setting. The celestial 

stream rushed down metaphorically through a cistern above the great rock. Today we imagine this stream. A giant 

serpent king (N¡gar¡ja) is covered by the torrent, moves upward in undulating movements, i.e., all aquatic life 

rejoices at her descent. To the right of the saint are large aquatic birds, large geese. All manner of life flocks 

together - reptiles, animals, birds, gods and goddesses. Here are elephants, families of perching monkeys, deers, 

lions, Apsaras and Gandharvas - all watch the miracle. In a superb animated sculptural style, this is the true 

celebration and consecration of life, asserting, reaffirming the basic kinship of all living creatures. All is sustained 

by one life source, one life giving  energy; this is universal eternal play of matter and energy. The waters of the 

dried S¡gara descend from heaven to purify all. 

One could to on ad infinitum not only about the myth and this serpent relief, but about the innumerable masterly 

examples of Ga´g¡  and of áiva, as Ga´g¡dhara and Ga´g¡, as women descending through the dance 

movement called Ga´g¡vatara¸a. 

But from the Ga´g¡  water, we must move to the first vegetative and aquatic life principle. The lotus and the 

snake in botanical and zoological terms are born of the waters. In mythical terms, the lotus emerges from the 

primeval waters, whether river or pond. It is the most important of vegetative forms born of water, connected to 
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the mythical centre of the earth through its stem, and always above the water; its leaf the symbol of untainted 

purity, its flower blossoming with fragrance. Physically, the lotus is a typical ecological statement of the processes 

of nature. Symbolically, it assumes the greatest importance in Indian myth, art and ritual. The metaphor of the 

lotus leaf, the lotus flower and stem permeates Indian literature in practically all languages. If the motif of the lotus 

was excluded from Indianmantra, tantra, yantra, poetry, prose, music, dance, sculpture, monumental as the free 

standing pillars with inverted lotus, or relief as the magnificent panels in Sanchi, or Indian painting, the Indian 

heritage would be impoverished beyond recognition. 

The lotus is a comparatively late entrant into Indian myth, but once it finds a place Hindu, Jain, Buddhist art, 

thought and and myth consider it indispensable . In all cases, whether as seat (¡sana) or as emblem or epithet, it 

denotes fecundity, abundance, well-being. Logically, lotus becomes goddess and is personified as Sr¢ and 

LakÀm¢. She is praised as lotus-born (padmasambhav¡), sanding on a lotus (padmasthit¡), lotus coloured 

(padmavar¸¡), lotus-thighed (padma-£ru), lotus-eyed (padm¡kÀ¢), abounding in lotuses (padmin¢),decked with 

lotus garlands (padmam¡lin¢), and a thousand  other names. We are familiar with Bodhisattva Padmap¡n¢, the 

femalePrajµ¡ as counterpart, P¡ramit¡ who sits on a lotus and holds a lotus. Underlying this preoccupation with 

lotus as symbol, is the  sheer physical reality of the lotus: ultimately the lotus and its petals are the multiplicity of 

form. Its centre corresponds to the centre of the universe, the navel of the earth, all is held together by the stem 

and the eternal waters. T¡ntric physiology regards the nervous system as a series of  lotuses, and the sacred 

geometry of lotus is called the ár¢yantra. 

The life of the waters is intrinsically related to that of other species, the first creations of nature, namely the 

reptiles. Just as the lotus connects earth, water and air, so also the reptiles represent that moment of transition. 

All ancient religions have given a special significance to the snake. The coiled and intertwined snake represents a 

moment in the undifferentiated condition of creation on which human life rests. The snake is the symbol of this 

interconnection - swift, silent, limbless and deadly. The sign of transition is vital to man, who must be assured that 

this world is a cohesive unity: he cannot exist either in chaos or isolation. Thus, ViÀ¸u at the moment before the 

creation of the universe, is depicted lying in a yogic sleep upon the serpent Ananta (Endless) with its multiple 

cobra heads forming a canopy. Man and reptile as man and water and vegetation are inter-related and inter-

dependent. 

The countless myths relating to snakes again pervade the Indian psyche in all regions, all levels of society giving 

rise to major cults which have great ecological significance. Its detailed unfolding could fill volumes. In 

art, N¡gas and N¡gin¢s abound in Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina art. In a beautiful relief of the Su´ga period (Pauni, 

Maharashtra), beneath the Bodhi tree, the multiheaded cobra, King muchilinda, rises up to protect the seated 

Buddha. Eastern India defies the snake goddess as Manas¡. B¡d¡m¢ caves have the coiled serpent as the 

eternal movement of cyclic time on the ceiling and the coiled N¡ga from the C¡lukyan period is a perfect 

geometric statement of the lotus - N¡ga, water and earth. 

The snakes and reptiles in a dramatic moment of biological mutation acquire wings and become birds. They are 

inter-related antagonist and yet complementary. Intuitively, the Indian sees this ecological connection and Indian 

myth provides many examples of reptiles changing to birds or reptiles and birds seemingly antagonistic to each 

other being vehicles of gods. Thus, ViÀ¸u lies on the Ananta áeÀnaga and he rides the Garu·a. The animals follow 

suit, and the entire range of evolution, from the hare to the lion, from the rodent to the primate, is vividly 

represented. They crowd the outer walls and lower lintels of Indian St£pas and temples by t he hundred, 

sometimes in processional rows, in pairs, or yet again in conjunction with trees, floral motif, and as conjoined 

images of fantasy. Occasionally they are aquatic, as in the mythical crocodile (makara) who is the vehicle of 

Ga´g¡; at other times, they are of the earth or the desert, as are the elephants and lions; while others are 

monkeys who befriend man. 
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Amongst the creations of fantasy are the mythical lion or tiger, the ¿¡rd£la; more fearsome is the uy¡la, the vicious 

beast. These mythic animals appear either in isolation or in conjunction with dwarfs and women on temple walls, 

guarding sanctuaries. There are also the many-winged animals called suparnas. Each animal acquires its own 

symbolism, and by the forth century they develop into a systematised pantheon closely related to the world of 

humans and celestials. Most Indian sculpture is structured to comprehend the world of aquatic plant, animal and 

human life. Each is an aspect of the other; superficially they appear as decoration, yet at a deeper level, the 

aquatic, vegetative, and animal elements represent aspect of the human psyche. Metamorphoses and 

transmutation is logical and traditional. This rich abundance of nature, its manifold creations and organic 

coherence, logically culminates in the universal fertility theme known to all ancient religions. 

But we must pass on to the next most important element of environment which has provided the world with vast 

oceans of myth. Earth is known to all civilizations and cultures as the great Mother Goddess. Predating 

the Vedas are the figures of Mother Earth Goddess in the form of ring stones. The Vedas dedicate many hymns 

to P¤thiv¢, the Bh£mis£kha being one of the greatest hymns. She is the creator, the sustainer. In the Atharva 

Veda there is a prayer which draws attention once again to ecological balance and how the earth, like Varu¸a, is 

the upholder of the moral order. Like the river goddess, she represents fecundity. Truth and moral order sustain 

her. She is the mistress of past and future, giver of the wide and wildlife world of human life. She has high heights, 

stretches on level ground, reaches to the sea, bears herbs of manifold potency, on whom food and crops grow 

and animals roam whom Indra from the sky fertilises, and that earth is invoked as Mother. Man says "I am the son 

of the earth, the rains are my father, let him, the Lord of the rain, fill the Earth for us. O Earth, protect us, purify us. 

Let people milk her with amity. O Earth, give us sweet words. The snowy mountain heights and thy forests, O 

Earth, shall be kind to us and we to them." 

What could be a more lucid ecological statement of the intrinsic relationship of water, earth, air, sky and sun, and 

Man. As in the case of water, the emphasis is on purification-purity, i.e., non-pollution. 

Her fertility is symbolized through the image of the brimming vase, the bowl of plenty. Foliage and the lotus 

emerge from the bowl: the waters below the life-giving forces of regeneration and energy of sun blossoms as the 

vegetation is the sap of life (the rasa). Water, earth, plant, animal, human and the divine come together in images 

of the goddess P¤thiv¢, also identified as Dev¢. 

 P¤thiv¢,, the Mother Earth, sustains plant life in all its multitudinous variety. Volumes could be written on the 

veneration of plants, forests and herbs in India. The tree is sacred to one and all. In the Himalayas, the Deodara is 

considered the abode of the gods; one may cut a tree only at his own peril; when they were felled, it was with due 

ceremony. Plural planting was the norm. The Sal is equally venerated in Uttar Pradesh, Bihar and Madhya 

Pradesh. The forests of Deodara and Sal, the flowering Asi-okka, the Kadamba, the Rudraksa, the Parijata, the 

Campaka are all sacred. So also are Palasa and Amalatasa and Ketaki. The Asvattha, Basnyan, Neem, coconut, 

palm and bamboo are ecologically important, mythically central; herbs of all verieties, the Tulasi, the Kesar and 

grass, Durvaghas to Munja are venerated. 

Have we paused to question why the Indian psyche paid this attention to trees, herbs, plants, and related them to 

characters, divine, human, seasons, moods, rasas, bhavas? It is these life-giving plants and trees where the gods 

dwells who have been vital and crucial for maintenance of ecological balances whom we have desecrated and 

destrouyed. Myths evolved around each and everyone of these trees and plants. Asvattha was central, so also 

was Bilva, the mango, the Sal, the coconut and the bamboo. If one was the tree of life, the other was of the 

upturned tree of Unanisadic thought. The Sal is not only central and vital to the ecological cycle of the forests of 

Bihar and Bastar providing vast communities with the famous Karma festival, but it is the Sal tree whom Maya 

embraced as the Buddha was born. The significance of the coconut tree is botanical, functional, nutritional and 
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mythical in ritual terms, and this is too well-known to need recounting. 

          In Udatagiri the myth of Prthivi is carved in stone. This time the Var¡ha, the bear in mundane terms, the wild pig, 

the scavanger of the terrestrial space, rescues her from the deluge. ViÀ¸u Var¡ha rises from the waters where cosmic 

upheavals have taken place. In the relief the gigantic Var¡ha rises from the waters, seen as incised wavy patterns, 

unruffled and effortlessly lifts P¤thiv¢,, the mother goddess with garland and lotus stalk. His monumental body, the 

strong legs, the posture of alidha are in contrast with the delicacy and kindness with which he lifts Prthivi. A total 

cosmic drama is enacted in monumental proportions in stone as in Mamallapuram where the joviga the myth is 

recreated in plastic form of all proportions. 

          The Udayagiri relief is another powerful statement of ecological balance where the waters, the N¡gas, the 

animals and human are inter-connected. The Var¡ha deity represents the primeval organic relationship of animal and 

humans - so necessary  for conserving the life energy of our planet. 

          The tree-woman relationship dominates Indian myth. The most functionally meaningful and inspirer of countless myths and the richest treasure of Indian 

sculptural motif is the V¤kÀik¡, also called by other names - YakÀ¢, Surasundar¢ and many others. They stand against trees, embrace them and thus become an 

aspect of the tree articulating the interpretation of the plant and the human. The tree is dependent upon the woman for its fertility as is the woman on the tree. 

          These V¤kÀik¡s, or YakÀ¢s are the creatures of the water, earth, plant and human. No wonder in point of time 

the original river goddesses - prinicipally Ga´g¡, Yamun¡ and Sarasvat¢ - submerge into each other. YakÀ¢s along with 

Ga´g¡, Yamun¡ and Sarasvat¢ standing on their respective aquatic vehicles,  the crocodile, tortoise and swan, are 

guardian of sanctuaries and prepare the devotee for the inner journey. 

          Fergusson considers them as the pictorial representation of the primitive faiths of the casteless D¡sas (slaves) who inhabited northern India before the 

advent of the Ëryans. Vogel studies them as part of the N¡ga or serpent cult. Vincent Smith speaks of them as fertility goddesses, and coomaraswamy wrote one 

of his earliest book on them and their male counterparts the YakÀas. They are seen in Indian art from the earliest Mauryan remains (second century B.C.) to the 

medieval sculpture and painting. They are mentioned in classical Sanskrit literature and K¡lid¡sa centres the plot of one plat, M¡lavik¡gnimitra, around the 

ceremony of the woman and the tree (the A¿oka dohada motif). The myth in all its diversity of manifestation is an excellent example of a purely functional aspect of 

life being transmitted into myth. The A¿oka three is known for its medicinal value in curing certain feminine diseases. Its bark and flower is used in indigenous 

medicine even today. The tree is essential for the natural health and regularity of women's biological system. The myth inverts the functions and transforms it into 

the woman's embrace being essential for the flowering of A¿oka tree: thus the word A¿oka dohada or the generic work á¡labhaµjik¡ (she who leans on the tree). In 

some parts of India, there continues still a periodic ritual where women embrace the tree and partake of its bark or flower. 

            The myth then enters literature, and sculpture and becomes a dominant artistic motif. Viewers of 

Indian art will easily racall the outstanding example of the motif in Sanchi where she performs a purely 

architectural function as a diagonal bracket and is the symbol of the fullness of vegetation and life. She 

appears repeatedly in Indian art of all ages and regions as brackets or ceiling figures, isolated reliefs in 

conjunction with trees, plants and animals. The medieval temple s of Khajuraho, Bhuvaneswara, the temples 

of Mount Abu and Ranakapura are crowded with these figures on the outer walls and as pillar or ceiling 

figures. While she is tree and plant, she is also the celestial beauty (the Surasundar¢) and the dancer. In 

plastic form she is invariably in the attitude of dance and often holds musical instruments symbolising  the 

sound of music and harmony. She is in close proximity with animals or occasionally rides them. Nameless, 

she is the ecological balance between the natural and the human. The YakÀ¢ is another manifestation of the 

goddess of the forest, theAra¸y¡n¢ or the Vedas. The poet invokes her: 

  

Goddess of wild and forest who 

Seemest to vanish from sight 

The goddess never slays unless 
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Some murderous enemy approaches. 

Now have I praised the Forest Queen, 

Sweet scented redolent of balm 

The mother of all sylvan things, 

Who tells not but hath stores of food. 

(ÎV,X.146) 

Water, earth, tree provide the basis of three distinct types of goddesses and women in myth and art. The sky although 

the father is the atmosphere which sustains other goddesses. Predominant amongst the goddesses of the 

atmosphere is Dawn (UÀas) and her companion the night (R¡tri). A famous hymn of the Îgveda invokes Dawn; she is 

described as a dancer who appears on the stage and unveils herself. She is the provider of light and life. The verse 

runs: 

Oh UÀas, Nobly bor 

Bestow thou on us vast and glorious riches      

Preserve us, evermore ye gods with blessings 
                                          (ÎV,VI.786) 

and again 

          The fire well kindled 

          Sings aloud to greed her 

          And with heir hymns 

          The priests are chanting welcome 

          UÀas approaches in her splendour, driving 

          All evil darkness far away, the goddess. 

A complementary theme is that of R¡tri, the night. The night too is invoked as a goddess, a Dev¢, who is the 

daughter of the heavens above, who pervades the worlds, who protects all beings and gives them shelter. 

Later this night is explained as coming forth from theM¡y¡ (creative power) of Brahman. She is then 

called Bhuvane¿var¢ (the sovereign power over the worlds). The poets invoke her as follows: 

With all her eyes the goddess Night 

Looks forth approaching many a spot. 

She hath put all her glories on Immortal, 

She hath filled the waste, 

The goddess hath filled height and depth. 

She conquers darkness with her light. 

The goddess as she comes, 

Has put her sister Dawn in her place. 

                                                  (ÎV,X.127.3-8) 

The Dawn and the Morning are seen in their dual divinity. The two goddesses endlessly yellow similar paths but they 
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never cross nor is there any rivalry between them. They are indeed the divine mother of the celestial order (Îta). 

          Water, earth, tree and plant maintain the spatial balance of the cosmos, the night and dawn are the keepers of 

celestial temporal order and each is the goddess, mother, wife, woman or girl. They are essential for the celestial or 

terrestrial order, the Îta - a central concept of Indian cosmology and philosophic thought. Any disturbance in the order 

needs penance, ritual or sacrifice. 

          But the earth and water, the sky and the nether-world must have a centre, and hub around it which the wheel 

moves spatially and temporally. This mythical centre is the Mount Meru or Mandara known by different names in other 

cosmologies. 

          In physical geographical terms, it is the peak of the Himalayas, the Kail¡sa and Tri¿£l, the ranges of Ked¡r and 

Badr¢. They represent the central axis. The symbol of a mountain, tree or a column situated at the centre of the world 

is widely distributed in all ancient cosmologies, specially the Orient. Corresponding to the Sumeru  of Indian 

mythology, is the concept of Haraberazait of the Iranians, Norse the Himingbjo of Mound of the Lands in the 

Mesopotamain tradition, MOunt tabor and Gerizim of the Palestinian tradition and Golotha of the Christian tradition. In 

India, the Kail¡sa and the Himalayas are the final journey of man's ascension; all aspire to this goal  of reaching the 

heights and moving inward. Ecologically important, psychically and metaphorically the mountains, their height and their 

being equated to the centre of the cosmos naturally led to other correspondences, first the cosmic tree, then the 

straight column, they£pa of the yajµa and ultimately the building of temples, st£pas and even masjids in India, as a 

human endeavour, recall the experience of the Himalayas, specially the Kail¡sa. 

          Kail¡sa and M¡nasarovara are important pilgrimage places, conssecrated and revered. Men made Kail¡sa of 

Ellora, Kanchipuram and innumerable other temples concretised through rock, stone and brick the mightly all 

pervasive myths of the mountain Kail¡sa. Again in the myth, importance is attached to the mountain merging from the 

egg-shaped cosmos. The slopes of this mountain are propelled by a multitude of life, creation of the water, the 

vegetation of the earth, forests and fields, the animals deer, monkey and lions, the human gnomes, dwarfs and the 

flying celestials. The reality and the myth is recreated in architecture, for the summit of temples and stupas, Amar¡vat¢ 

(the eternal or immortal city). Early Buddhist st£paas, Bharhut, Sanchi and Amar¡vat¢ are an architectural statement of 

the myth. Indian temples, throughout the lenght and breadth of India relive the physical journey to Kail¡sa through the 

ritual circumbambulation of the  temple and the pilgrimage from the outer to the inner. The metaphor is logically 

worked out for the áikhara of temples rising from the hypothetical navel, the garbhag¤ha, the centre to the summit. 

          Whether Amarn¡th in Kashmir or Badr¢n¡th or Kail¡sa, the HImalayas are the abode of the gods, particularly 

áiva. He dominates the mountains as does ViÀ¸u the water and earth. The two, along with Brahm¡, are the creator, 

sustainer and destroyer of the universe. The mythology relating to the Himalayas is natuarally intrinsically cannected 

with the Ga´g¡ and of course that other symbol of purity, virginity, austerity - Um¡, P¡rvat¢, Dev¢. Although áiva 

appeears in the Vedas only as Rudra and áatarydriya, the Pur¡¸as, specially áivaPur¡¸as, are full of descriptions, 

myths and stories full of ecoloical significance and meaning. In this case also, áiva as the Lord of animals, Pa¿upati, 

and the Lord of place, V¡stoÀpati. Significantly, among his progeny, one belongs to the animal kingdom, Ga¸e¿a, and 

the other to water and fire. K¡rttikeya Somaskanda rides a peacock. ViÀ¸u lies on the snake. áiva rides the mighty 

bull, his friend and companion, in effect an aspect of his nature which he must transcend. Each of these myths moves 

concurrently on an ecological, biophysical and psychical plane. Each in the iconographical form is a complete 

ecological statement and yet none can be conceived without the other. So áiva is incomplete in art without áakti, 

ViÀ¸u without LakÀm¢, and the two are complete in the fusion of the conjoined image Hari-Hara. 
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          The dance of áiva is another perfect icpnographical statement of ecology. What are his emblems? Agni and 

deer What are his locks? They are the forests. Whom does he hide within himself? Ga´g¡ (water). What adorns his 

hair? The sun and the moon. What are his garlands? The snakes. What does he wear? The tiger skin. And what he 

brings to this world is the cosmic rhythm of his ·amaru in the incessant process of cyclic creation, degeneration and 

regeneration and finally of enlightenment, of knowledge and wisdom by trampling upon the dwarf, demon of darkness, 

ignorance and finally he blesses with the gesture of beatitude of life. And his evergy is áakti. Without her, he is 

incomplete. She herself, the daughter of the Himalayas, must undergo penance and austerities. The emphasis here is 

like in the case of Bhag¢ratha on discipline and austerity, purity and concentration. 

          Before we finally reach that ultimate source of energy, the Sun, we have to pause to look briefly at two other 

elements: one V¡yu (air), and other Ëk¡¿a (space). We can only mention the other deities of the skies - 

the A¿vin¢s and the Maruts. 

          Many beautiful hymns are dedicated to V¡yu, the pure air. Mythical V¡yu in the Vedic pantheon, is associated 

with Indra; he rides the same chariot with him, indeed Indra and V¡yu are often identifies with each other. We know 

that Indra is the most powerful god of the skies and free spaces. Logically, just as ViÀ¸u and áiva are inter-connected 

and finally conjoined as áiva-áakti, Agni, V¡yu and S£ryaconstitute a distinct group. The place of Agni is on earth, 

of V¡yu (air) or Indra in space and of S£rya in heaven. V¡yu is the guardian of the north-western region, and thus in 

close proximity to Varu¸a. Its indispensability is obvious: V¡yu is limitless, effortlessly it crosses boundaries of land and 

sea, earth and water. Invisibly, it pervades all that lives, and without it all would die; it pervades all space, crossing the 

ocean and continents and is higher than the reach of fire, the flight paths of migrating birdsor clouds. It is the force 

which protects ships across the seas or down the rivers, which moves the water and the forests, which kindles and 

nurtures fire, drives it forward and brings rain clouds. 

          Finally, air is that pure breath of life (pr¡¸a) through the control of which man attains a state of consciousness 

which is at one with the empyrean. Like the holy waters of the Ga´g¡, it is also giver of mokÀa, release and 

emancipation. Hymns and myths of such intensity could not have been created by those who feared the elements; 

they were created by those who were intuitively aware of the necessity to keep the environment pure and clean within 

men and without. The V¡yu Pur¡¸a elaborates upon the myth here. V¡yu is like Varu¸aand P¤thiv¢ is the upholder of 

the cosmic moral order, Îta and Dharma. 

          Myths relating to the skies and space are innumerable. The most powerful  amongst these is about Indra. He is 

the most important war god. He is naturally connected with rainfull and hence thunder storms and wields the 

thunderbolt. The consciousness of the life-giving function of clouds and thunder, its relation with water and fire is also 

common everyday knowledge too often taken for granted without noting its significance. The companions of Indra are 

the twin gods A ¿vin and Maruts. 

          And finally to that source of energy, fire, belonging to the nether, terrestrial and fire in the context of the myth 

of Varu¸a. At the terrestrial level, Agni is venerated as the sacrificial fire of the Yayµa. The three ritual fires of the Yajµa 

represent the domestic, terrestrial and celestial fires. The altars are made in the shape of a semicircle, circle and 

square. This symbolically states the interconnection of three order of energy. We may not try to find modern 

equivalents of bio-mass, bio-spheres and solar energy, but the parallels are not far to seek. Innumerable epithets 

suggest the many forms of Agni. 

          And finally to that great ball of fire, the Sun, to whom all aspire and which is our one ray of hope. 
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          Like water, earth, mountain and forests, the Sun also dominates all mythologies of the ancient world. 

          Form the pygmies of Congo to the Pharoahs of Egypt, from the Incas of Mexico and Peru to the fire-

worshippers of ancient Iran the SUn has been a symbol of moral light. He is again Îta. He takes different shapes, 

names and forms in different cultures and civilizations recognised as Ahura Mazda, Shamash, Helios and of course 

Apollo. In India, he is S£rya, Ëditya. He is the first principle of the non-manifest into the manifest. Vedic rituals 

consecrate through the chanting of Mantras for this light and life-giving energy. In the ritual or domestic routine of tribal 

and rural societies, Agni and S£rya are central. Myths relating to Sun. Ëditya, abound. Son of aditi, who had eight 

sons, but approached the gods with seven having cast away the eighth M¡rta¸·a (the Sun). Myth and ritual of S£rya, 

from the dailyS£rya namask¡ra to the metaphysical significance of the Sun representing the process of self-

awareness, has been consecrated like the Ga´g¡, P¤thiv¢, Himalaya in architectural edifices and sculptural statements 

of the deepest significance. 

          Temples are dedicated to S£rya in all parts of INdia: M¡rta¸·a in Kashmir, Modhera in Gujarat, Ko¸¡rka in the 

East. S£rya is personified as thecharioteer riding the seven horses, and images of the finest quality, again made 

ecologically valid plastic statements of the myth, are found in all parts and in all ages. 

          Like the Descent of Ga´g¡ panel at Mamallapuram, the monument of supreme beauty, juxtaposed with the first 

principle of the mightly ocean, the open skies shrouded by vegetation and glowing with energy is Ko¸¡rka, the Sun 

Temple. Will we maintain its purity physically, i.e., of the environs of Ko¸¡rka, the cultural heritage, significance of the 

myth, by asking, pleading for light and life? 

          The energy of the Sun, the relationship of Sun, Earth, Vegetation and water gives rise to a whole aesthetics in 

India where the changing seasons, the B¡ram¡sa, the n¡yakas, the r¡gas and r¡gi¸¢s are all myths of ecology. 

Another chapter of ecology is unfolded in Indian Aesthetics. We must end this article with a prayer of peace and well-

being: 

Pure and peaceful be earth, 

peaceful ether, peaceful heaven, 

peaceful water, peaceful herbs, peaceful trees, 

may all gods and environs be pure and peaceful; 

my there be purity, non-pollution and peace 

through these invocations. 

So the lessons are obvious. Non-pollution, discipline, restraint, awareness of inter-dependability and inter-relatedness 

is taught to us through custom, daily routine, myth and ritual, but we don't learn. We should learn before it is too late. 

 

 

 

1 UNESCO, UNDP Inter-Governmental Conference on Environment Education, Tbilisi, USSR,14-26 

October,1977. Final Report, Paris, UNESCO, 1978,p.67. 

 

http://ignca.nic.in/ps_03015.htm#_ftnref1
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13   The Cosmic Elements in India An Agenda of Questions 

Ashok R. Kelkar 

  

Not being an Indologist and not knowing  Sanskrit I am at best a curious layman full of question. I decided 

that I could play a limited but useful role in this preparatory seminar by asking questions and looking not only 

for answers but also for evidence in the texts and other artifacts of the Great Traditions and the Little 

Traditions that would have a bearing on the answers. 

          Instead of cluttering the presentation with question marks, I have a numbered series of propositions to offer, 

each with a implied question: Isn't that so? The propositions are grouped according to certain perspectives against 

which the cosmic elements have been viewed. 'India' here stands for ancient and medieval south Asia. The Islamic 

Tradition has been left out - though not completely. 

The Perspective of Cosmology 

          Any cosmology worth the name presupposes a certain philosophy of reality in relation to a certain 

philosophy of understanding. There are to alternate ways of relating these two with two concomitant styles 

of philosophizing. 

1-A. There cannot be a philosophy of reality distinct from a philosophy of understanding. Indeed the former 

flows from the latter. In philosophizing it pays to be sceptical, reductionist, and parsimonious. In India 

this style of philosophizing was called philosophy of search (¡nv¢kÀik¢). 

1-B. 
Of course there can be a philosophy of reality distinct from a philosophy of     understanding, Indeed the 

latter flows from the former. In philosophizing it pays to be boldly speculative, phenomenological, and 

integrationist. In India this style of philosophizing was called the philosophy of vision (dar¿ana). 

Indian cosmology started by asking what the Prime Cause (¡di-k¡ra¸a) (not reducible to others) of the universe is. The 

two style correspondingly offered two different answers. 

2-A. The world (vi¿va) is a universe. The universe comes from atoms (a¸u, p¢tu). 

2-B. The world is a universe. The universe comes from a single principle or   Urgrund. 

  

The second answer has been variously elaborated. 

  

2-B.1. Vedic tradition: This was the principal of growth (brahman). 
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2-B.2. Ëgamaic tradition: This was the principle of energy (¿akti). 

2-B.3. Synthetic tradition: 

2-B.3-a. This was the principle male and the variable female. 

2-B.3-a-1. The constant male and the variable female stand in a joyful union (mithuna). 

2-B.3-a-2.  The many potent yet passive males (puruÀas) make it possible for the one active yet latent female 

(prak¤ti) to become more specific-and-manifest (vyakta). At a certain point the male loses interest in 

watching (being s¡kÀin) and become free from involvement; and the female loses interest in becoming 

more specific-and-manifest and desists from it. 

2-B.3-b. This was the principle of delegation, the constant 'growth' delegating variable 'energy' to - 

2-B.3-b-1. The male power (¢¿vara) 

2-B.3-b-2. The female power (¿akti) 

  

Indian cosmology continued with the question as to what the universe was made of or reducible to - 

  

3-A.1. The Universe was reducible to certain  running (or binding) threads (gu¸a namely the thread of essences 

(sattvagu¸a), the thread of activity (rajogu¸a), and the thread of inertia (tamogu¸a). 

3-A.2. The universe was reducible to certain sensible quanta (tanm¡tra), namely, sound (¿abda), touch 

(spar¿a), visible form (r£pa), taste (rasa), smell (gandha). 

3-B. The universal power has created and controlled certain material beings (bh£ta), namely, earth 

(p¤thiv¢), water (ap), fire (agni) and wind (v¡yu). 

  

In the synthetic tradition the last two answers were married together after adding a fifth member to the second list. 
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3-C.1. The universe is made of five grossly accessible elements (sth£la-bh£ta, mah¡-bh£ta), namely, earth, 

water, fire, wind, ether (¡k¡¿a), and five subtly accessible elements (s£kÀma-bh£ta, ¡di-bh£ta), namely, 

smell, taste, visible form, touch and sound that correspond to them. 

In the synthetic tradition (3-A.1), the first of the three answers was also accommodated.  

  

3-C.2. The animating energy in the universe may be either manifest (vyakta) and uneven (viÀama) or unmanifest 

(avyakta) and even (sama). When the thread of essence is operative energy tends to go from the 

unmanifest to the manifest, when the thread of inertia is operative; and energy tends to go from the 

manifest to the unmanifest. 

  

Note:  (3-C.2) read with (3-A.1) makes one feel tempted to find an analogy between the three threads and, 

correspondingly, information, energy and matter of modern physics as its three variable primes. 

The Perspective of Human History of Ideas 

There is an interesting parallel between Greek and Indian cosmology. Was there an Indo-European 

cosmology? The European order of the first four elements is variable. 

4.  The Indo-European cosmology: The Universe is made of four elements: 

earth (hot and wet to Greek, heavy and dense to Indians) 

water (cold and wet to Greek, cold and soft to Indians) 

Fire (hot and dry to Greeks, hot to Indians) 

Air (cold and dry to Greeks, light to Indians) 

  

Note: Medieval Europe added ether as the fifth element (quinta essentia) on the authority of Plato, who spoke of the 

fifth non-limited element. Ancient India added ether as the fifth neutral element. 

The parallel extent to their account of the microcosm of the human person. The Greek spoke of the four 

elements: 
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 Blood 

Phlegm: the cool temper 

Choler (yellow bite): the hot temper 

Melancholia (black bile)  

  

The wind (of the respiratory and alimentary canals)was never added to this list but often considered to be a major 

variable. The Indians spoke of the three elements (dh¡tu) corresponding to the middle three of the five cosmic 

elements. 

  

Phlegm (kapha): water: the system of fluids 

Choler (pitta): fire: the system of heating 

Wind (v¡ta): air: the system of impulses 

The first two are also called: coldness (¿aitya), hotness (uÀ¸at¡). (Incidentally, the Arabs came up with a 

synthetic list: wind, bile, phlegm, blood.)  

  

5. The Indo-European cosmology: The human person (the body-mind complex) is governed by three 

elements. 

Water: phlegm 

fire: yellow bile 

air 
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Note: The Greek split the fluid system into blood and phlegm, split the heating system into yellow hot bile and 

black cold bile, and left out air. The Indians recognized two manifestations of bile: hot bile and cold bile. 

          The earth was recognized as the inert substratum of the human body by the Indians and the Semitics. The 

respiratory wind (pr¡¸a, anima, spiritus) was recognized as the animating principle of the human body by the 

Indian, the Greeks, and the Semitics. 

          Speech (¿abda, logos) was recognized by all the three as the animating principle of the universe; the 

Indians linked it with sound(¿abda, n¡da); the Greeks linked it with musical sound. 

          It will perhaps be worthwhile to compare these with the classical Chinese system of elements. (The 

expression wu hsing is probably better translated as 'five virtues or forces'.) They are usually enumerated as 

follows: 

          Chin (metal, which accepts form by melting and moulding) 

          mu (wood, which accepts form by cutting and carving) 

          shui (water, which soaks and descends) 

          huo (fire, which blazes and ascends) 

          thu (earth, which accepts seeds and allows reaping) 

It is interesting that air and ether are missing and that metal and wood are present. 

The Perspective of the Theory of Art 

The animating principle of the universe was also identified with water - j¢vana means both. The powerful image of 

the monsoon cloud burst on the sun-parched earth, which then turns green, may be at the back of this. Consider 

also the coupling of the earth (p¤thiv¢) and the sky (dyaus). (Vedic dyaus-pit¤- is cognate with Zeus and Jupiter.) 

          Another powerful image is that of vital sap (rasa) rising in the growing plant. The criss-cross semantic links 

can be shown thus:  
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6. rasa 

(1)    Juice 

(2)    Taste 

(1a) (metaphor from 1) animating principle 

(2a) (metonymy from 2) enjoyment 

  

Note: The historical link, if any, between (1) and (2) is obscure. But the identity of sound between (1a) and (2a) has 

been exploited twice. That both (1a) and (2a) are relevant for the theory of art is argued in A. Sankaran, 'Some The-

ories of rasa and dhvani', Madras 1926, reprinted New Delhi 1973, chapter 1. 

7-A. rasa   

(1a) animating principle of the universe 

(2a) enjoyment from contemplating this 

  

Note: Taittir¢ya-UpaniÀad "raso vai saÅ l rasaÆ hyev¡yaÆ labdv¡nand¢-bhavati l" 

  

7-B. rasa 

(1a) animating principle of a work of art 

(2a) enjoyment from contemplating this 

Note: The parallel between 7-A and 7-B was noticed by Jagann¡tha. 

The sense (1a) of rasa has also been exploited in Ëyurvedic Pharmacology. There is an interesting 

parallel between that and the theory of rasa as the animating principle of a work of art. 

  

8-A. Ëurvedic Pharmacology: 

(1)    material cause (k¡ryin, up¡d¡na): herbal substance 

(2)    efficient cause (k¡ra¸a): the active principle (v¢rya) 

(3)    animating energy: animating principle of medicinal cure (rasa) 

  

Note: See Su¿ruta cited S.N. Dasgupta, History of Indian Philosophy, pp. 361-62, note. 

  

8-B. Theory of the reception of dramatic art 
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(1)    material cause, story content of the text (k¡vy¡rtha) 

(2)    efficient cause, the various bh¡vas in the work 

(3)    animating energy, animating principle of art - reception and enjoyment (rasa) 

  

Note: The parallel between 8-A and 8-B was pointed out by D.K. Bedekar (Alocan¡, Delhi, April-July, 1952; reprinted, 

January-March, 1990). 

  

The Perspective of the Practice of Art 

The cosmic elements can appear in the experiential content of literary art and figurative plastic art. In 

European and Chinese art the elements appear as powerful presence animating the scene - 

 Earth as mountains, vast expanse of land 

Water as sea, flowing water, rain, snow 

Fire as destructive fire, hearth fire 

Wind as storm 

  

And thus often powerfully affecting the human lives on the scene: giving a turn to events, sympathizing with the 

emotional upheavals, and so forth. 

          In the practice (and the theory attendant on it) of the classical Tamil poetry of the Interior (akam - essentially 

love poetry), five phases of love (uri) are associated with five kinds of landscape. Thus, anxiety and separation in 

love is associated with - 

  

 the  neytal flower, the plants atumpu, punnai 

seashore 

night fall 

seagull, crocodile, shark 

wells, sea 

selling fish and salt 

fisherfolk 

  

9. There are three literary traditions in India: 

9-A. ¡rÀa poetics (Vedic hymns and the two major epics) 

9-B. saÆsk¤ta poetics (Classical Sanskrit literature and theartre and poetry modelled on this) 

9-C. pr¡k¤ta poetics (Classical Tammil literature of love, war and bhakti, Buddhist literature in Pali and 

Sanskrit, Prakrit and Sanskrit poetry with a Little Tradition base such 
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as G¡h¡sattasai or G¢tagovinda, B¤hatkath¡ and other  narrative cycle like Kath¡sarits¡gara, 

and bhakti poetry). 

10. The Cosmic elements play on the whole a supportive rather than a dramatic role in these three 

traditions, although there are important variations. 

  

Indian figurative plastic art is very much man-centred. 

  

11. The cosmic elements play a minor supportive role in Indian figurative plastic art. 

  

In Indian architecture, the temple is conceived either in the image of Man or in the image of the sacred 

Mountain. Earth, water, air and light play important constitutive roles in Indian architecture. 

In Indian arts of performance (sa´g¢ta, comprising singing, instrument-playing, and dancing) the cosmic 

elements play at best the role of a model for the technical organization of the medium. 

It is hoped that the various hypotheses hypotheses proposed will bear examination, and induce a fruitful 

reconsideration of received accounts of the subject-matter. 
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14   Mah¡bh£ta in Determining Cultural Ecology 

Bryan Mulvihill  

"Aesthetics determines Cultural Ecology" 1 

In most ancient or 'traditional' societies a deep respect for the elemental forces in which human beings 

found themselves immersed is evident form the cultural histories, rites and artifacts that have been passed 

down to us here in the late twentieth century. 

          Native Americans held all of nature as sacred, a transmitter of knowledge, their cultural rites fostered a sensitive 

respect for the elements in nature. As one of the world's oldest surviving traditional societies, North American 

indigenous peoples consider themselves as part of the environment in which they live rather than as superior agents 

put on earth with divine right to conquer and control. 

          The oriental cultures of the Asian Northeast, developed a spiritual interdependence with the elemental 

forces through the philosophy of Dao which emphasized harmony in opposites and the constant 

transformation of the solid and moving forces. Early European societies expressed their relationships to the 

elements through the gnostic cults predating the Christain era, with alchemical fascinations which continued 

to express themselves up to the present time in images of androgyne, uniting of opposite forces, and 

through sympathetic magic rituals. 

          Perhaps no other society has developed the human interdependence with nature to such a refined and 

elaborate degree than the cultures of the Indian sub-continent where the relationship with the elemental forces is 

portrayed on every level of human and cultural expression through the vision as held in the tradition of 

the Mah¡bh£tas. 

          Now at this time, in the history of humankind, all the cultures of the planet are faced with the same 

dangerous dilemma of a serious disregard for the natural order of the elements upon which existence is 

dependent. The very bases of the traditional five elemental forces, the Mah¡bh£t¡ni, have been undermined. 

The rapid degradation of the natural environment have been irrevocably disturbed with mass scale 

deforestation, desertification, chemical and nuclear pollution. The worlds, oceans and rivers are increasingly 

poisoned. Global warning, with encroaching drought, is threatening large areas of habitable lands. The 

windswept affects of pollution and radiation spreading from one corner of the planet are affecting all others 

while the very ether itself is being radically rearranged as is becoming evident in the ozone holes. At the 

same time large oxygen producing areas are dangerously being deforested. 

          It has become essential to collectively develop a respectful understanding for the world in which we 

find ourselves. To de this we can learn much from the ancient societies who had developed cultural attitudes 

and practices which were in relative harmony with the elemental forces of both nature and human nature. 

          Perhaps it is equally the first time in history that the various cultures have access to each other's traditions and 

histories to be able to develop a healthy respect through understanding, If not an interdependent transcultural 

foundation for a harmonious relationship with the earth and its beings. Still today the greatest danger to human survival 

is human-kind itself. Without checking human greed and intolerance no amount of environmentally friendly actions will 

ensure a future for the family of man. In this light cultural sensitivity, with understanding, play the most essential role in 
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transforming and maintaining a harmonious relationship with out physical, social and spiritual environment. The culture 

of a people is itself the most fundamental environment, "Aesthetics determines cultural ecology".  

          Indian cultures have in the past developed refined, comprehensive, relationships to the elemental forces which 

can provide valuable insight for developing a modern 'cultural ecology' that is in harmony with the forces of nature 

along with the physical and physiological needs of the human community. An appreciation of the nature of the 

elements, as transmitted in the conception of theMah¡bh£tas, has in the past been diverse and effective over long 

period of history of the sub-continent's dynasties, spiritual traditions and diverse communities in harmonizing man's 

relationship with the environment in which he found himself. The Indian sub-continent flourished, supporting the world 

largest populations and diversity of culture in a co-existent balance with nature. It was not until the full effects of the 

British Raj and massive industrialization that the attitude towards the effects on the natural environment become self-

centred. 

          The detailed analyses of this history and practice in light of contemporary social, ecological and 

human needs reveals many dimensions that provide ample evidence of the depth and complexity that is 

required in a functional cultural vision successfully to integrate human and environmental harmony. In the 

space of this short commentary the writer will briefly try to indicate but a few of the many possibilities for 

detailed application in this research. As the dimension of the current global interdependent ecological 

disintegration is equally vast and complex, the need for such study, and all the more, effective practice, is 

paramount. 

          The cultural dissemination of the philosophic, spiritual and attitudinal perspectives necessary to effect a holistic 

relationship between all aspects of "being-qua-existenz" 2 has continuously proven the most effective way of unifying 

the maximum segment of any society with nature. This is essential for the well-being of all aspects of a human 

environment. Political systems, that function on a  fifty-one per cent of the popular demand, which is the current 

practice of partiamentary representation, or rule economic productivity or military force, often with far less than even 

half the voting polulation's support, have proven woefully ineffective in providing a functional human ecological 

balance. The very fact that culture is currently regarded by most governments, world bank, and international 

development agencies as an additional frill or luxury of a society rather than an integral necessity is itself one of he 

primary misconceptions hindering both local communications and the global instigation man's needs, but not for 

anybody's greed" 3. To provide adequately for all and curb the greed of even a few requires at least a ninety per cent 

participation in the shared resolve which only a creatively functioning cultural unity can provide, no matter what 

political, social and religious system is in practice. 

        During the intense period of interdisciplinary philosophic, spiritual and cultural development, from the fifth to 

eight centuries A.D., as was afforded by the establishment of large Buddhist universities, such as N¡land¡ 

Mah¡vih¡ra, the five elemental forces were iconographically presented in their configurational complexity as 

a ma¸·ala Ma¸·ala means a concentration of energy or a circle, la means to take up and hold. The experience of 

being in the phenomenal world of elemental forces has meaning, being itself as the ground. Therefore, the energy 

of the forces is the ground or foundation of meaningfulness. The ma¸·ala of the Mah¡bh£tas expresses the 

meaningfulness of being as experienced and expressed through the elemental forces. Ma also means beautiful 

and la beautified. Rendered literally, this term refers to a total sphere, globular and wholly encircled. The centre is 

the primordial awareness of being itself surrounded by a circle of elemental forces. Thus being is enhanced, 

beautified by the awareness of understanding and appreciation of the nature of the elements. Being is equally 

dependent upon, and an expression of the elements. Both together form the whole, as expressed by the image of 

the five directional ma¸·ala principal, with four cardinal points arranged around being, either expressing the 

cognitive awareness of being. If this central awareness is solidified into an ecological projection of a self, in control 
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of the elements, the whole process is affected. The elements become tainted by the independent self-centred 

projection, becoming poisonous conflicting emotions, ignorance, attachment, greed and envy. By transforming 

the centre from an ego-centred perception into an interdependent relationship configuration, the poisons are 

purified into experienced creativity of a harmonious interaction of forces. 

The perception of the phenomenal world made up of the Mah¡bh£tas initiates the possibility for the 

development of a thematically directed consciousness within which the thematizing perception assumes the dominant 

role and becomes, in a certain sense, a centre around which all other cognitive operations are arranged. Whether such 

imaging is directed toward the external, internal, or arcane features of this being conscious, it occurs in an 

undivided  wholeness whose complexity is included in the five elements of the five directional ma¸·ala of 

the Mah¡bh£tas the whole ensemble constituting  the amazing unity and continuity of what we call a conscious 

individual. The divisiveness between the phenomenal world and its perception, as organized with respect to the 

experiencing individual, are united in a configurational whole which allows the individual to function in a holistic frame 

of mind, both being part of the whole and individually responsible for its manifestation. 

In comparison with European philosophic traditions Socratic notions made up the world of separate 

identifiable substances, which become the building blocks of "reality', linguistically termed nouns. Human beings also 

assuming the position of a noun with a separate identity, against all experiential evidence to the contrary, created the 

heterogeneous relationship to nature which increasingly is the source of the disintegration of both the natural and 

social environments. In the Mahabh£ta perception of all phenomena, men, women, and their thematic ideation, are 

part of the holistic process which is entirely interdependent. Each aspect affects the whole. The external world of 

elements is dependent upon the physical properties, the perception of an experiencing individual, and the social 

cultural context which all must be in harmonious balance with the elements to sustain effective interdependence. 

Briefly, if we take the organizational structure of the mahabh£tas ma¸·ala as a model for developing an 

ecologically sound cultural system, we must consider it in all its complexity including the (a) external, (b) internal, and 

(c) arcane or primordial features of being conscious to assure an undivided wholeness whose complexity we can 

outline as follows. The directions are quaternary of (a) externally earthy solid, watery cohesion, fiery combustion and 

stormy motility, (b0 what is internally the perceptible, feeling, ideation, and actualizing, and (c) what is arcanely 

dullness, addiction, and envy, all temporally abiding as cognitive fields constituting the four directions. The triad of 

irritation, horizon, and thematically directed consciousness constitute the centre, because it abides as reflective 

perception which is inherent as the nature of the human mind, and that which put in front of the mind reflects, known 

in BuddhistVajray¡na terminology as mirror-like pristine cognition. All of these form configurations surpassing the 

imagination, actually abiding externally as the five elemental forces which can be referred to as the five femininities and 

internally as the five psychophysical groupings which are then the five masculinities, and arcanely as the five poisons 

which when transformed are the five pristine cognitions. 

The human relationship to the five elements is not simple, nor straightforward, as outlined very briefly here in 

this simplistic overview of the Mahabh£ta ma¸·ala. However even the most elementary examination of these principles 

reveals deep insight into the complexity of the relationship 

Indeed if we consider the primordial poisons or misconceptions, arising  out  of ignoring the subtleties of 

human interdependence  with the phenomenal world, and, the underlying mental states of irritation giving 

rise to closing down of one's protective ignoring awareness, the effects of one's actions result in the 

environment. For example the earth element when perceived as that which goes on, no matter what you do 

to it, exemplifies the attitude of dullness. Dullness operates internally to ignore or close off that which is 
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perceptible. The transformation by turning this earthy attitude of dullness is achieved by a vibrant paying 

attention, which notices the constant affects and interdependent changes with every interaction with the 

phenomenal world. The earth is not a solid unresponsive lump but a vibrant relationship of elements. 

The globally embedded arrogance, which makes possible the overt delusion, inflation of ego operations, that 

man is independent of nature, is represented by the water element, internally constituted as feeling and, 

externally, watery cohesion, which allows multinational and personal greed to become the modus operandi 

without noticing the consequences. The fire element represents addiction, which becomes a craving for and 

attachment to that which has been singled out, and obsessive inordinate possessiveness reinforced by ego 

operations internally constituted as ideation and, externally, fiery combustion. The air element expresses and 

embedded envy which is a reluctance to accept how things are developing into the urge to meddle, internally 

as actualizing of innate tendencies and, externally, stormy motility. The above reads like our current state of 

world affairs and gives a working picture of the causes and effects of the ecological disaster we are 

collectively faced with. The process of becoming attuned to the ma¸·ala of the five elemental forces is in 

itself a way to begin to transform the negative aspects into positive or functional cooperative 

interdependences. 

        The Mahabh£ta ma¸·ala is not based on ideas of imagination but the actual physics and 

psychophysical nature of human interaction which is embodied in physical structure. A transformation always indicates 

first an awareness of the actual situation to be transformed. The very fact that we now talk about the global 

environment, which during the last two centuries of global industrialization we have somehow managed to ignore in the 

blind view of "progress', shows how far the world's cultural systems have gone astray. We can no longer point the 

finger at one group or in one direction for in the globally interdependent ecology there is no east or west, nor south or 

north. The industrialization and human addiction to greed has become a world-wide phenomena. What we can, and 

must do, if we are to survive as a species, is develop a culture based on an and must do an awareness of the actual of 

our physical and psycho-physical situation. A deep study into the ma¸·ala principles contained in the Mahabh£ta will 

provide profound insights to this all-pervasive nature of things as they are. 

However, study alone is only the beginning. To be effective we need to bring the awareness and sensitivity of these 

basic underlying principles to the forefront of the human community which will require a dynamic and energetic re-

looking at the process and necessity of a cultural ecology. To begin this enormous task it will require national and 

international network of the cultural communities getting to know one another and collectively exploring the ecological 

imbalances and finding effective ways to transform the human relationship to our mother earth. India with its enormous 

human potential and deep historical understanding, as amply displayed in the Mahabh£tavision, will have to play a 

leading role in this process.    

 

 

 

1  A quote from the Miss General Idea File, Morris/Trasov Archives, Image Bank 

Directory,  Vancouver,   1965. 

2  A term adopted by Herbert V. Guenther, in "Mystery', Shambhala, Boulder & London, 1984. In brief this 

term encapsules the entirety of living existenz as defined by Guenther, "By its very nature Being, in its 

totality,  tends to structure itself in and as the unifying continuity which most decisively determines the 

uniquely experiential character of being human. The unifying continuity which determines experience as 
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such as we can call existenz". Being qua-existenz indicates that this continuity is always suffused by the 

highly energized process of Being. 

3  As quote on Lino cut of  " Bapuji, 12.4.1930' by Nandlal Bose. Gandhi Book  House, Rajghat Colony, 

New Delhi. 
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